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FOREWORD

Through the many centuries of earth’s history
leading to space travel and then the capability to travel at
the speed of light to visit new civilizations in the twenty
second century, the population of earth was never alone.
The Galaxy Police Federation had been around for
thousands of years gradually expanding as new
civilizations reached the age of light speed and aware of
its existence. This new scientific age classed as RatioFive came into being and before that time only invisible
observation was accepted. Some planetary cultures
caused their own self-destruction in the incredible
advancement of technology. Others struggled and were
set back a century by the quest for individual power and
territory. Many planets never survived their own
planetary environment and although earthquakes wiped
out the surfaces of these worlds including meteorite
bombardment and destructive weather, after several
thousand years the survivors were ready to start again.
The speed of light signified an advancement of
such magnitude that allowed a single spacecraft and crew
to travel to the nearest star systems in order to visit other
civilizations. At this point, the Galaxy Police Federation
would openly visit and initiate diplomatic relations in the
form of a Galaxy Police Embassy. A signed charter then
protected the planet and its inhabitants from being an
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aggressor to another civilization or falling prey to a high
technological advanced group of predators.
Police Federation Headquarters currently based in
a small solar system near to the very centre of the galaxy
incorporating two suns and five planets. Three of the
planets were full life supporting and the principal Krakor
specially manufactured and landscaped by the ancient
ones of light, primeval creatures of the spirit and guardians
of the galaxy. Krakor was a place of great beauty with
oceans, rivers, lakes, streams and waterfalls viewed
throughout the landscape. Recruitment for the federation
was from every life-bearing planet in the galaxy above
ratio five and the other two planets were living quarters for
five million members and their families.
The transport for the federation consisted of Intergalactic craft (IGC’s) that travelled at light speed and then
switched to an alternate dimension that diverted the craft
out of time allowing it to travel ten thousand light years in
just twenty-four hours. Travel from one end of the galaxy
to the other and back could be attained in twenty days in
the same time continuum allowing the occupants to arrive
back at Krakor with only normal time loss.
In some areas of the galaxy, inter-dimensional
problems were now causing anxiety and the ancient ones
of light had introduced two new computers of immense
size and power positioned at the centre of the planet
Krakor. The CTD computer (Coextensive Transcendent
Dimensions) allowed its recipient’s unlimited travel to
other realities of time co-existing alongside our own,
allowing inter-dimensional transportation. The second
computer TC (Telepathic Computer) permitted the spirit to
travel out of body in astral flight in the domain of the spirit
world. Only two men had the knowledge and operation of
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the computers activated by their own brains and engaged
by bracelets operating on their wrists.
Jim Long was one of a few specially trained space
agents a man of high integrity and moral standards but
with normal human instincts. He had human vulnerability,
always trying to attain a higher level of understanding.

UPDATE SPECIAL MISSION - DATA REPORT
SOLAR SYSTEM 5G/5 – CODE RATIO 10 –
Verification/holiday integration.
Short period detachment of Space Agent Jim LongSpace Officer 1 Gail Farmer (Computers) and Space
Officer 1 Norman Clark (engineer).

Operation instructions: Verification and assessment of a
vast underground circular structure and the furtherance of
cultural understanding.
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CHAPTER 1

It had seemed impossible, but at last, the entrance to the
underground structure was cleared. Notal moved down the
narrow, dusty, rock-strewn tunnel with caution, not
wishing to become injured at such a critical stage, but with
the curiosity and concentration of a small child, eager to
enter the next stage after briefly seeing the first one. He
had reason to gloat today. Notal was deeply jealous of
Dworn, his supervisor, who was first to discover the site
from old maps lost for centuries. That was all right now.
Just this day, the crew had finally uncovered the entrance.
Dworn might have been the first to see it on the map, but
Notal would be known as the one who first entered it,
gaining the fame, glory and recognition he deserved.
The site was just outside the city of Zant 1, on the
Planet Zanteurians Major in the Nesemen solar system,
Notal’s birthplace. As chief administrator with a
background in archaeology, he was responsible for the
site. Even now, it seemed strange to him that a planet with
thousands of years of history had no true archaeologists.
Several religions and their associated clerics had delved
into the subject, but only Notal had the qualifications here
to analyse the excavation. After the discovery of the old
maps, he spent over a year digging and checking the
whole area in detail, and found nothing. Then an
unexpected survey from space with a new scanning device
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had revealed a huge underground structure. Rocks and
debris of the ages had blocked the secret entrance. Notal
was agitated and secretive as well as he devised a way to
delay informing Dworn.
The tunnel became smaller and veered to the right.
Notal was worried, not for his own safety, but that a
rescue operation would draw attention to the site. That
knowledge made him cautious. Yet excitement flowed
through him, and his euphoria made him oblivious to any
danger. He knew his small body size and height of five
feet, six inches could manoeuvre through almostimpossible obstructions.
His assistant’s rotund body and small round face
came into view beside and just behind him. Yana gazed in
amazement down the tunnel. “Are you all right, Mr.
Notal?”
He turned to face her, annoyed at being disturbed
almost as much as by her shrill voice. “Of course I’m all
right. I’d say if there was anything wrong, wouldn’t I?” As
he spoke, he edged on down the passageway. “Just leave
me to get on with it. And remember, no one is to know
about this until I tell you. No one!”
She nodded, noting his mood, and disappeared back
up the tunnel.
Notal moved downward and deeper into the tunnel,
which was starting to encase him. This didn’t surprise
him; a robotic probe sent down the day before confirmed
the tunnel was small in this area. But when a sharp
protrusion grazed his arm, fear began to nibble away at his
rationality. He could hear his heart thumping in his chest
and his breathing rate increased. Grains of dust and dirt
started to cloud around him, making him cough and
splutter. He carefully bent to a crouched position, then
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onto his knees, pushing forward, his arms outstretched in
front, gaining ground inch by inch toward the small entry
point indicated on the map.
Feeling claustrophobic now, he stopped and breathed
deep, gazing along his arms to his stretched-out fingers
and the dust and debris beyond. His size gave him an
advantage here, yet the idea of entrapment in this confined
space was uppermost in his thoughts. A blocked entrance
ahead would cause him a difficult backward manoeuvre …
or he could be rushing headfirst into disaster.
He stopped for a few moments, allowing the dust to
settle, trying to gauge the distance he still needed to travel.
He was forced to make a decision he did not like. With
great effort, he struggled, trying to move his right hand to
his waist. His elbow kept jamming into the cavern wall
until he found the correct manipulations and finally thrust
his fingers around the barrel of the gun. He moved his
body to one side, and in one swift movement the weapon
was in front of him, pointing forward. He knew the
weapon was on its narrowest setting—the small,
penetrative surgical beam setting—so he closed his eyes
and covered his face with his free hand, then fired into the
tunnel ahead.
The small red thermo-beam spread down the
passageway, pushing stinging dust particles into his face,
hair and the back of his hand. Choking on dust, he forced
his eyes to open. Amazingly, he could see a dim light
approximately twenty feet ahead; the diminutive beam of
energy had punched to the other side. He was through!
Fighting the nausea and head-spinning his elation
had brought, he pushed forward in the cramped space,
scraping his hands and knees on the rough floor below.
The tunnel filled with larger grains of dust now, making
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breathing difficult, and the thought of suffocation made
him feel he would never reach the end. Just when he was
convinced he would choke to death, a cool breeze drifted
across his face and the hand holding the gun. He slowly
opened his fingers and shoved his free hand forward,
pushing away a pile of dirt before him that opened into a
two-foot-wide hole. Now, he gazed into a large cavern
faintly lit no stronger than moonlight.
The idea that a rock fall could bury him forever was
now lost in his bliss. He edged forward, perspiration
falling, and thrust himself through the collapsed tunnel in
a frenzy of anticipation and discovery, pushing with his
knees and clawing with his hands toward the now-larger
entrance. Grasping with both hands on the inside of the
cavern orifice, he hauled himself through headfirst,
tumbling three feet onto the cavern floor. He was in. At
last, his dreams were reaching fulfilment!
He stood slowly, dusting himself down and staring at
the vision revealed. As he had dreamed, the cavern was no
mere cave, but a manufactured underground construction
of meticulous design. The cavern’s walls were smooth,
with one line of hieroglyphics stretching as far as the eye
could see. The floor was a richly patterned, multicoloured
mosaic, approximately twenty feet in width, and stretched
seemingly into infinity on either side of him. “It’s huge,”
he muttered as he spun round slowly several times,
disoriented.
He stared at the cavern roof for a moment in
disbelief. An intense band of light ran centrally in both
directions, changing from poor to very bright light along
its length. “What kind of light is this?” he said aloud.
“How can there be a light that casts no shadows?”
In awe, Notal stumbled a short way down the
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corridor, staring at the symbols on the wall, his
archaeological training telling him they were ten thousand
years old or more. A lifetime of study for students of
history and archaeology! he thought, and continued
walking for ten minutes down the never-ending corridor,
touching the wall now and then, admiring its texture while
noting a slight curvature.
“The whole complex is circular!” he shouted in
realisation. “I’m walking inside a circle!”
It was too much to take in. Suddenly light-headed, he
leaned against the wall and slowly slid to the floor. There,
he rested and tried to think. Should he inform Dworn? No,
he decided. He would tell no one, would investigate
quietly down here until he knew more of the secrets of the
vast structure.
The cavern had darkened again, and he had the
sudden need to keep exploring. Bending his knees and
pressing his right hand onto the floor, he forced his body
to a standing position. As if in anticipation of his
movements, the cavern’s centre light returned to full
brilliance. “It saves energy by dimming when there is no
movement,” he muttered. “Remarkable.”
He walked along the corridor unaware of time,
stopping occasionally to observe the markings on the
passage wall. After a while, he wandered back to the entry
point. A small bleep emitted from the ring on the little
finger of his right hand, and the projected hologram image
showed the number eighteen hundred. It was nearing dusk
on the planet’s surface. He desperately didn’t want to, but
knew that if he failed to return to check in, his absence
would be noted.
***
He entered his office to find a digital note on the
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electronic memo pad hanging on the wall. Yana had left
work over an hour ago. One of the three messages was
from her, another from a supplier. The third was from
Dworn, asking for a progress report. If he answered
Dworn now, he would be free to explore the new area all
night if he so wished.
Facing the holo-camera on the wall, Notal activated
the planetary communication system on his desk. “Audio
link,” he said, causing a green stream of light to reach out
and touch his forehead. “Statesman Dworn, Notal here. I
am progressing slowly, hoping to find an entrance soon. I
will continue with the excavations.” He terminated the
communiqué and began to ponder the lie he had told.
Lies are necessary strategies, he told himself. They
only bring dishonour if revealed as untruths. In spite of
that reassurance, he knew he had only a limited time in
which to act and gain advantage.
The gentle bell tones emanating from the memo pad
reminded him of the other two messages. He dismissed the
supplier’s, then stared at the one from Yana informing him
that she was on holiday with the other members of the
team, and would not be back for seven cycles. He had
forgotten about the holiday, and the reminder brought him
joy. He liked her. She was a good secretary. But he could
now explore without interruption from her, Dworn, or
anyone else.
***
The next five days were spent frantically surveying
the huge site. Even the use of a hover board to negotiate
the miles of corridors didn’t speed up the operation. On
the sixth day and suffering from lack of food and near
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exhaustion, Notal found a passageway leading inward.
This entry was unlike the others, cylindrical in shape and
without internal light. He gazed into it, trying to
distinguish any shapes or movement, but there was only a
curtain of darkness. Something about the darkness
frightened him. It seemed so … dense. No mere shadow,
he decided, but a functional darkness. A warning to keep
clear.
He moved over to his exploration pack and emptied
it on the cavern floor. He could feel himself panting, short
of breath, and sweat on his face. He laughed, realising the
temperature hadn’t changed. Rather, it was the fear and
excitement of a new discovery that was alerting his body,
a body that up to now had lived a normal existence with
very few surprises.
He grimaced, regretting how much junk he had
placed into the bag, but dug in.
“Ouch!”
He withdrew his hand, noting the tiny spot of blood
on his index finger. Undeterred, he muttered, “Where is
that astro-light?” and plunged his hand back inside. Then,
he remembered. He lifted up the bag and saw the small
cylinder underneath. He placed the bag aside, picked it up
and turned on the beam, knowing that it would draw its
energy from its surroundings. A wide beam of intense
light emitted, blinding him for a moment.
“Hell, what kind of energy is in here?” he shouted,
changed it to a narrow beam, and quickly directed it into
the dark tunnel.
Though powerful, the light did not register past the
solid curtain of darkness. Notal’s apprehension increased.
What if the atmosphere in there is toxic? he thought.
What if there’s no atmosphere at all, and I freeze my
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bloody arm off? Maybe I should contact Dworn after all.
Let him be the first to enter into the darkness.
He dismissed the idea the moment he thought it.
Although fearful nearly to the point of shaking, an
irrational urge made him plunge his arm into the
blackness. It disappeared completely from view.
“What the—?” he shrieked, jerking his arm back.
I could have lost my arm, he thought. But he didn’t.
He stared at his now-restored arm and let forth a stream of
hysterical laughter.
The realisation that the darkness was nothing more
than that—manufactured darkness, life-supporting—
released the stress that had built up inside him. All fear left
his mind as he feverishly rotated the strong light up and
down the dark face of the entrance. No matter how hard he
tried from every angle, the strong light beam stopped at
the edge of the darkness. “No light can penetrate it,” he
said, shaking his head. “This just isn’t normal.”
He switched off the powerful light and pondered his
next move. In one more cycle, Yana and the rest of the
staff would return to work, robbing him of further
exploration. He had to know what was beyond the
blackness, and now.
He stared at the contents of the exploration case
scattered over the floor, noticing a large coil of rescue
fibre. A guide rope. That made his decision easier.
He carefully tied one end of the rope around the
heavy case. Taking hold of the other end, he stepped
toward the tunnel, pausing at the edge of the black aura
only long enough to close his eyes before stepping
forward.
Nothing happened.
He let out the coil slowly as he gained six to ten feet
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in distance, and opened his eyes. The blackness was
absolute here, and he shivered with a morbid
apprehension. On a normal dark night, the eyes would
adjust, showing shapes and tinctures of light. But in this
environment, he was blind. It was as though the laws of
physical existence were no longer in practice. No sound,
not even the background noises from the living world
were present. They had disappeared in the blanket of
darkness.
“What the hell is this?” he exclaimed, and heard his
own voice repeat back to him.
“Well at least I can talk to myself,” he said, laughing
at the echo.
He carefully slipped the rope through his left hand.
Controlling the tension with his right, he moved forward
slowly. The only certainty was the solid floor underneath
his feet. Rope coils were usually fifty to sixty feet in
length, but he couldn’t calculate in his mind how far he
had gone.
“Come on, come on, it’s only darkness,” he
whispered aloud, reassured to hear his voice come back to
him. “You’re not frightened of a bit of dark, are you? Let
the rope out slowly, slowly.… That’s it. Now stretch out
your arms. Yes. Now move the rope to your left hand
again…. Now stretch again.”
Each hand movement he assessed at approximately
three feet as he stepped forward. After a few minutes, he
estimated he had traversed forty feet, and was reaching the
end of the line. His thoughts were correct; his right hand
touched the metal tag at the end of the coil. He held it tight
in his left hand and stretched forward with his right,
amazed that as he did so, his right arm and head emerged
from the darkness.
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A great bolt of light energy hit him, seizing every
muscle and blinding him. The light, so intense but
soothing after the darkness, made him dizzy. No, not just
dizzy. The sensation was of floating in a white,
shimmering mist. The mist cleared in places, showing
views of a large city with huge cylindrical buildings that
thrust into the clouds above.
The vision, though out of focus, was one of great
beauty and ambience. A short distance away, a high
waterfall cascaded into a palette-shaped pool of water.
Tall, slender statuettes adorned its perimeter. He heard
voices—people laughing and talking in a strange, ethereal
way, their voices close, yet distant. Then, through the
partings in the mist, he could see them. Some were
bathing, others were in groups talking, and some lay
asleep on the green textured floor surrounding the pool.
The serene picture made him feel happy, but
suddenly weary. The darkness was gone, as was the fear;
he was at peace.
Then, like dry ice evaporating, the mood around him
began to change. For a brief moment, he felt nothing at all.
Then panic replaced the serenity of only a second before
as the city began to shift. The people by the pool leapt to
their feet with terror on their faces, then tried to run. But
they couldn’t, and neither could he.
Notal was alive. He was sure of that. Yet he was
imprisoned by life. The combination of hopelessness and
never-ending pain was unbearable. “No,” he pleaded with
the unseen emotions projected in his mind. “Please take
this feeling away. Please. I can’t stand it!”
Screams of anguish and shouts for help echoed
through his ears, and the picture of horror was taken away
by another blinding white light that erupted suddenly
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around him.
Then all was silent as the serenity returned, and he
found himself still standing in the passageway. The
visions were gone. He still heard the voices, not only in
the distance but also chanting all around him. It had to be
a kind of telepathy, because his ears didn’t receive the
sounds, just his mind.
The chanting drew closer. He looked down each
corridor, in anticipation of seeing the people responsible,
but no one appeared. At that instant, one voice became
louder, a hypnotic voice that seemed to glide through his
mind. Clear and beautiful, as though someone was gently
stroking his hair. It said:
“On entering the sacred portal you will question
yourself, your life and your values. The psychic test can
build or destroy, but be aware of the danger that lurks
inside, a danger unknown to mortal man. Go in peace, my
brother, to eternity.”
Notal gazed upward, grateful, certain that the spirit
had spoken to him and him alone. Then a terrible pain
entered his mind and body. That pain was the last thing he
was aware of as he collapsed unconscious on the floor.
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CHAPTER 2
The small shuttlecraft from Solar System Station 820
started to slow when the two planets, Zant Major and Zant
Minor, came into view. Space Officer One John Timmons,
the pilot, activated the front thrusters while bringing the
engines down to zero percent, then began to input the
planets’ re-entry and navigation coordinates into the visual
boxes on the screen. The small craft vibrated and
shuddered as the speed dramatically changed, putting them
into a circular orbit.
“Danger. Atmosphere present.”
The audible warning came from Augur, the
computer. In response, John Timmons grasped the two
orbs on either side of the seat and guided the craft into the
atmosphere. Within minutes, they were on their way down
toward the clouds below. Augur could have controlled the
whole flight from start to finish, but Timmons was
following procedure demanded as part of the never-ending
space pilot training. Every ten flights, he had to fly
manually.
As he steered the craft, he called a status report back
to the rear. Duly notified that it was safe to do so, Space
Agent Jim Long stood up and turned to his companions,
stretching his back muscles as he did. His two assistants,
both space officer medium rank, were experiencing their
first trip to the planet. Gail Farmer, a computer and
systems expert, was immaculate in a similar one-piece,
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light blue uniform that loosely fit her tall, elegant body.
Her beautiful face, as usual, was unemotional and
expressionless, casting a cold, even defensive image. Yet
after three years of working with her, Jim knew that her
demeanour indicated only her unique brand of
professionalism; her teamwork was exceptional. Norman
Clark, equally as professional as Gail, had moments of
being a cut-up, but was no less dedicated to the job.
Gail cast a sideways glance at Jim as he lowered
himself back into his chair and gazed through the opening
at the city of Zant 1 below. “Well, we’re nearly there,
Frosty,” he said to Gail, using his nickname for her. “I’ll
admit, this city has a strange fascination for me.”
“The whole city looks like a huge diamond,” she
said, staring out the window next to her seat. “I mean, all
the walkways criss-cross each other in that way. Straight
diagonal lines and all.”
Jim nodded and gave her a sideways glance. “Even
the lakes, housing and municipal buildings are all built
within the same profile.” As he spoke, he again admired
her. Today as always, her long hair was pinned up
carefully in a precise and tidy way, and even in casual
dress, she looked immaculate.
Turning the other way, he glanced at Norman, who
had his face flattened against the view port. The contrast
between Norman and Gail made Jim grin again. Even in
dress clothes, Norman still looked slightly shabby, like the
engineer he was. Dress protocol was of little interest to
him. Yet Jim felt great pride just knowing him. The same
with Gail. The trio’s working relationship was of unending
harmony and respect, if that Gail was a bit easier on the
eyes.
“Look at all that landscaping,” Gail said, her eyes
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taking in the view below. “All those lush shades of green
look wonderful in contrast to the white buildings! And the
lakes … they’re so blue in the sunlight—”
“Looks just like any other city to me,” Norman said.
“I don’t understand what you’re drooling about.”
She turned to face him. “It’s like … All right, you’re
an engineer. Think of an engine, its parts all laid out neatly
in front of you, just waiting to be fitted.”
“Now you’re talking,” Norman said, smiling. “That
is a beautiful sight.”
Jim burst out laughing as Gail’s face remained
impassive.
“Not to me,” she said, straight-faced. “Beauty is in
the eye of the beholder.”
Norman turned to Jim. “Have I said something
wrong, Skipper?”
“Possibly,” Jim replied quickly, then gazed out the
portal window, searching for a way to change the subject.
“Look, we’re on level flight at five thousand feet, heading
toward the centre. Look at all the small craft down there.
Some look as low as two hundred feet. And every one of
them moving in precise symmetry to each other.”
His diversion worked. Both Gail and Norman stared
out their viewports, rapt, at the huge diamond-shaped
building below. Small craft were entering and leaving the
structure’s perimeter in a never-ending stream.
The shuttlecraft stopped and shuddered, as though
taken by an invisible hand and plunged into a rapid
descent.
“Oh, that’s fast!” Norman said, and grabbed hold of
his armrests.
Gail showed nothing on her face, but Jim saw her
body stiffen and she looked at him.
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“We’re on the magic beam,” he said, and winked at
her.
She looked at him for a moment, her face still
deadpan, shook her head and looked outside again as the
craft moved down quickly and trimmed to a horizontal
position. Jim didn’t take offence at her lack of response. It
was a part of her personality he long ago came to accept.
At a thousand feet, the craft slowed markedly,
causing their body weight to push them into their seats.
The craft then descended into one of the building’s huge
circular hatches, hovering fifty feet above its floor. Jim
gave Gail and Norman a nod to reassure them. He had
been through the experience before on his many visits, yet
knew the straight-down plunge from that height was
unnerving for the uninitiated. The craft then spun on its
axis and reversed as a huge cavern door opened to allow
them to enter slowly.
As they moved through the door, a large landing area
came into view, showing the five corridors of
disembarkation. The door of the craft opened outward in
two sections, accompanied by a loud hissing noise. The
three of them picked up their hand luggage: tubular bags
three feet long and one foot in diameter. Jim spoke to John
Timmons as they shook hands in farewell. After they
exited the shuttle, it moved slowly forward and out of
view through another doorway.
Jim entered the first of the hundred-foot-long
corridors, beckoning for Gail and Norman to follow. As
they moved along, different scanning lights projected
down onto them, first yellow, then green, followed by blue
and red. By the time they reached the corridor’s end, the
authorities on Zanteuriani would know their identities and
their genetic codes.
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Jim waved at a tall, slim, broad-shouldered man
sporting a wild mop of black hair. Seconds later, he and
Chief Planetary Officer Jack Sonto shared a warm
embrace.
“Good to see you, sir,” Sonto said in greeting, then
shook hands with Gail and Norman. “Good to meet you
both. I believe you’ve never visited Zanteuriani before?”
Norman responded before Gail could speak. “That’s
correct, sir. We’re really looking forward to it.”
Sonto nodded at Norman, then turned his gaze to
Gail. “Did you have a good journey from Space Station
820?”
“Very comfortable, sir,” she replied, managing a
small smile.
The sight brought Jim’s broader smile as Sonto
began walking, and they followed. Gail, he noticed,
stepped quickly to walk beside Sonto, in front of them.
Although Jack Sonto was two ranks above Gail, he
seemed to be mesmerised by her, and Gail’s rare smile
indicated that she liked him. When she glanced back at
him, Jim gave her a teasing wink, and she blushed.
Norman noticed.
“Your face is so red, you look as though you’ve been
running,” he said.
Her face went immediately deadpan and her icy
exterior quickly returned. “Well, you did have the heating
in the shuttle rather high for a short journey.” She then
turned to Sonto and smiled again. “Is it very far to the
federation headquarters?”
“Oh, no, it’s very near to the landing port,” Sonto
replied. “And I apologise because you couldn’t use our
own Police Federation intergalactic craft for the whole
journey. But there’s protocol, and it’s strict. They don’t
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like any spacecraft hanging around the planet, only by
strict invitation.”
Jim and Norman were now about ten paces behind,
watching them talking.
“Did I say something wrong, Skipper?” Norman
whispered to Jim.
Jim looked into the sky, raising his eyebrows
nonchalantly. “Possibly,” he muttered back. “Possibly.”
Norman’s face wrinkled in a puzzled frown. “I
wonder what it was.”
Jim nearly choked to contain himself from laughing,
and walked faster toward the two in front. He called to
Sonto. “Jack, when is our meeting scheduled with
Statesman Dworn?”
Sonto slowed his pace and raised his left arm to gaze
at the small screen on his sleeve. “Augur, date and time of
S.A. Long’s meeting with Statesman Dworn?” The
computer, “Augur,” was an integral part of the Police
Federation’s communication and information systems.
Each space station, planet and Intergalactic Craft (IGC)
had an Augur that linked with all others, gathering and
dispensing information.
The computer replied, “Cycle twenty, lunation five,
at unit twelve.”
Jim nodded, hearing that. “In our time, that would be
day twenty of the fifth month at twelve o’clock.
Tomorrow at noon.”
Sonto laughed. “Correct, sir. Augur is rather formal
when it comes to dates and times.”
They had now reached an outside area, where
immense vehicular activity flowed all around. Several
transparent, diamond-shaped vehicles moved in and out of
the small precinct, hovering for a few seconds to pick up
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passengers, then speeding away. Sonto held up a small
circular instrument and aimed it at one of the empty
vehicles, which came toward them and stopped abruptly at
their side. A door opened, and they entered it to sit on the
vehicle’s comfortable seats.
As soon as they were settled, Sonto rotated his left
arm in front of a red panel that turned immediately to
green. “Police Galaxy Federation Embassy,” he stated.
“Sonto, twelve, nine, nine, four, twenty.” The payment
units automatically transferred for the journey, and the car
spun round and moved forward at great speed.
At the first intersection, it slowed with a slight
jarring motion, and then moved down the line between the
buildings, pausing slightly at each intersection. After
several turns, the car stopped outside the embassy. The
door opened, and a three-dimensional text banner moving
in mid-air circled in the centre of the cabin displaying the
message, “Thank you for your journey.”
Entering, they were scanned three times before the
huge door in front of them slid open to allow entry. Sonto
beckoned them all into the elevator capsule, which sped
sideways and then upward.
“I didn’t realise they were using space station
elevator systems on planets,” Jim mused, turning to Sonto
as he spoke.
“This is the first one,” Sonto replied. “They’ve
completely re-designed the interior of the building since
you were here last.”
The elevator shuddered slightly as it passed another
intersection, and then moved sideways to a slow stop. The
door opened into a large foyer decorated with trees and
shrubs. A small waterfall flowed into a landscaped pond.
Moving to a diamond-shaped console on the wall, Sonto
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beckoned to them. “This is a new system, too. Just
installed. All the rooms on this floor are holo-on-suite.”
He moved his arm up and pointed his wrist videoscreen toward the diamond aperture. “Sonto, room
allocation, arrival.”
Four small beams of light projected from each corner
of the diamond shape, connecting to the four corners of
the screen on his sleeve, and then, just as abruptly, ceased.
Each one in turn then did the same until all were
registered. Sonto smiled and beckoned, and they moved
down a narrow adjacent corridor flanked by more
diamond-shaped doors.
“In the top right-hand corner of your screen is your
room number,” he told them. “Just point it toward the door
to gain entry. Hologram environments are also now on
your screen. For now, I suggest you use command code
‘executive room one.’ Voice instructions as normal.”
With spoken thanks all round, Sonto departed, and
they each located and entered their rooms.
***
Norman stepped into an empty, diamond-shaped
room about twenty feet in length. Covering the walls in
symmetric patterns were small half-spherical fittings. He
rubbed his hands together in anticipation, then gazed at the
screen on his wrist. Holograms were now perfected in
Zant 1 and 2, and both cities were known as the best at
creating images in solid light and actual reality. He had
also heard tales, from other ranks, of several of the
programmes available. Grinning, he decided to spend no
more time in executive room one.
“Augur, revive the Theatre of Mastra Five.”
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The room slowly dissolved and a dark sky
materialised above, showing several moons and clusters of
white stars. Norman nodded in wonderment as the openair Theatre of Mastra appeared around him. He moved to
sit on a luxurious couch filled with cushions and vividly
coloured fabrics, then looked around, nodding. “They’ve
done it at last…. The interdimensional parameters and
solidity graphifiers are perfect.”
He sat back into the couch, drooling over the new
technology as two dancing girls in flimsy chiffon dresses
appeared, dancing to the sound of drumbeats and moving
in his direction. A bleep distracted him as a light flashed
over the door. Without thinking he shouted, “Enter!”
The door slid open, revealing a straight-faced Gail
Farmer. The two girls had now reached Norman; their
dresses were twirling across his face like sails in a stiff
breeze. He smiled and dodged their movements.
“I was just marvelling at the new technology,” he
sputtered, then called out, “freeze programme.”
The command caused a slow-motion seizure; the two
females crushed the hapless Norman between them as they
stopped. He struggled out from between them. When those
antics didn’t work, he finally dropped to the floor and
crawled out.
“They’re not real, it’s just a hologram,” he stuttered,
making it to the couch.
Gail gave no reaction, just tossed the disc she held
onto the couch. “I thought you might want to read these
new reports from Federation Headquarters.” She raised
one eyebrow. “I thought you preferred real women.” She
then turned to exit, grinning as she placed her hand over
her mouth to stop laughing, and stepped through the door
out into the corridor.
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Norman composed himself and issued a directive.
“Augur, cease the Mastra Five Theatre Environment.”
The programme abruptly stopped, dumping him onto
the floor as the couch disappeared.
He reached out, grabbed the disc before it could roll
away, then stood back up and growled. “Load executive
room one.”
***
As Jim entered his own diamond-shaped room, he
stopped to appreciate the beautifully panelled boxlike
structure with mirrors down each side and a sliding door in
the middle. Curious, he opened the door and found four
uniforms, including a dress uniform, and various
undergarments plus a laser razor. The huge, solid cabinet
inside was clearly for his personal belongings.
He closed the door, noted, then examined the camera
structure for a few moments, and then said, “Wonderful
technology, Augur. Load executive room one.”
In seconds, an incredible transformation took place: a
slow materialisation of a high-class hotel room, with a
moving wallpaper of white clouds on a pastel blue
background.
Jim sat on the huge airbed as a solid blue shadowimage of a man appeared in the corner of the room.
“Incoming recorded hologram image,” the computer
spoke. “Please advise.”
Intrigued, Jim replied. “Transmit.”
The image came into full focus as Statesman Zitado
Dworn, a muscular, six-foot, two-inch figure dressed in a
silver toga that contrasted sharply with his black skin.
Dworn smiled as he opened his arms in greeting, and his
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deep voice resonated around the small room. “As you
know, Jim, protocol does not allow me to see you until the
official welcome tomorrow. But warm greetings, my
friend, and may your visit to Zanteuriani be enlightening.”
Jim knew the reply wouldn’t be received until
morning, but answered anyway, and with respect. “Thank
you, my friend.”
The image blinked, then disappeared from view.
***
The next morning, Gail and Norman proceeded on a
sightseeing tour of Zant 1 with Jack Sonto, while Jim
prepared for his meeting with Dworn, refreshing his
memory of the planet’s history while pondering what this
meeting might bring, to his good or detriment.
The Zanteuriani people’s beginnings were obscure. It
was known that they had developed over a period
scanning twenty thousand years. There were no records,
however, of how a black race—the Oloniants—had
integrated with a white race—the Martyiers. Yet from the
two races came a society that now lived in harmonious
equality. Myths and legends were now the only evidence
of the creation of their now stable, creative and peaceful
culture.
Two stories existed that were likely near the truth,
though neither had authentic written evidence or
independent validation. The first fable was one of
intriguing possibilities: that an advanced race of beings
had landed and explored the planet. While here, that race
had genetically enhanced the two planetary races with a
time code that would release information over thousands
of years. Implanted in these future memories were
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technological discoveries of great wonder, including
materialistic lifestyles somehow balanced by spiritual
guidance and attitude.
The second fable was one of two craft, from different
solar systems, escaping their systems’ enlarged suns and
crash-landing on Zant Major. Over a period of years and
for practicality’s sake, the occupants abandoned their
technology for basic items of survival. The ancestors of
this fable had replaced their electronic libraries with
written manuscripts none of them understood for three
thousand years. Territorial war and religious zealots had
destroyed the manuscripts, but natural scientific
progression over the next two thousand years had
reinstated the lost writings.
Whatever their beginnings, Jim was intrigued by the
Zanteuriani history, and by the now-modern civilisation
created through thousands of years of conflict and
harmony. And no matter what its outcome, he looked
forward to the meeting with Statesman Dworn. He put on
his dress uniform, activated the mirror holo-camera and
viewed his own full image by rotating it. Moving to the
door, he deactivated the room image and stepped out into
the corridor.
Official meetings had laid down protocols between
the space federation and the elected or chosen leaders, and
as Jim reached the huge doors of the Zanteuriani ministry,
the procedures began. Two armed guards met Jim as he
entered; one moved in front while the other walked behind
him. A blue beam followed him down the long corridor,
and scanned him several times along the way. Only when
they reached a curtain of solid light—a force field that
stretched in a huge circle around the entrances to the inner
building—did the guards step to one side.
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The spherical head and shoulders of the state
administrator materialised above Jim, expanding to twenty
cubic feet or more, and spoke to him. “Please state the
purpose of your visit.”
Jim replied, “I am here on a diplomatic and courtesy
visit authorised by Supreme Chief Officer Vanders of the
Police Federation and Statesman Dworn of Zanteuriani
Major.”
“Your purpose is established and confirmed. You
may enter the inner sanctum.”
The head disappeared, and a six-foot gap emerged in
the curtain of light. Jim smiled as a “V” sign lit up on the
floor in front, and as he strode over it, another appeared
some twelve feet ahead. The symbols led him into the
diamond-shaped elevator that sped upward and stopped on
the top floor of the building.
More signs appeared, leading him down a large
corridor. He turned left at the direction of one of them, and
there in one of many doorways was Statesman Dworn, this
time in a yellow toga with a red tabard top. The two met in
a Zanteuriani greeting, both arms bent at the elbow, open
palms facing outward. Then they clasped hands and
nodded with their heads in a gesture of respect.
Dworn smiled at Jim. “Greetings on your visit to our
planetary system, and please accept all its hospitalities.”
Jim nodded. “May I offer you my greetings for
sharing your hospitality?”
With the formalities out of the way, conversation
ceased as they entered the huge room and the door closed
behind them.
Jim turned and spoke again. “It’s good to see you
again, old friend.”
Dworn beckoned Jim to be seated. “And it is good to
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see you again, Jim.”
Now, Jim could talk freely. He accepted a drink of
the local wine from Dworn, wondering why he had been
sent to Zant 1 officially undercover, but on the pretext of a
holiday. Yet he knew he wouldn’t have to prod his friend
to reveal this to him now.
Dworn turned his swivel chair toward the centre of
the room and instructed the computer. “Initiate and run
command instruction-project plan five, five, five. Security
overrides Zitado Dworn, alpha zebra one.”
Four large holo-cameras emerged from the ceiling
and spluttered into a mass of light and sound before them.
The picture solidified into a three-dimensional aerial
picture of a river flowing down a valley. The camera
panned higher and the picture extended until the river
became a trickle. Higher still, and the projection reached
the edge of Zant 1.
Dworn spoke again. “Show zeta wave projection.”
The picture changed, and Jim saw a huge wheelstructure approximately ten to fifteen miles in diameter.
There was an outer rim, very small in diameter, with eight
spokes projecting toward the centre. Only a quarter of the
outer perimeter and spokes could be seen. A circular black
centre covered the rest.
Dworn twisted to look at Jim, eyebrows raised. “One
lunation ago—the time of one of your months—this was
found, quite by accident. One of your IGCs was visiting,
showing me the new zeta wave unit. As it projected down
onto Zant 1, we saw the outer edge of the structure that is
cut away and inserted into solid rock. This picture was
then taken.”
“Now I know why I’m here,” Jim said, studying the
huge formation.
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Dworn nodded. “I cannot understand how we haven’t
found it before. It’s so close to our capitol city. The whole
planet has been surveyed many times, even by x-rays.”
For a moment, they both sat and stared at the
projected three-dimensional image. Jim reflected on the
size and similarity of the object in shape to the solar
system space stations now in operation. For an object so
vast in size to be embedded in the ground, undamaged,
was indeed unusual. Without precedent.
Both men were of kindred spirit. Jim had known that
from the beginning of their friendship. They first met ten
years before, when they were both lower in rank. A
diplomatic dinner threw them together to solve the
mystery of a missing space officer. The mystery was
short-lived and had a happy outcome; a wrong keyed-in
entry to a computer had placed the officer on permanent
leave. He’d done no work for two months, and thought he
was on a special mission. The new and unknown excited
Jim and Dworn’s logical, highly trained yet venturesome
natures, yet both were careful and generous with the
power they held now.
Jim leaned forward, gazed at the image, and then at
Dworn. “Is it dangerous? Is it a craft of some kind? How
old is it?”
Dworn’s understanding smile was tempered by
worry. And something else Jim couldn’t recognize.
“Your questions are the same questions I ask myself,
Jim. There is a small team working on it right now. The
man in charge is Mito Notal. He is an administrator.
Heavy background in archaeology.”
Dworn stood and directed his hand through the image
at the point where the excavation was taking place. Then
he turned back to Jim. “As you well know, the way of our
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people is for an open and candid forum on all matters.
However, as the head of security and police in Zant 1 and
Zant 2, I do not wish for thousands of people to visit the
site as yet. Once we have gained entry, the heads of
government will be informed. It will be their directives we
shall all follow.”
Now, Jim understood. Dworn was obviously
agonising because, in Zanteuriani civilisation, all matters
of the state were overt. Jim and Dworn had often spoken
of the planet’s history, and its complete harmony between
the black and white races. Yet that wasn’t the only thing
Jim marvelled at. That unity had made lawlessness nearly
extinct, leaving only crimes of passion occurring
infrequently on both planets.
It was from their many talks that Jim learned about
the two theories of the planet’s history. That stories of
how many of the different religions were created had been
written on parchments that, it was said, were copied from
discs supposedly handed down by an ancient civilisation.
To the Zanteuriani people, the parchment was a holy
record of the fight between good and evil, and a testament
to the laws of life and living. There was even an analogy
to Earth’s devil on the parchment, a being called
Serpententa. There were also vague records of cataclysmic
events. A whole continent disappearing within minutes. A
huge explosion that caused the planet to be filled with
debris and low black clouds moving swiftly across its
surface.
In the modern era, Jim had learned, the planet’s
religious advocates were elected not by their religion, but
by their religious philosophy. The electorate did not
tolerate any personal hatred of one religion for another. In
voting for a theocratic member, it was the person and their
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policies that were paramount, not a selected religion. The
Plebiscitary Chamber, with its elected members of
advocates, and the Theocratic Chamber with elected
religious advocates, ruled in unison, producing a balance
between the materialistic and spiritual ways of life. This
unique balance had led their civilisation through some
very traumatic historic periods, and held the fabric of
democracy in a state of wisdom and understanding.
Yet now, for the sake of avoiding a panic, Dworn
must go against everything he had been taught and
believed in so passionately.
Dworn pondered on the vision before them, and what
secrets the newly discovered structure might reveal. What
millennia-old questions it might answer. He stroked his
chin with his hand for a while. Then, agitated and restless,
stood. After a moment, he sat down again.
“I think I made an error of judgement in contracting
Notal, but I had little choice,” he said. “He is the only
semi-trained archaeologist on the planet. Yet … the
structure should have been located by now.” He stood
again, staring at the image. “Yet we have just concluded a
planetary holiday period. That could have … slowed him
down.”
He looked at Jim. “Maybe I should push a little
harder. Command instruction. Locate Mito Notal.”
A small icon depicting a communication device
appeared at the centre of the large image and a male voice
spoke. “Mito Notal is not answering. Unavailable.”
Jim saw Dworn’s face turn confused. “Command
instruction. Locate his communication device and report.”
There was a short delay, and the computer answered.
“The device is in office number one of archaeology site
delta one. It is on receiving mode.”
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Jim spoke cautiously. “Dworn, I presume he’s
underground at this present moment.”
Dworn sighed and sat down again, staring at the
image. “You are probably correct, Jim. But I am restless,
hungry for answers.” He paused for a moment. “Command
instruction. Contact Yana, site secretary.”
The head and shoulders of Yana appeared, her small
round face smiling into the camera. “Mito Notal’s office. I
am Yana, his secretary.”
“Yana, my dear,” Dworn began, his voice smooth
and hypnotic. “This is Statesman Dworn. I wonder if you
could locate Mito for me.”
Yana fought a gasp at the realisation of whom she
was speaking to. “Oh, sir, I… I have just returned from the
holiday period, I-I don’t really know where he is at the
moment. I’m sure he’s somewhere. It’s so nice of you to
call—”
Dworn’s reply was firm but kind. “I am sure you will
locate him for me. I wait in confidence.”
“Oh, yes, sir. Yes, I’ll find him immediately—!”
Dworn finished the communication, then turned to
Jim, his face heavy. “Something is wrong, Jim. I can sense
it. And I can hold back no longer. I must inform Chief
Statesman Molani, or my position will become untenable.”
Jim’s only reply was a nod. Molani was the head of
the Plebiscite Chamber. Once he was informed,
officialdom would become predominant in all decisions
and actions. Even though Zanteuriani society was stable,
noble and unequalled in its government, because of its
two-pronged government, it could also be an overbearing
bureaucracy. Yet based on what Jim knew, his friend had
little choice but to notify his superior.
Dworn operated the controls of the holo-camera. A
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row of four, padded, low-back chairs appeared in the far
corner of the room, facing the centre. The lighting in the
room dimmed, but remained bright over the four chairs.
Dworn beckoned with his hand. “Shall we take the
centre two?”
As they settled into the chairs, Dworn said, “Initiate
command instruction. Request immediate urgent
conference meeting with Chief Statesman Molani.”
The reply was instant. “Chief Statesman office
informed, waiting.”
Dworn turned to Jim with a smile on his face. “In
answer to the question you’re about to ask, this is all new
as well. Now, we now have no need to travel. Just beam
into each other’s area and talk.”
Jim nodded, impressed, his eyes on the ceiling in the
centre of the room.
The computer voice again broke the silence. “Chief
Statesman Molani will see you now.”
Two strong light beams projected downward, then
became intermittent as further emissions of varying
colours danced through the huge prism, gradually forming
into a chair with the figure of Molani seated on it. The
chief statesman had broad shoulders, a rounded face and a
complete head of white hair that was combed forward. His
golden toga glistened with light reflecting onto his pale
white face.
He gazed out with a slight grin on his lips, and spoke
with a voice high and shrill, but clear clarity. “Welcome,
Statesman Dworn.”
“Welcome to you, Chief Statesman Molani. I have
with me Space Agent Long of the Galaxy Police
Federation.”
Molani nodded at Jim. “Welcome, S.A. Long. You
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have been described as a man of wisdom and reputation.
We met briefly at a diplomatic convention many lunations
ago.”
“Welcome to you, Chief Statesman Molani, and
many thanks for your hospitality,” Jim said.
Molani then turned to Dworn, grinning even more.
“Now, Zitado, down to business. What haven’t you told
me this time?”
Dworn looked down at the floor, then back into
Molani’s eyes. “Forgive me, Chief Statesman. I will
explain. The galaxy police have a new zeta wave machine
that was under our instruction to survey the planet’s inner
core. The survey produced a picture of a huge circular
structure alongside our city boundary. I contracted Mito
Notal to find an entrance to the structure. Once found, I
planned to inform you of this fact. Unfortunately, Notal
has … not yet reported.”
“Is he still down there?”
“Yes. I await his progress.”
Molani thought a moment, then said, “This is
intriguing. You were right to keep it secure. However, if
the structure is near to being opened, it is time to announce
it to belay the secrecy effect to the population. There is a
full meeting of the government tomorrow in the Disbate
Chamber. I shall then inform them of the structure, in the
meantime, through protocol channels.”
Molani leaned forward, his eyes wide with raised
eyebrows. “Now, when I report, I don’t want you with
both legs hanging in the air, do I?” He chuckled. “You
could land rather heavily because you’ve kept this to
yourself. We must give you at least one leg to land on.”
He sat back in his chair, gazing upward. After a
minute, he again quickly leaned forward. “The survey
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craft was official?”
Dworn nodded.
“Good. Then I will arrange documents accordingly,
with a need for security on all aspects. However, before
tomorrow’s meeting, you must find Notal for his report
about finding the entrance.”
Jim glanced at Dworn, who was stroking his chin
nervously. He understood why. What if Notal wasn’t near
to finding the entrance? What if he wasn’t even down
there?
As though he had heard Jim’s thoughts, Molani
issued a gentle warning. “Next time, choose your fellow
being with care. Not one so qualified, but one with
morality and loyalty.”
Dworn and Jim sat silent as the Chief Statesman once
again leaned back in deep thought, hands clasped together
under his chin. Jim’s thoughts on Molani were of great
respect; this eccentric man seemed a strong and capable
thinker, and a shrewd judge of character. He was startled
out of his contemplation by Molani’s voice.
“Mr. Long, we must find an answer to your presence
here. Friendship is good for business and social purposes,
but explaining friendship to members of government
would not be appropriate. Therefore, we shall use an
official but little-known law of knowledge assessment.
This will allow Statesman Dworn to name you as an
independent knowledge assessor to the government. That
you are here to lend your assistance to the mystery of that
underground structure. The government may or may not
listen to you. But it explains your visit here … officially.”
Without waiting for a reply from either man, Molani
rubbed his hands with satisfaction. “A very profitable
meeting, but now I must attend to other business. Please
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excuse me.”
The beams of light moved downward and the Chief
Statesman and his chair disappeared.
Jim laughed loudly, “I think I’ve just had a lesson in
diplomatic decision making.”
Dworn laughed nervously. “You like him?”
“I do. He has a sense of humour, and that’s rare in a
head of government. I’ve never seen anyone scolded with
such authority and humour.”
Smiling, Dworn settled back in his chair. “He has
been like a father to me, and protected me in political
battle.” Then, remembering, he stood up and called out,
“Command instruction. Inform Mito Notal that Statesman
Dworn and Space Agent Long are to be received on an
immediate site visit. Please arrange immediate transport.
End.”
He turned to Jim and beckoned with a short
movement of his arm. “We shall go and see for ourselves
what Mr. Notal is doing.”
Jim followed Dworn to the centre of the large
building.
The trip from the centre was quick and pleasurable
through the outer garden area of Zant 1. It reminded Jim of
a giant park surrounding the city. Lush vegetation of
various colours and sizes came into view, adding to the
landscaped contours of hills and waterways. Upon
reaching the outer perimeter, the bubble car left the
smooth track, rising ten feet in the air to move across
country toward an expansive valley area.
As they entered the valley, Jim easily located the
cave entrance. It was propped with supports, clearly seen
behind the site’s small domed buildings. By the side of the
largest building were several more bubble cars, of which
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one had a large marking of a circle of twelve interlinking
circles with an eye in on its top centre.
Dworn scowled, seeing that one. “We have visitors
from the Theocratic Chamber. A high-ranking visitor I
would guess. Now, why would the religious branch of
government be in attendance?”
Jim realised, through his friend’s remarks, that a
breach of protocol had emerged, with security
compromised. But not knowing any more than he did, he
had no reply.
The bubble car slowly sank to the floor by the side of
the main structure, and Jim and Dworn stepped out onto
hard clay soil. Yana’s rotund figure emerged from the
portable office building. Bowing her head frequently, she
approached.
“Statesman Dworn, it is indeed a pleasure to have
your attendance.”
Jim was sure her obsequiousness must have been
annoying to him, but Dworn only smiled indulgently and
said, “I see we have a visitor, Yana.” He moved his head
in the direction of the cave entrance.
She smiled and giggled. “Oh, I’m so sorry not to
have told you right away, but yes indeed. The Deputy
Fantast Devotee Yatak arrived a few moments ago. It is so
exciting.”
Dworn’s body stiffened with the news. The deputy
fantast was known by all as a man of set views, very rigid
and steeped in the dogma of the old religions. Yet he
spoke graciously to her. “Thank you, Yana. It is indeed an
honour to have Deputy Fantast Yatak onsite.”
She smiled again and gestured toward the cave. “The
deputy fantast is with Mr. Notal inside the cave.”
Dworn managed to keep his relief hidden at knowing
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Notal had been found. He smiled and nodded, then moved
toward the entrance, Jim following. After a few steps, he
turned his head back slightly in her direction. “You may
carry on, Yana.”
She smiled once again, bowed, and hurried back into
the main building.
***
After the warm afternoon air outside, the inside of
the cave had a musty smell that flared the nostrils with its
odour. The interior was flooded with artificial light
emanating from egg-shaped pods that floated in the air
around them. The surface they walked on was flat, and Jim
could see it sloping down ahead as the corridor became
smaller. As they negotiated the first bend in the tunnel,
they could see four figures ahead. Three of them were
dressed in long robes, one with a headpiece, and the fourth
in a short toga and trousers. Their voices were booming
but unclear in the confined space.
The voices stopped at their approach, and the tall
figure wearing the headpiece came toward them, his white
hands stretched out in front.
Dworn glanced sideways as he muttered to Jim, “The
deputy fantast. I will introduce you.”
Yatak was the first to speak, his open palms ready for
the greeting. “Welcome, Statesman Dworn. Your
hospitality is requested.” The statement was one required
by etiquette, since the deputy was in an area controlled by
another leader.
Their two palms met as Dworn responded. “Deputy
Fantast Yatak, your hospitality is granted.” Dworn then
introduced Jim. “Space Agent Long of the Galaxy Police
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Federation, please meet Deputy Fantast Yatak of the
Zanteuriani Theocratic Council.”
Both men inclined their heads in acknowledgement,
and Yatak opened the conversation. “Mr. Long, your
deeds have preceded you. May your heart be forever
pure.” He then turned to Dworn, bowing his head slightly
once more. “Forgive my presence here. I was called by
Mr. Notal, who has asked for spiritual guidance. He has
had visions, disturbing visions that have frightened and
profoundly affected him.”
There was a moment’s hesitation as Dworn stared
past Yatak to Notal and the two religious clerics. Nothing
showed in his face, but Jim guessed that, in his friend’s
mind, Notal’s action was the betrayal of a confidence.
Notal had now involved the theocratic part of government,
and there was nothing Dworn could do but participate.
“When did the visions occur?” he said, moving slowly
forward toward the other three.
“Somewhere inside the structure,” Yatak replied,
turning to walk side-by-side with Dworn and Jim.
“May I suggest,” Dworn said, “that until we find out
more, a complete class one security is sustained.”
“I agree entirely,” Yatak replied, then spoke again
before Dworn could answer. “Now, all we need to agree
on is who shall investigate the site. I propose that Notal
carries on his good work, aided by three of my history
clerics. Subject to full government approval, of course.”
There was no way out for Dworn, and his answer
was a grudging concession. “I would also like to propose
that Mr. Long and his two colleagues are also involved in
the exploration, under the supervision of my deputy,
Cronall.”
For a second, Yatak’s face showed surprise, but he
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bowed his head slightly. “If I may draw your attention,” he
said, “that Mr. Long is only a guest here, and it may be
inappropriate to employ him in this way.”
“Ah,” Dworn replied. “May I clear that point? Mr.
Long is an independent knowledge assessor to the
government. I am sure his contribution will be welcomed.”
“Indeed,” Yatak said. “We are all but servants of the
government.”
Jim was also surprised by Dworn’s announcement,
but inwardly pleased. He also marvelled at the diplomatic
banter between Dworn and Yatak, polite and courteous in
a cutting sort of way. Yet the slightly on-edge nature of
their exchange cautioned him that no matter how it
appeared, this was no team exploration, but two sides
working in opposition in a very sensitive and unknown
area.
They had now reached the two clerics and Notal.
Notal looked dishevelled and shaken, covered in grey dust,
some of which had congealed in the sweat on his forehead.
“Please forgive me, Statesman Dworn, but I have had a
wondrous vision and the spirits have talked to me. This is
their temple and—”
Yatak silenced him. “Yes, of course, and your
visions will be investigated. We are all here to help.”
Notal hung his head down and gazed at the cave’s
floor. Jim, puzzled, glanced at Dworn, but saw the same
confusion. Then Dworn’s face changed, and realisation hit
them both at once. The opposing camp was already being
established, probably because of the distinct divine
connotation.
Yatak spoke quickly, confirming their thoughts.
“Because of the obvious religious essence that has been
initiated in this area, I aim to monitor its profundity by the
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establishment of a holy tribunal. I hope this meets with
your approval.”
“You are very wise, Deputy Fantast Yatak,” Dworn
said. “And we will continue with the exploration of the
physical site. May we have a report from Notal as to his
progress?”
The deputy nodded and turned to Notal. “Please
report to the statesman your physical progress within the
site.”
Notal turned to Dworn, his head still bowed. “I found
a tunnel and entered. Inside were lights and strange words
upon the walls. I followed the passageway until another
came into view at ninety degrees. This was filled with
darkness … so black that nothing could penetrate. I found
my way through guided by a rope and when I reached the
other side, visions … came to me. The pain was intense,
and I collapsed and lay unconscious for a small time, and
then found my way out and reported my visions to the
fantast.”
“Thank you, Notal,” Dworn said, bowing to Yatak. “I
would now like to confer and report to the chief statesman,
if you so wish.” Requesting from a higher rank was his
way of diplomatically excusing himself.
Yatak bowed and nodded in agreement. “Your wish
is mine. My blessings and protection go with you.”
***
Leaving the two clerics at the site, the deputy fantast
and Notal left in their state transport as Jim and Dworn
entered the portable site office door. Yana met them, still
looking flustered and nervous.
“Oh, Statesman Dworn, can I get you refreshment?”
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She pointed to a shelf full of containers.
He turned toward the shelf and his eyes scanned the
labels. “Yes, we shall have some Korta.”
Jim was pleased by the choice; Korta had a hot and
spicy flavour that made it tasty.
Dworn pointed to the inner office. “We shall take it
in there, Yana. Thank you.”
She bowed and kept bowing until they made their
exit, then rushed to the shelf to begin preparing their
drinks.
The inner office was sparsely furnished, with small
holo-cameras in one corner and three soft chairs facing
them. One wall was taken up with a large, flat-screen
computer filled with screens and orifices. Dworn wiped
away some dust on two of the chairs and invited Jim to be
seated. Moments later, Yana entered, carrying a large tray
that held not only two hot square containers of Korta, but
also a plate full of bonbons.
“I thought you might be hungry,” she said, placing
the tray on a small table. “Is there anything else,
Statesman Dworn?”
“No, that will be all, Yana. I thank you.”
As Yana made her flustered exit, Jim picked up the
Korta and sipped a few drops, then picked up a bonbon,
broke off a piece and placed it in his mouth. The round
and flat hot bread filled with tiny fruit particles was
delicious.
Dworn smiled at the expression on Jim’s face. “The
two together are excellent, don’t you think?”
Jim nodded as he chewed. “Excellent. Now that
you’ve made me official on the project, how do you wish
me to proceed?”
Dworn paused mid-bite. “Yes, I suppose that was a
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bit of a surprise.”
“Not a problem. Just give me a direction, and I’ll
head there.”
“Explore the complete site, Jim. Especially the centre
portion. I will place two of my people with you. I presume
you will need your two space officers as well?”
At Jim’s nod, Dworn continued. “I will speak
unofficially for a moment. Because Notal has now
involved the Theocratic Chambers, matters now become
… complicated.”
Jim smiled. “I suspected that from the moment I saw
your reaction to Yatak’s vehicle outside the cave.”
Dworn nodded. “Yes, I suppose that was obvious,
wasn’t it? Most important, Yatak is a very skilful
manipulator of weakness. He will try to gain every
advantage through Notal’s vision. Several laws exist in
relation to this, and if Notal is proved a visionary, the
theocrats will gain total command of the site. I would
prefer a more scientific approach running alongside to
balance the views.” Dworn caught himself, then asked
quickly, “Do you wish for any items from your embassy?”
Jim thought a moment. “I require our scrutiniser
backpack. That will give me access to our own computer.”
Dworn turned in his chair and directed his voice at
the large screen. “Command priority instruction to Chief
Administrator Laken from Statesman Dworn. I require an
immediate itinerary within four units. Deliver to open site
coded ‘relic,’ and deliver one portable living pod to sleep
five. Contact Galaxy Police Federation embassy—S.A
Long requests his two officers and a scrutiniser. Confirm.
End.”
There was a slight delay, and then, “Items now
confirmed.”
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Dworn stood and turned toward the door. Jim did
likewise.
“I am going back to headquarters to see what is
happening on the political front,” Dworn said. “If you
need anything, please contact Yana. I will give her
authority to acquire whatever you request. Now I must go,
my friend…. May your exploration be fruitful.”
***
Jim watched as Dworn entered his bubble car and
sped back into the city. Perhaps he shouldn’t be, but he
was always surprised how events could change so quickly.
The designated friendly visit was now an official
exploration into the unknown … and he was enjoying
every minute of it. He laughed as he pictured Norman’s
face with the “What have I got into now?” look. Gail’s
face would be completely deadpan, but her analytical
mind would begin probing for answers immediately.
Yana approached from behind, breaking his thoughts.
“Is there anything I can do, Mr. Long?”
Jim turned and grinned. “Thank you, Yana. When
they arrive, please tell my two colleagues I’m in the
structure. Ask them to contact me by sleeve com.” He
pointed to his left hand, and she nodded in surprise at the
small screen on his left jacket cuff.
***
In his main headquarters office, Yatak paced up and
down, then faced a seated Notal, who was gazing at the
floor. The holo-cameras spluttered into action, and the
head and shoulders of a woman appeared. Her short hair
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reflected the religious sect’s rigid doctrine “The fantast
will see you now,” she said, then disappeared.
Yatak grunted and beckoned Notal toward the door,
“You see? The fantast has granted you an audience. He is
very interested in what you have to say.”
They walked along the huge high-ceilinged corridor
and into the grand office of the fantast. The room was at
least four stories high, the walls crammed with old
textbooks, old electronic playback discs and the up-to-date
spheres and cubes of the hologram technology. A vast
library compilation of Zanteuriani theology, extending
back thousands of years, all packed into one room. There
were several open lifts of varying designs, some moving
horizontally and others vertically, accessing the enormous
catalogue of knowledge contained on the shelves.
Situated in one top corner was the open-plan office
of the fantast. The circular balcony construction took up a
third of the area of the room. They entered the transparentwalled elevator in one corner and started the upward
journey. Notal rested his hands on the supports placed
either side to steady himself. As the elevator moved
higher, he became more agitated, closing his eyes to blank
out the vista below: a terrifying sight to any person afraid
of heights.
They travelled through the breadth of the balcony
and stopped, stepped out of the cubicle and gazed upward
toward the corner of the room. The balcony was
constructed into three tiers of circular design, connected
by a series of stairs. The top tier had a huge chair placed at
the head of a large diamond-shaped table, surrounded by
smaller chairs. As they moved up the stairway Fantast
Duplayer, the leader of the religious sect, could be seen
seated on one of the smaller chairs, gazing at an old
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parchment on the table before him. His purple robe was
majestic in relation to the drab décor around him.
As the two neared the table he looked up, smiling.
The aging contours of his face showed harsh in the bright
light. “Welcome, Mr. Notal and Deputy Yatak. Please be
seated. I trust you had a pleasant journey.”
Notal gazed at the fantast in awe and stuttered,
“Fantast - I - I am honoured to be here.”
The Fantast’s wrinkled face gazed back, a smiling
and friendly face with piercing-cold eyes that betrayed the
mood. “Please be seated,” he said quickly. “Please tell me
all that happened to you.”
Notal swallowed empty air, then started to relay the
events that occurred. “I was contracted by Statesman
Dworn to find an entrance to an ancient structure
discovered underground. I found it quicker than I thought,
so I decided to … investigate.”
Duplayer smiled, urging him on. “Of course, of
course you were right to be inquisitive. Continue.”
Notal sighed, grateful that the fantast agreed he had
been justified in entering the site. “I entered a tunnel and
started to walk down it. The lights came on automatically
with my own movement. As I reached another passageway
and entered, I became cloaked in complete darkness. I
managed to walk through it and out of the other side. That
is when the visions came. Everything was quiet, then
suddenly, everyone seemed to be in terror. Quietness came
again, and then a vision of light, and a-a voice spoke to
me.”
The fantast leaned forward, his eyes narrowing.
“Yes, yes, tell me what was said.”
Notal gulped air as he continued. “The voice said we
will be questioned on our life and values, and there will be
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a psychic test. We must beware of danger, and move in
peace.”
Duplayer spoke again. “Was there anything else
spoken that you can remember?”
Notal shook his head. “You have it all.” He looked
downward once more. “After that, I passed out.”
The fantast slowly stood; the others followed. “You
have done well, Mr. Notal. Your vision will be recorded in
history as the first visitor to a divine site. Of course, I have
to clarify its divinity first. To do so, I need your help.”
Notal looked up at him, eyes shining. “Anything.
Tell me, and I’ll do it.”
“I need you to go back to one of the clerics at the
site. To retrace your steps and investigate further.”
The moment Notal agreed, Yatak ushered Notal to a
female cleric, who took the archaeologist by the arm and
led him away toward the elevator.
Fantast Duplayer quickly conferred with Yatak. “We
must bring this to the attention of all the devotees. I need a
yes vote in order to present the facts to the upper Disbate
Chamber. We may be desecrating an ancient holy shrine
by allowing it to be entered by scientists instead of
clerics.”
Yatak understood, nodded. “We shall have the vote
by tomorrow evening.”
The fantast rubbed his hands together. “Who of the
Advocates would be sympathetic to a divine purpose?”
Yatak smiled, realising his superior’s logic.
“Statesman Rotan is a very devout ecclesiastic.”
“Yes, yes.” The fantast grasped Yatak’s arm and
shook it gently in agreement. “Work on him, Yatak, and
we shall gain control completely.”
Realising he was pleasing the fantast made Yatak’s
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enthusiasm rise. “There may be others that I can talk to—”
The fantast shook his head, and the eyes on his stillsmiling face turned to slits. “No. We don’t want to be
accused of coercing a decision, do we? Let us not be too
obvious. Just work to enlist Rotan’s vote.”
There was no need for Yatak to reply. His obedience
was expected. The fantast let go his arm, moved to the big
chair and sat in it, a move that made Yatak uncomfortable.
The chair was the seat of the theocracy’s power, and many
decisions were made from the symbolism of the chair.
Yet the fantast knew it would have this effect on the
younger Yatak. He gazed imperially down, fixing him
with a hard stare. “Tell me what business the galaxy
policeman has here.”
Yatak’s head jerked in surprise. “Jim Long? He is to
explore the site under Statesman Dworn’s instructions. As
an independent knowledge assessor.”
The fantast clasped his hands in front of him,
thinking. “Indeed, for that information, I suspect Chief
Officer Molani is involved. I do not want outsiders delving
into our ancient culture. We must work hard to gain
control of the site.” He leaned slightly forward in the
chair. “Are my instructions understood?”
Yatak bowed his head. “Your instructions are
understood, Fantast.”
“Good.” With that, Duplayer dismissed Yatak with a
wave of his hand. Before Yatak turned to begin
descending the staircase, the fantast was scheming about
every possible way to ensure they wrested control away
from the government, and especially the outsider.
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CHAPTER 3
The complete outside site consisted of five units: one
office, three that held mining equipment, and one huge
water receptacle and stores. Soon, there would be six.
Approaching in the distance, the long trailer of the
hover train could be seen thirty feet in the air, moving with
birdlike precision. The driving cab, a large squashedspherical shape, could be clearly seen as it drew nearer.
The long, flat train stretched behind. There was a slight
humming sound as the transporter moved downward,
gracefully pausing two feet above the ground.
The new office was slightly larger than the other
units on board, due to the extra accommodations, yet the
heavy structure slid effortlessly as the operator
manoeuvred it into position, gently floating it onto the
ground. A small computer board was exchanged with
Yana, and the transporter left as quickly as it had arrived,
moving swiftly toward the horizon.
Moments later a small bubble car stopped and
hovered outside the main office. Gail and Norman stepped
out, clutching their personal packs. Norman carried the
scrutiniser on his back. They were met by the ever-smiling
Yana. “Welcome to the site,” she said, and waved her arm
in the direction of the new unit. “Mr. Long wishes to see
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you as soon as possible. He’s in the cave entrance over
there.” She pointed to the cave while still trying to direct
them to their accommodations. While Norman thanked
her, Gail only gazed intently at the cave’s structure, noting
the entrance and the mammoth overhanging rocks.
They entered the unit and Norman threw his personal
pack onto the padded seating, which circled the office. He
smiled and sat, stretching his arms to each side. “Not as
luxurious as executive one, eh, Frosty?” he said, winking
at Gail.
She glanced around the room, taking in the wall
computer and the furnishings before moving toward the
window. “Where is the water?”
Norman stood, looking at the various panels on the
wall. He waved his hand down the side of the wall unit,
and a long horizontal panel opened to reveal containers of
various sizes. “It’s a small-matter transference unit,” he
said. He waved his hand in front of another panel above a
round goblet made of synthetic material. Water
materialised in the goblet, filling it to the top. He handed it
to Gail and she sipped the water, then said, “It’s very cold,
but refreshing.”
Norman materialised some for himself, took a large
mouthful and nearly choked. “It went down the wrong
way,” he said, his eyes watering. “And you’re right…. It’s
freezing.”
“You must obviously find the temperature control
first,” she stated, hiding a grin.
Norman placed the goblet back into its aperture.
“Excellent thinking. By the engineers, I mean. Water and
waste is manipulated by matter transference. No pipes
above the ground. Take water out of the storage tank over
in the corner of the site when you need it.”
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Gail placed her goblet back in its compartment,
watching as a circle of horizontal, flat light slowly scanned
downward. “Automatic dry cleaning,” she murmured
slowly. “Interesting. But I think it’s time to change to
more appropriate clothing if we’re going underground.”
Using her sleeve communicator, Gail quickly
contacted Jim and informed him of their arrival. Norman
walked down the passageway clutching his personal
cylindrical case opening the doors to each room. “They’re
all the same,” he said, glancing back at Gail. “I’ll take this
one.”
***
Norman emerged first, wearing the shining blue onepiece suit containing various pockets and compartments.
His rank markings of Space Officer One—two metallic
studs, one diamond-shaped and one half-diamond or
triangle—glinted in the room’s strong light. Gail entered
in a similar suit, her curvaceous figure enhancing its shape
and form. Norman glanced toward her and grinned as he
hefted the scrutiniser pack onto his back. The automatic
clamps locked onto his suit. “You look far better than I
do,” he said, still grinning.
“That’s not very difficult,” she replied, raising one
eyebrow.
Norman laughed, not insulted in the least.
She adjusted her sleeve communicator, holding up
her left arm just as Jim’s face materialised on the small
screen.
“Come and join me, I’m on the first level down,” he
said. “We need to explore the structure as quickly as
possible, and it’s huge.”
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The transmission stopped, and Gail and Norman
headed for the cave entrance. Jim met them on the first
level and they proceeded down the craggy, rocky
passageway in the direction of the inner-site entrance. The
hole that Notal had blasted to gain entry was now at a
height and width that could be negotiated by bending from
the waist and shuffling through slowly. Even so, Norman
had to take the scrutiniser pack from his back and clasp it
in his arms as he bent forward. As they entered, engineers
arrived. Their task was to widen the entrance and make it
safe.
As the trio emerged into the brightly lit corridor, they
saw the two clerics, who were on their knees praying. Jim
rolled his head to one side, beckoning with his eyes the
direction to go. They walked for ten minutes before Jim
stopped and spoke to Norman. “Time for Augur to do his
stuff.”
Norman adjusted the pack and turned, activating the
scrutiniser. A low humming sound ensued as the computer
powered up and green scanning lights flickered in all
directions, making circular motions.
Norman issued a command. “Augur, give a full
analysis of structure.”
The computer answered, “The structure material is
unknown … of a circular design approximately ten miles
in diameter. The site is impenetrable to scanners. No
further information.”
Norman scratched the back of his head. “Explain
why it is impenetrable.”
Beams of blue light emitted from the pack, entering
the cavern walls around them.
“Zeta waves cannot penetrate,” stated the computer.
“Because of the projected aura of a black hole, there is a
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total exclusion of light without the gravitational
environment.”
The statement stunned them for a moment. Even the
mention of a black hole filled them all with a shiver of
caution.
Jim spoke again, urgently. “Augur, are we in any
danger from the aura?”
“Negative. Only if exposed within it for several days.
Cellular corruption and destruction would occur due to
absence of light.”
Jim looked at Gail and Norman. “I was hoping the
computer would tell us more, but … here’s what I know so
far. The structure observed from space is of circular
design, not unlike a wheel with spokes. I suspect the
scrutiniser isn’t able to create a picture because of the
black aura, which is in two sections: a large centre section
and a smaller dark ring near the perimeter. We have to
find one of the spokes and move through the first aura.
Perhaps then, it can tell us more.”
Norman asked, “How do we see in there, Skipper?”
His eyes held unease.
Jim shrugged slightly and attempted a joke. “If we
can’t see with our eyes, we’ll have to play it by ear.”
“We always play it by—” Then, he laughed. “All
right, Skipper, you win.”
As they moved down the passageway, Gail pointed
up to a thin band of gold-like material contained on a
border a quarter of the way down from the corridor’s
ceiling. “The writing up there,” she said. “I’ve never seen
anything quite like it.”
They stopped to look. The images were strange but
captivating: distorted circles, curves and squares with
symbols in a busy notation.
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She stopped Norman, and keyed in some commands
on the scrutiniser. A blue square of cubic light projected
outward slowly, changing in shape to a rectangle and
fixing on a portion of the symbols before dissipating. The
bottom portion of the scrutiniser lit up intermittently with
a pale blue light, overworking the translation unit.
By now, they had walked two or three miles. Jim
glanced forward, impatience on his face, and then glanced
at Norman, who was carrying the heavy scrutinizer. “We
need to move faster.” He clasped his arm around
Norman’s shoulder. Gail, in anticipation, did likewise on
the other side.
Norman called out, “Augur, activate the traveller.” A
loud humming filled their ears as the antigravity modem
gained power around them. Soon, they were lifted gently
into the air, weightless.
Norman glanced to his left and right and said,
“Augur, move forward at full motion at a rate status of
twenty.”
The cavern walls blurred as they gathered speed and
were propelled forward in graceful motion. Jim smiled,
appreciating the sheer exhilaration of self-flight. The
scrutiniser reached its full potential when linked to an
IGC, and was designed for several purposes: translation,
diagnostics, analysis and personal flight for one. When
testing its applications, he found that the antigravity field
stretched for nearly three feet around the unit, allowing
three people to travel at a reduced speed.
They all knew they were travelling in the perimeter
of a large circle some thirty miles in circumference, yet
because of the structure’s immense size, it seemed almost
like a straight line. The curvature could only be seen in the
far distance. The cavern walls flew past until they neared
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the first centrally directed passageway.
There, the scrutiniser reacted. “Warning! There is a
dark area ahead, with an entrance to the right. Wall
markings untranslatable – not a language –symbols, each
marking has a pictorial meaning—”
Norman said, “Augur, slow speed and set us down at
the junction.”
The scrutiniser slowed and gently set them down
upon the cavern’s dusty floor. Jim moved forward
cautiously, then stood in the centre of the junction and
gazed at the black mass confronting him. The darkness
was in a linear shape, in perfect symmetry to the
passageway. A flat image of perfect darkness, not unlike a
wall painted in black matte paint, where no light or energy
could penetrate. He fought a sudden shiver of
apprehension.
Gail felt no such trepidation. She moved forward and
placed her hand gently onto the surface of the inky
blackness. “Extraordinary,” she breathed in wonder,
plunged her hand inside and then retrieved it. “This is
what it must feel like inside a black hole. Without being
crushed into atoms and dispersed around the galaxy, that
is.”
Norman shuddered slightly. “That’s a quaint way of
putting it, Frosty. I can’t say that I’m overjoyed about
going in there.” He glanced at Jim. “I suppose we’re going
in there, Skipper?”
Jim smiled and nodded. “I’m afraid so, Nobby.”
Leading, he stepped into the blackness, completely
disappearing and then returning into view. “Nothing to it.
Don’t forget somebody has already been through there.
Our problems are on the other side.”
They had gained time by use of the scrutiniser’s
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travel resources. Yet Jim knew the other team of religious
devotees wouldn’t be far behind. They needed to make
quick progress. “Let’s go,” he said, linking arms across the
scrutiniser with Norman and Gail. “Augur, ahead slow.”
They lifted gently off the ground and then forward
into the black, inhospitable void. Once inside it, they could
see nothing.
“I wonder how long we will be in here,” Norman
said. Here, his voice formed a strange, barely
distinguishable echo.
Jim considered Norman’s question, knowing it was
valid. The scrutiniser had observed that, in time, the body
would wither and die due to a lack of universal substance.
Even without the computer’s assessment, of this, Jim had
no doubt. There was something unique and terrifying
about the manufactured substance encasing them.
Remaining in this darkness, if only for a few minutes,
seemed like eternity.
Bursting through and back into the friendly light of
existence, a blinding white flash encased them for three
seconds.
Still moving down the long corridor, Jim gazed
around in anticipation of a reaction, but none came.
“Augur, analyse the flashing light,” he enquired, then said
to Gail and Norman, “Notal had a vision as he made his
exit from the darkness. That flash we just passed through
could have been the reason for the vision.”
The computer replied to his command. “Unable to
answer. No flashing light visualised.”
Gail looked across to Jim, her eyes narrowing, her
face as troubled as Jim had ever seen it. “Only the three of
us saw the light. It must be on a wavelength the computer
cannot determine. The transmission—or projected
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signal—may be paranormal.”
Jim nodded. “Yes, I suspect a psychic message of
some kind. But from where and from whom? And how?”
His question was rhetorical; he knew the answer as he
spoke.
Gail’s reply added to Jim’s own assessment. “I see
two likely explanations. It could be a computer such as the
one that you use for spiritual travel. Or, it could be a
psychic brain.”
Jim smiled, nodding in agreement and admiration.
Her answer reminded him that even though a woman of
great beauty, his partner possessed an analytical mind and
superb logic.
“Why didn’t we see a vision, Frosty?” he said,
smiling at her expressionless face.
She turned her head for a moment, gazing forward,
and then back to Jim. “We came through too quickly,” she
said. “The transmission must be focused into certain
areas.”
“Correct,” Jim replied. “We must expect another
somewhere along the line.” The journey continued as they
sped forward and plunged into another section of the dark
layer.
***
The tall figure of Morto Yatak moved swiftly
through the corridor outside his office and into the
elevator on level sixty-two. Inside the elevator he met, not
with accident but due intent, the small, squat figure of
Statesman Rotan. “Greetings, Statesman Rotan, I trust you
are well?” Yatak said, holding up his open palms in
greeting.
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Rotan responded likewise, his short, stocky arms
filling the space around him. Yatak knew Rotan to be a
surly man with little personality, and completely
humourless. He worked to engage him in conversation as
the elevator moved slowly downward. “I trust your wife
and family are well.”
“I thank you, they are.”
“I suppose you’ve heard about the ancient site
discovered on the perimeter of Zant 1. Found quite by
accident.”
Rotan raised his eyebrows. “I have been briefly
informed as to the situation. Do you have further details?”
Yatak’s face remained deadpan, yet inside he was
exhilarated. Rotan was curious.
“I have been down to the site,” he replied, then
decided to change the subject. “Tell me … are you still
lay-preaching in your church? I have great respect for
anyone who can orate in such a manner.”
Rotan shrugged “I do what I can for the church in my
own way. Sometimes I read a lesson from the parchments
to the congregation. I consider it a duty.” He then reverted
to the previous conversation. “I am of course very
interested in the history of our planet, and the site relates
to this.”
Yatak nodded. His ploy had worked; Rotan was
eager to know more and would be easy to manipulate. “Of
course you’re interested,” he said. “As a statesman, you
would be more interested in the archaeology and scientific
aspects of the site.”
Rotan’s reply was quick and curt. “On the contrary. I
value ancient and modern theology even more so than the
materialistic and scientific studies of our time.”
The man’s responses were music to Yatak’s ears. He
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quickly continued. “I am concerned that the site will be
dominated by scientists, with no regard as to its rich
religious content.”
The elevator stopped and the doors opened on to the
catering area, a huge balcony room overlooking a
waterfall and miniature lake below. Yatak stepped out and
said casually, “It was informative discussing this with you.
I’m going to have some refreshment.”
The eager Rotan stepped out to join him. “What a
splendid idea. May I join you?”
Yatak nodded, and they both sat at one of the
diamond-shaped tables that filled the area. They both
requested the same drink, and Rotan quickly said, “People
think that as a statesman, I have no interest in the spiritual
ways of our planet. They are sadly mistaken.”
Yatak smiled and leaned slightly toward Rotan,
knowing that he was now in total command of the
conversation. “This must dismay you.”
Rotan also leaned inward, nodding, feeling the
friendly vibrations from Yatak that were completely false.
“Tell me, what exactly happened on the site?”
Yatak lowered his voice and looked furtively around,
making his answer seem exciting and secretive. “What
exactly were you briefed?”
Rotan did likewise, amusing Yatak. “All I was told
was this—that an ancient site had been discovered, and the
archaeologist investigating had … hallucinations.”
Yatak nodded, frowning. Now, he had confirmation
that the information released was only the bare
requirements. “Ah,” he said. “It is not quite as simple as
that.”
Rotan looked puzzled. “It’s not? There is more?”
“Of course,” Yatak replied. “The official statement
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was to avoid alarming the populace. I can assure you, it
goes far deeper than just hallucination.”
The gullible Rotan leaned forward until he was
inches from Yatak’s face. “Tell me all. I need to know the
full story.”
“Well,” Yatak said, and elaborated the short facts
into a compelling storyline. “Mito Notal was investigating
what seemed like a normal ancient site. It was slow and
tedious work. The site is buried under the ground. He
slowly dug his way downward. And finally, after much
effort, he penetrated the outer chambers. What he found
was astounding. A chamber possibly twenty thousand full
lunations old that was illuminated without manufactured
light. The only light present was … activated by the aura
of his body!”
Rotan’s eyes went wider. “That is amazing. You are
describing … holy light!”
“Possibly,” Yatak replied, his face portraying a
neutral stance. “Not only that, but upon further
exploration, Notal found a darkness that was absolute. No
light could penetrate it.”
He stopped for a moment, letting the profundity react
on Rotan’s mind.
Rotan nodded. “There is great evil in darkness. We
must beware.”
Seeing Rotan’s eagerness, Yatak quickened his
telling. “I agree. Definitely, we must beware. But there’s
more. Much more.”
“Go on. Go on, man!”
Yatak allowed fear to colour his expression. “As he
walked into the darkness, it completely enveloped him. He
was panicked, as you can imagine. And then, just as he
stepped out of the darkness, there was a … a vision. A
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terrifying one. He said that people were all around,
shouting for help.”
“People?” Rotan sputtered quietly. “Shouting?”
“Yes. Then came a blinding white light and a feeling
of tranquillity. And then … a divine voice came to him.
According to him, the voice said something like, ‘Upon
entering the portal, self-questioning will occur about life
and values. It also spoke of a great danger that lies
within.”
Yatak stopped and sat back in his seat, clasping his
hands together in contemplation.
Rotan leaned back, nodding his head, certainty in his
eyes. “This is not scientific, Yatak. This is divine,
theocratic. The darkness is a danger.” He waved his
forefinger in the air. “Only enlightened spiritual minds
should be making the decisions.”
Yatak smiled, nodding, knowing his devised story
had worked well. He had told the truth, but related it in a
manner sympathetic to the theocrats without gaining any
friendship with Rotan, which would have proved most
difficult.
Rotan excused himself and moved away in deep
thought. Yatak smiled and placed his hands together in a
signal of triumph and self-congratulation.
***
The afternoon was hot as the ruling government
council met in the Disbate Chamber of the
environmentally controlled state building. In one corner of
the diamond-shaped room was a table of large proportions;
the other, greater part of the room was crammed with
holo-technology. The special meeting had been convened
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and timed to precede normal parliamentary business. The
small gathering was attended by the Oloniants’ Statesmen
Burto and Dworn, Devotees Mala and Konsit, plus the
Martyiers’ Statesmen Rotan and Devotee Yatak. They
were all seated on one-half of two sides of the expansive
diamond-shaped table. The other two sides, slightly
elevated, showed two large chairs.
Chief Statesman Molani and Fantast Duplayer
entered the chamber together, each pausing and then
slowly sitting in their selected chair. Speaking in turn, they
each conveyed their position in relation to the ancient site.
The meeting was then opened for comment and
discussion.
Mala was the first to speak, his small round face
smiling as he leaned forward. “I gather from the reports
that the site has been identified as some form of ancient
religious structure. Is this correct?”
“Partially correct,” Fantast Duplayer replied. “It was
so identified because of the divine vision encountered by
Mito Notal.”
Gazing across the table, Yatak engaged Mala’s eyes
as he spoke quietly to Burto, Rotan and Dworn. “Of
course, there is the problem of the darkness that invades
the site. It is unnatural, and according to the vision Notal
had, may be dangerous.”
A strange silence ensued for two or three seconds,
then Dworn spoke. “Would it be wise at this present
moment to open the site publicly when we know so little
about it? Or should we … proceed with caution?”
Devotee Konsit, a quiet, studious man, stared with
piercing eyes at those around the table. “Indeed we should
proceed with caution,” he said, his voice trembling. “Yet
let us not be too scientific and destroy a religious
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heritage.”
Rotan nodded in agreement, alerting Molani that one
of his statesmen was sympathetic to the theocrats. The
realisation alarmed him.
Molani leaned back in his chair, his eyes soft and
persuading. “I hope we shall never harm a religious site. I
am sure it will be treated with great reverence.”
“But you have outsiders already in there barging their
way through,” Konsit said. “Is this wise?”
Now, Yatak could throw his carefully timed
bombshell. “Maybe the site should be declared a divine
monument,” he said slowly. “Because of the visions, you
see.”
There were several outbursts across the table, some
for, some against the idea.
Duplayer turned to Molani almost apologetically.
“Should we vote on this? There seems to be
disagreement.”
“I think it is too soon to make that decision,” Molani
said, realising he had been outmanoeuvred and was using
his veto of the vote, which he could do only once. Even
so, Molani didn’t like to be pushed into a vote until he had
a reasonable knowledge of the outcome. And he could tell
that Duplayer was obviously confident of the outcome.
Duplayer nodded gracefully, and knew it was time to
play his ace card—to install his deputy as leader of the
excavation. “If there is to be no vote yet,” he said
smoothly, “I would suggest taking other action to protect
what is clearly a site of divine religious antiquity. I
suggest, as a temporary measure, that Deputy Fantast
Yatak be placed in charge of the excavation.”
After a moment, Molani nodded. “I accept your
suggestion of Deputy Yatak,” he said in a near-whisper.
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“But with conditions: All information from the site is
documented and presented to the two heads of government
each cycle. And if there is a conflict of interest, it will be
decided by a full meeting of Parliament.”
Duplayer smiled outwardly and nodded; inwardly, he
was annoyed by the limitations. Although his man would
be in control, it would not be absolute. Any major disputes
would stop excavation until resolved. Yet with Yatak in
charge, at least all information from the site would reach
him first.
Molani addressed his next remarks to Dworn.
“Statesman Dworn, Mr. Long will report to you. You, in
turn, will report to Deputy Yatak.” He then turned to
Duplayer. “Will that be satisfactory and agreed by all?”
Duplayer listened, hoping for an objection, but none
came, so he only smiled and nodded. “So be it,” he said.
“Now, we have other matters to discuss.”
***
Jim, Norman and Gail had now passed through the
second stage of darkness and reached the corridor of the
inner circle. This corridor was much wider where they
stood, and the blackness completely covered only one side
of it, the inner side. The unusual machinery and pipes
were situated on its outer perimeter.
The scrutiniser set them gently down upon the
strangely tiled floor filled with large images of a centrally
placed eye encircled with interlocking hoops. Jim stood
with the darkness on his left and the machinery on his
right. He raised his arm slowly. “Am I correct in saying
that this is the huge inner circle of the complex?”
Gail replied, still gazing at the information on the
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scrutiniser’s viewing screen. “You are correct. The area is
shown as having no physical mass.”
Norman grinned and shook his head. “We’ve reached
a city that does not exist. Sounds like cuckoo-land to me.”
“A space without physical qualities, Nobby,” Jim
mused in agreement, running his hand down the side of
one of the strange tubes decorating the wall. A bright blue
pulsating light enveloped his hand, pushing it away. He
did the movement again, with the same result. “Any
ideas?” he said, folding his arms and looking puzzled.
Gail spoke to Augur. “Augur, is there a force field in
the vicinity?”
The computer replied, “Negative. There are no force
fields in the vicinity.”
She shook her head in disbelief and looked at Jim. “I
can only guess—some form of energy warning us to
proceed no further.”
Jim fought a smile. Gail didn’t like guessing; she
dealt in facts.
Norman mumbled, “Well, I suppose it’s back into the
unknown again.” He walked over to the large eye in the
centre of the floor and walked around it. “I’ve seen this in
Zant 1,” he said, pointing at the image.
Jim glanced over, still trying to find an opening on
the wall. “Yes. It’s now the sign of the religious collective.
Some kind of illustration from one of the ancient religions
of the time.”
Nodding in agreement, Norman idly placed his toe in
the centre of the eye’s iris. For a split second, the whole
cavern changed, invoking a picture of a waist-high mist,
and a deep, echoing voice came from different directions.
Norman staggered backward, a look of horror on his
face.
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Jim walked over and grabbed hold of Norman’s arm.
“What did you touch, Nobby? Can you remember?”
Norman gazed down at the ground and pointed to the
eye. “Something to do with that, Skipper.”
Gail joined them, turning and looking around the
walls as she did. “The eye must be some kind of focal
point. A receiver or transmitter of some kind.”
“I think you’re right, Frosty,” Jim said. “But there’s
only one way to find out.”
He stepped onto the centre of the eye, and the scene
around them changed once again. The mist returned, as
did the booming voice swirling through Jim’s mind. The
language wasn’t recognisable to him, but it was clearly
directions of some kind.
Jim spoke to the scrutiniser. “Augur, translate.”
Within seconds, the computer’s voice came. “Do not
enter. Keep away. This is holy ground, a holy temple.”
Listening closely, Jim realised the message was
automated. The same phrases were spoken repeatedly.
Jim slowly stepped backward. The mist and voice
disappeared instantly, reverting to the original cavern
room.
Gail spoke to the scrutiniser, her face deadpan, her
mind puzzled. “Augur, identify transmission source.”
Several lights flashed from the scrutiniser as the
computer replied, “No source to identify.”
Jim sighed, letting his frustration show. “Not
surprising. I don’t think Augur’s going to be of any use in
trying to detect divine messages.”
Gail’s head jerked around to look directly into his
eyes. “You think that the transmission is not a physical
one?”
“The computer can’t identify its source. Definitely
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telepathic or spiritual.”
Norman added his own interpretation. “Is it the same
transmission that enables your two bracelets when you
travel to other dimensions?”
“Yes, Nobby,” Jim replied. “Remember when I took
you to the twenty-third dimension of tranquillity? The
computers that control my bracelets are unique. Very
different in conception to the normal type, like Augurs.
They are psychic in operation. The one on my right wrist
allows me to travel out-of-body in the spirit domain, the
other to alternative dimensions of existence.”
Norman scratched the back of his head. “I think
you’ll have to use that bracelet, Skipper. Maybe then we
can proceed farther.”
Jim stared hard to the left and right, then at the pipeladen wall in front of him. “You could be right, Nobby.
But if this is the inner centre section of the circular
complex, its circumference is approximately six to seven
miles. And somewhere along its perimeter, there has to be
an entrance. We’ll try visually first.”
At Jim’s direction, Norman shifted the heavy
scrutiniser pack from his shoulders to Jim’s. Then they
once again linked their arms and continued on the
corridor’s seven-mile span.
***
Within a few hours and using their small hovercraft
as transporters, the clerics, under the direction of Devotee
Yatak, penetrated into the inner circle corridor. By the
time they emerged into the corridor, Jim had travelled
around the corridor four times, yet was still unable to find
an entrance. Jim greeted Statesman Dworn and his deputy,
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Cronall, then watched in amusement as the clerics
constantly touched the inner wall and pipes, initiating the
blue light that repelled their hands.
Norman and Gail briefed Cronall as Jim and Dworn
talked, moving away from the others. Dworn shook his
head as he spoke. “There was a meeting of the council,
and we were outmanoeuvred. Yatak is now in control.
Even so, major decisions can only be implemented
through the council. That’s something, at least.”
Jim nodded and pointed to the eye icon in the centre
of the floor. “Here is your first major decision. There are
eighteen eyes around the central perimeter. Stepping onto
the eye activates a paranormal warning. I would say with
conviction that a psychic computer generates the warning.
I say that because I do know that others exist.”
Dworn nodded. “Do the clerics know?”
“Not yet,” Jim replied. “But they’ll surely know
soon. It’s only a matter of time before one of them steps
on it. And when they do … it’s quite a strong vision.”
“Have you found an entry point?”
Jim shook his head. “There doesn’t seem to be any
visible means of entry.”
“Can we break through the wall?”
“Doubtful. There’s some kind of psychic barrier
protecting the inner section.”
Dworn looked at Jim, measuring his expression.
“What would you propose?”
Jim glanced at the clerics and lowered his voice to a
whisper. “I could probably gain entry using my own
psychic abilities. But with all the activity around, that
seems inadvisable. In the eyes of the theocrats, any strange
or psychic happenings could be ruled as demonic.”
Dworn followed Jim’s glance and sighed. “For a
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futurist society, we still dwell in the supernatural dark
ages.” He sighed again and turned to Jim. “I will report
your findings to Yatak. He’ll have to decide the course of
action.”
Jim caught him gently by the arm. “If I might suggest
something.”
“Of course.”
“Yatak’s quest to be first to know the hidden divine
truth is strong. He might be told that psychic entry is the
only means of penetrating the centre portion.”
Dworn smiled. “And if he were nudged in the
direction of a theocratic psychic…”
“Then I could quietly, without anyone knowing,
work in conjunction.”
“Thank you, Jim,” Dworn replied. “We will try that.
But you must know that … in Yatak, I am dealing with a
deep and devious mind.”
Jim nodded in understanding, and Dworn left the site
to report to Yatak. Just as he did, Jim saw one of the
clerics step on the eye, initiating the vision. As he knew
would happen, the other clerics ran out of the chamber in
panic.
Immediately after the incident, Yatak and Dworn
entered, followed by the rather timid clerics. One of them
pointed to the eye icon in the centre of the cavern, but
seemed fearful of stepping on it. Jim strode over and put
his foot on it, and the psychic image reactivated, causing
the clerics to close their eyes and turn away in fear. Yatak,
surprised, stepped back two paces and looked ready to run
himself. But noting that Jim, Gail and Norman weren’t
disturbed by the vision, he stepped forward to join them,
Dworn at his side. He stood as the image faded away,
trying not to look nervous, but his eyes betrayed his
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emotions. “A warning of some kind,” he stated, trying to
invoke some answers from the others.
“A psychic warning, Deputy Fantast Yatak,” Jim
replied. “But as yet, we have no need to fear. There are no
physical entry points.”
Yatak frowned. “The vision looked real,” he said
quietly. “How did you determine it was psychic?”
Jim turned, pointed to the scrutiniser and other
instruments set up by the clerics. “They show no evidence
of a physical nature.”
Yatak nodded and gazed around the cavern, still not
fully understanding the implications of using the
supernatural as a divine factor for entry. “Are you saying
that only a person with psychic ability can enter into the
central chamber?
“At this present time, yes. That’s exactly what I’m
saying.”
“Then you are probably correct that the warning is
divine … psychic, if you so wish. A warning of a holy
temple of some kind, where holy men used to dwell.”
Dworn turned and spoke to Yatak. “What do you
suggest? We ask for a decision from the council, or carry
on?”
Yatak looked vexed. He could well do with guidance
from Duplayer, but it would be seen as a sign of weakness
not to make a decision. “We shall call on the Stratum.
Devotee Follotope,” he said to one of the clerics, waving
him away with his arm. The cleric scuttled away. Then
Yatak turned once again to Dworn. “To wait for a meeting
of the council could take many cycles or even a lunation.
The Stratum is a psychic religious leader, revered and
respected by both sides of government. I trust you are in
agreement.”
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Dworn looked surprised, but answered. “Well …
Yes, I can see your point. There are other psychics,
though.” His implication was that Jim Long, also a
psychic, was already involved in the investigation, and
readily available besides.
“Of course,” Yatak replied, understanding. “But I
think that government approval would be given only to the
Stratum.”
Dworn frowned to show his slight objection, then
nodded. “You are correct. So be it.”
He turned and walked across the cavern to Jim, a
faint smile on his face. “We have what we want, Jim,” he
said. “The Stratum is an old man, yet with an open mind
and very mixed views in relation to the unknown.”
In deep thought, Jim looked toward Yatak and the
clerics. “We shall soon know what is in that central
chamber. But … a part of me says, do we really want to
know?”
Dworn, knowing Jim was a man like him who
relished adventure, was puzzled by Jim’s statement. “Do
you take the warning seriously, then?”
“Every warning should be taken seriously,” Jim
replied, if not without humour. “But someone has to make
a decision on how far to go. And in the hands of Yatak,
that could be dangerous.”
“Yes. That is why we must try to keep involved in all
the decisions.” Dworn sighed gently. “Even if we don’t
agree with some of them.”
***
After a long wait, the Stratum arrived. Devotee
Follotope was seated in a small antigravity pod that moved
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slowly into the cavern. His face old and bearded and his
eyes dulled with age, he still displayed a regal appearance,
dressed in a billowing red robe and a disc-shaped hat and
surrounded by four clerics in red tabards and trousers.
Yatak bowed and welcomed the Stratum; then, in a hushed
voice, beckoned toward the eye in the centre of the floor
while giving details of the warning vision.
Jim sat on a narrow, knee-high, rock-shaped ledge
that protruded from the cavern’s craggy walls. He leaned
back against the wall, keeping the Stratum and the others
in full view. The bracelet on his right wrist started to glow
as the Stratum moved his pod over the eye, and Jim felt
tremendous momentum as he left his body and hovered
behind the old man. He saw the ethereal body of the
Stratum emerge slowly from his body, the strong psychic
traction trying to pull him forward into the inner circle.
Jim, on the other hand, couldn’t move. His bracelet
blinked on and off as Follotope’s spirit-form propelled
forward at blurred speed and disappeared through the
inner wall of the cavern.
The sign confirmed to Jim that there was an
extraordinary paranormal power somewhere in the centre
of the huge complex. It seemingly wanted to attract all
psychic life forms to its centre. But the physical body was
protected on the physical plane, not allowing the life force
to be activated. He sensed and knew there was danger; his
psychic bracelet was not allowing him to enter. He could
project anywhere—except the inner wall of the chamber.
So he slid slowly back into his physical body.
Gail was bending over him, gazing into his eyes.
“What happened?” she asked. “You seemed to be fighting
within yourself.”
Jim grinned to reassure her and stood, wiping the
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dust from his trousers. “Unlike you to show your feelings,
Frosty.”
She ignored his attempt at humour and shook her
head in relief that he was safe.
As Jim and Gail walked up to them, Dworn and
Norman were staring at the Stratum’s physical body. He
was slumped forward in his pod, showing no signs of life.
Dworn glanced sideways to Jim, then fixed his eyes
again on the pod. “Is he dead?”
“No,” Jim said, shaking his head. “His physical body
is still where you see it. Yet his life force, or ethereal
body, is in there.” He jerked his chin toward the wall.
Dworn’s baffled frown deepened. “Is that what they
call an out-of-body experience?”
“Yes.”
“You saw it?”
Jim nodded. “His spirit-form, or whatever you want
to call it, was pulled with great force into the centre of the
complex.”
“Did you follow?”
“No. I was paralysed. My bracelet wouldn’t allow me
to follow. So I decided to pull back.” Jim was quiet a
moment, then added, “I have strong feelings that this
complex should remain closed. Perhaps even be
destroyed.”
Dworn gasped. When he recovered, he said,
“Unfortunately, we cannot turn back now. But I heed what
you say. We will proceed with great caution.”
One of the medical clerics bent over the pod and
slowly moved a handheld module over Follotope’s still
form. He then nodded toward Yatak, indicating that the
Stratum was alive and well. Even so, the group’s tension
mounted as time passed with no sign of movement by the
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Stratum. No one dared to touch him, in case the shock
caused damage to his frail old body.
Jim gazed forward, staring at the cavern wall, feeling
helpless yet knowing he was correct in the assumption that
to leave his body could be dangerous, perhaps even fatal.
He felt inadequate, unable to explain to Dworn or anyone
else the emotions that raged inside him. He had never
known such strong vibrations his psyche was receiving.
He knew that great danger existed. In spite of that
knowledge, his sixth sense had kicked in, smothering the
other five and nearly choking his sense of reason. There
was no way to describe the feelings, but control them he
must.
Without warning, the whole cavern seemed to
vibrate, and then vivid colours flashed in Jim’s mind. A
quick glance told him each person present in the cavern
was experiencing what he was. Before he or anyone else
could react, a straight, shimmering-blue line of light spun
around and through them, moving to the inner cavern wall.
The slow-spinning blue light slowly turned to red, and
then green. Its motion increased, turning faster until it
became a circle of green light. A projection from within it
spiralled outward toward them. And then, in a split-second
it turned inward, forming a circular orifice in the cavern
wall. The green circle continued inward, disappearing into
the distance and leaving a round tunnel behind. With that,
the psychic colour-montage ceased.
Everyone gazed in awe at the ten-foot-diameter
circle: clearly, the entrance to the inner complex.
The Stratum’s body suddenly came to life, and his
bony finger pointed to the tunnel. “Let us proceed and
gain divine knowledge,” he shouted. At his command, the
pod moved forward into the orifice.
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The clerics and Yatak followed, disappearing quickly
into the newly formed passageway. Jim addressed the
small group left outside. “We shall proceed with caution.
Once we are inside, don’t touch anything. Just observe and
listen.” He beckoned with his hand toward the entrance.
Gail, Norman and Cronall entered first, and Jim followed
with Dworn.
The tunnel was short in length. As they moved
slowly through it, they could easily hear the excited voices
of the clerics ahead. Jim noted that the tunnel’s inner walls
were smooth, like the inside of a pipeline, and the air in
front was stale and musty. The fresh air he felt and
breathed was being sucked in behind them.
As they entered the inner chamber, they encountered
an amphitheatre of enormous size, not unlike a stadium in
construction. They looked down on a huge ball of
shimmering light in the centre. The light, set on a circular
base, was a majestic sight, unbelievable in its vision and
symmetry. A circular spiral from the base’s centre snaked
outward into circular bench-type seating places as far as
the eye could see. Near the ball of light was the Stratum,
hovering in his pod, gazing upward in awe.
Yatak and the clerics walked down one of the many
aisles, heading toward the shimmering sphere and the
Stratum. Jim turned to Dworn and spoke quietly but with
urgency. “I can only advise the utmost caution. The
scientists really need to investigate before we proceed any
farther.”
Dworn nodded, turning to face the centre sphere. “I
agree. I will do what I can. I will speak to Yatak now.”
Jim sat down on one of the rows of seats while
Norman and Gail walked on one of the circular gangways
that encircled the centre point. From his viewpoint, Jim
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could see the diameter of the large sphere, and counted
two entry-points, black in colour from this distance. He
surmised that there were probably four in total,
surrounding the 360-degree structure. He felt, rather than
knew, that all four entry-points were shrouded in the
mysterious aura of darkness he, Gail and Norman had
encountered before. He could see what appeared to be an
operating panel of some kind, situated in front of the
sphere on its perimeter. He stood and started to make his
way down there, to study the panel and black portals.
***
Dworn studied Yatak’s face as he approached from
the side. The fantast looked in complete awe of the sphere;
he gazed upward in an unblinking stare. “This is a shrine,
a holy temple,” he muttered to Dworn. “It shimmers with
holy beauty.”
“Maybe so,” Dworn said slowly and emphatically.
“Devotee Yatak, we need to talk.”
Yatak released his hypnotic stare and turned to him.
Dworn continued. “Might I suggest that the scientists now
explore to ensure our safety? It is in all our best interests.”
The conversation was interrupted by the cackling
laugh of the Stratum, who now hovered behind them.
“Investigate by scientists,” he said, laughing again.
“Explore with what? There are no physical controls to
explore.”
Dworn and Yatak looked up into the Stratum’s face,
trying to evaluate what he was saying. Follotope swung
the pod downward until he was at their eye level. “It is a
place of worship for all who are psychic,” he said. “And to
worship and develop their psychic abilities: one of the
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cornerstones of our religious heritage. A psychic temple.”
He held both his arms in the air above his head,
closed his eyes and chanted loudly in a strange tongue.
Yatak tried to talk to him, but his voice was drowned out
by the continuous chant. Troubled by the Stratum’s
behaviour, Dworn moved toward Jim, leaving Yatak still
trying to converse.
Jim was staring at a small flat panel filled with
strange symbols. “The Stratum has gone into some kind of
trance,” Dworn said. “He says this is a psychic temple,
and therefore has no physical controls to investigate.”
Jim turned to him. “That’s correct. But a temple
dedicated to what or whom? There is no indication why
it’s been left unused for thousands of years.” He waved a
hand at the shining ball before them. “If my guess is
correct, this is a psychic computer. And I only know of
three others in the galaxy. We need answers, and we need
them before we proceed.”
Dworn nodded, then moved back to where Yatak was
still trying to contact the Stratum. As Dworn came to stand
beside Yatak, the chanting abruptly stopped and the
Stratum opened his eyes.
“Stratum, please tell us what is happening,” said a
worried Yatak, reaching out with both arms.
Follotope stared back at him, eyes wide. “That, I am
about to find out. I am about to visit our ancestors.”
The pod moved backward at a fast speed, rose
slightly, stood still for a second, then sped toward the base
of the sphere, disappearing into the black portal. The
astonished Yatak and Dworn only had time to gape after
him.
***
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The Stratum moved through the darkness for a few
moments, and then into an inner spherical chamber. At its
centre was a glowing ball of psychic energy emitting a
kaleidoscope of breathtaking colour. A bolt of blue light
sped toward him, hitting him directly on the face and then
spreading and cascading, enveloping his whole body. His
astral form emerged from the physical, dispersing into a
thin beam of light, and moved with bullet-like speed into
the centre cascade of light. He suddenly found himself on
a plateau, looking down on a beautiful landscape of rivers
and elegant long, pointed buildings, with a small mountain
range as a backdrop.
There was an intensity of light around each object,
producing an esoteric landscape of divine vision. To the
Stratum, it was the nearest thing to heaven he had ever
seen, a dimension that brought a vision of exquisite
pleasure to the beholder. He left the pod and walked
slowly to the river, then beside it, transfixed by the
swirling currents of water that flowed down to a small lake
he hadn’t noticed at first. He stepped into the water,
feeling its rhythm and motion around his feet and ankles.
As he stepped back onto the riverbank, his feet were still
dry.
There were no signs of life, no creatures of any kind
as he continued his walk. He was in complete isolation,
alone in a tranquil, alluring, ethereal oasis.
“I must be in heaven,” he told himself as he touched
the outside edge of one of the tall, pointed buildings,
marvelling at its smooth texture and filled with admiration
for whoever built all this. Yet he knew it wasn’t heaven.
Instead, it was the utopian spirit-world his ancestors had
discovered thousands of years ago.
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Follotope was a man who had enjoyed his life.
Throughout his many years of service, he had been chief
psychic and advisor to several fantasts, and had taught and
lectured many of the devotees now in important positions
of government and church. As time progressed, he had
seen psychic ability’s importance slowly regress to
materialism and politics. Now, he was an old and frail
man, still respected for his rank but disregarded because of
his age. Yet now, he saw the possibility of change.
“This will create a new era of psychic knowledge,”
he muttered. “Once again, spirituality will gain the
credence due it.”
As he pondered on what this discovery would bring,
he could see reflections sparkling in the air: small balls of
light the size of marbles, twinkling like miniature stars. As
he watched, they dispersed in different directions, dancing
gently in the sky while slowly moving toward the ground.
Bedazzled by their jewelled beauty, he moved in between
them, trying to catch one. They gracefully avoided his
outstretched hand, twisting and turning in the air as they
moved downward.
“Come to me, come to me,” he pleaded. “Let me
touch you.”
He swung around in an arc, descending and stopping,
then lowering himself to rest on the ground. The small
light forces all touched the ground around him, dissolving
with a sizzle of bright light as they did.
The last two spun toward him, hovering for a second.
One dispersed into the ground; the other hovered six
inches above his head. “Ah, at last,” he said, and moved
his hand toward it. As he did, he felt a tingling sensation,
which turned prickly, like burning needles. He ignored the
slight discomfort and said, “You’re so beautiful.”
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Then he realised that his present form was encased in
an aura of colour that spread outward for two feet or more.
He knew instinctively that he was gazing at his own,
second life-force: the ghosts that surrounded his physical
body, giving life and energy.
The small shining star began to spin, and then, in a
burst of light, dissolved into his aura. He watched the
colours changing and blurring as they swirled around his
bodily frame, then slowly disappeared from view.
“How exquisite, so pretty!” he exclaimed. Then he
had another realisation, and this one stunned him. “I have
been touched by the holy light!”
He suddenly felt faint, and his spiritual form
dispersed in a line of energy back into his body, leaving
him slumped forward in his pod.
A few moments later, he was able to straighten up.
There was a slight pain in his neck, caused by the
crumpled forward position of his body. He looked around
to see the pod, still on the ground in the tunnel. But now,
in front of it, a tiny blue sphere was present, glowing
behind the blackness. The visions created in his mind were
of thousands of glowing lights, some moving in unison
like a flock of birds, others diving and rising gracefully
against the skyline. His mind was now filled with great
knowledge, knowledge he couldn’t understand. This
knowing and yet not knowing the secrets of this strange,
idyllic world frustrated him. “I have knowledge, great
knowledge,” he cried out to the visions. “But alas, I do not
comprehend your values.”
His mind was filled with revelations and counterrevelations; the crush of thought elated and depressed him
at the same moment. He was filled with pure joy and
tormenting hate, both tranquillity and agitation.
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Perspiration flowed down his wrinkled brow, stinging his
eyes. The tight tunic around his throat started to restrict his
blood flow, causing faintness and a sickly feeling in his
stomach. He wrenched at the neckpiece, ripping it open as
droplets of sweat poured from his face to drip steadily
onto his cascading robe.
He knew instinctively that he was experiencing what
could only be conceived as a psychological hell. The
feelings intensified; uncontrollable urges sped through his
mind. He wanted to commit murder, he wanted to love and
cherish, he wanted to preserve life and commit suicide all
at the same moment. The build-up of psychic energy was
so intense he collapsed forward in a faint, blacking out.
He slowly came to, his vision and senses blurred and
blunted, as though his eyes were attempting to focus
through a cloudy image. Much to his relief, though, the
emotions that had raged through him were gone, leaving
only physical exhaustion in their wake
“Is this the meaning of the warning given?” he asked,
wondering if there was anyone there to listen. He had a
feeling of being profoundly tested, with the reason for and
outcome yet unknown.
Voices came into his head, some whispering, others
talking loudly. He tried to concentrate, listening intently to
the messages, trying to ferret out their meaning. The
voices were intermingled, phasing over and across each
other, making them impossible to interpret. His mind was
so full of the voices that he cradled his head in his arms in
a futile effort to shut out the sounds.
The voices tormented his sanity for several more
minutes before slowing. He flung his arms down and
stared ahead, unbelieving. It was his voice, talking in the
same unmistakable dialogue and phrasings he used. He
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was conversing with himself! Something had been
activated in his psyche, producing an amazing link to his
other selves. He surmised that the other parts of him
linked to his outer and inner aura, which under normal
circumstances did not communicate with his physical
body, were now doing so.
He found that by listening, and then talking, he could
converse with his other parts. One voice in particular was
quiet and powerful: “Go out and let the people worship in
the temple of their ancestors,” it said.
“What would they worship?”
“Their own chosen religion.”
“Why am I talking to myself?”
“You have found a true psychic link from your
ancestors. When you open the temple, a new awareness
will reach everyone.”
Overwhelmed by the possibilities, he asked, “What
must I do to achieve this?”
His other voices started to converse simultaneously,
causing a pool of babble. He clasped his hands over both
ears and shouted, “Quiet!”
The voices ceased.
“What must I do?”
The powerful voice returned. “Turn off the blackness
and let all in to worship and enlightenment. You are the
chosen one to bring true religion once again to your
people.”
Follotope nodded in agreement and swung the pod
downward toward the black portal. The voices all came
back, shouting and murmuring in his head, as he entered
the portal and sped through the darkness to the point
where he had entered.
***
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The clerics and Yatak all gathered around him as he
sat in his pod staring ahead. The voices had gone now, and
all was calm and peaceful. Yatak moved in front of the
pod and spoke quietly. “What did you find, Stratum?”
The old man gazed down at Yatak, his eyes misty
with emotion. “We have found the temple of our
ancestors. It may be twenty thousand full years old.”
Several of the clerics gasped; others fell to their
knees.
Yatak, however, was impatient for answers. He
needed information to report to Duplayer, and the urgency
showed in his voice. “Yes, yes, but what kind of temple?”
he blurted. Suddenly realising the curtness of the question,
he softened his tone. “Is it for worship?”
Follotope glanced down and swung his arm in the
direction of the sphere. “It is a utopian psychic world, for
all to pray and worship in the quest for enlightenment.”
Yatak was alarmed by the Stratum’s blind belief, but
showed no sign as he spoke. “I thank you, Stratum,” he
said. “You have enlightened us in the quest for
knowledge—”
Stratum raised his right arm in the air and shouted,
“Let the people worship at the temple of our ancestors!”
His arm dropped to his side and slumped forward in
his pod. Two medical clerics leapt forward and
administered aid, managing to rouse him. He then spoke
quietly to his entourage. “I shall now wait in
contemplation and prayer.”
Jim watched as the medics moved the Stratum away,
then turned to Gail as she surveyed the long, strangely
marked panel at the sphere’s base. When she stretched her
fingers toward the panel, he gently grabbed her arm. She
turned her face to him, curious.
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“Not yet, Frosty,” he said, smiling at her. “We must
remain cautious until we know more.”
She nodded, noting his ill ease behind his smile.
When the clerics started to chant in prayer, Dworn
spoke quietly into Jim’s ear. “I do not think that Yatak will
proceed any further, and all decisions will be referred to
the fantast.”
Jim nodded as Yatak moved toward them. Jim
couldn’t know for certain that the faint smile on the
fantast’s face masked treachery. Even so, instinct told him
to steel himself for the certain confrontation to come.
Dworn had spoken of reasonable actions, but Jim saw no
reason in Yatak’s shining eyes.
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CHAPTER 4
The site was effectively closed for a short period,
leaving a small group of clerics praying and the
Zanteuriani police on high-profile guard duty outside the
main entrance. Jim had no doubt that the site’s existence
would now be presented to the populations of both Zant 1
and Zant 2. The government’s open policy decreed this, so
there could be no more secrecy. The two sides had become
politically active. The Plebiscitary Chamber requested a
scientific study over a set period, allowing a slow and
cautious exploration of the complex. The theocratic side
insisted that the site be declared divine so their total
control could become official. For the time being, there
was little Jim, Gail or Norman could do but wait until they
received permission to continue their investigation of the
site. They were given rooms in Zant 1’s embassy, and
were told little.
Jim stood on his room’s balcony now, watching the
sun set, noting its slow descent below the horizon,
showing the only visual indication of movement witnessed
by all who were part of the planet’s orbit and rotation.
From where I’m standing, Jim thought, the planets
seem to move in very, very slow motion across the sky.
Although they’re really are moving at tremendous speed
and rotation. Jim continued watching as the sister planet
became visible in the darkened sky, the hidden sun
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reflecting brightly from its surface showing the lush green
vegetation and the coruscation that emitted from its ocean
and river systems.
Jim, Norman and Gail’s rooms shared a balcony, so
when Gail emerged from her room and saw Jim standing
there, she called out to him, “There is always something
magical about twin planets in orbit, isn’t there?”
Jim nodded but made no reply. Yet he didn’t have to.
The vista created a strange beauty and wondrous
contentment that touched both their souls like a moment of
timeless elation.
Gail touched Jim’s arm gently. When he still didn’t
respond, she gave a rare smile. He was as entranced as any
poet or painter could be by the alluring, symmetrical
universe.
Yet after a moment, he turned to her and said, “How
could you explain this in words, Frosty? It almost defies
description.”
She smiled at him, a broader smile this time, and her
steel-trap mind went to work. “Maybe it can’t be described
by words, only by emotion and feeling. I would call it a
romantic, healing or tender thought.”
The small moment ended when Norman emerged,
slapping his arms with his hands as he looked up at the
sister planet. “Very nice, but it’s a bit chilly out here,
Skipper,” he said. “It’s all that open sky.”
Jim and Gail burst into laughter.
“Have I said something funny?” he asked, his face
uncertain.
“No, Nobby,” Jim said, still chuckling. “You just
gave us a reminder to keep our feet firmly on the ground.”
Norman’s expression changed to a look of urgency.
“Oh, I almost forgot why I came out here. I received a
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message. We are to be in Statesman Dworn’s office in a
quarter of a unit. That’s a quarter of an hour.”
Jim nodded as he moved quickly through the
doorway, the others following. “It’s the big meeting,” he
said turning toward them briefly. “This meeting concerns
all the elected government. I’ve been expecting one, just
didn’t know when.”
Swiftly moving from the embassy to the government
building, they entered Dworn’s office and were directed
into the adjoining hologram suite, a room about twenty
feet square. It was illuminated with bright light and split
into three sections. The walls were filled with
honeycombed hexagonal shapes, each one supporting a
tiny, self-manipulated camera on a rotating axis. A
technical assistant dressed in black ushered them to a
section near the room’s middle that held a row of five
plushly adorned seats.
Once seated, Norman became excited as he looked at
the walls and ceiling filled with holo-cameras and
projectors. “This is really something, don’t you think,
Gail?” he blurted out.
Gail nodded, her eyes following the line of cameras
above her head, but her face remained implacable.
“Indeed,” she said. “It’s very similar in design to our holosuite rooms, but much more complicated. Also, when you
said ‘big meeting,’ I expected a much larger room.”
Jim had seen the cameras operate many times before,
so he decided to prepare them for what would happen
next. “I think you’re both in for a surprise. Those cameras
save time from travelling around the planet to various
meetings. Now you can have your meeting wherever you
are. It’s easier when one puts up these hologram
conference centres in an office or in a home.”
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Norman and Gail understood his explanation in
theory, because they had heard about it before their trip to
the planet. Zanteuriani technology had become obsessed
with developing three-dimensional communication.
Seventy-five percent of the population had a hologram
station in their dwellings, enabling them to visit friends
and relatives instantly on Zant 1 or Zant 2. A room or
building could be developed and produced on demand by
computer programming.
Dworn finally entered and they all stood in respect, at
which he bowed gracefully before taking one of the highbacked chairs in the second section, behind a table. The
table looked strange to Jim, even though he’d seen it
before. Though majestic on the top with a polished
surface, the two sides were open, showing the built-in
supports of its structure.
Dworn spoke loudly across the room. “Please enjoy
our government conferencing. You are situated at the front
of the public section.”
The lights in the small room started to dim until
complete darkness enveloped them. Millions of strands of
intense white light emitted across and down the room,
blotting out all normal vision. The beams to their left
began to expand, leaving a white expanse of light moving
slowly away from them at the same height and volume as
the seated section. Travelling in a slight curve, it stopped
some thirty feet away and slowly dissolved into a blurred,
then clear three-dimensional picture of a seated row full of
people. Judging by their varied dress and demeanour, they
were from hologram suites in other locations.
To Norman’s amazement, the image of the man
seated next to him turned and smiled, then nodded his
head in acknowledgement. Norman stared at him with
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eyes and mouth wide open before nodding in return.
The other side of the row started to form with the
same slight curvature, until a full row of about one
hundred people could be seen. Behind them, another row
formed, and another, until twenty rows could be seen to
the back of the room. The seats in front moved down in
waves until they reached the front of what appeared to be
a stage.
Norman turned to look at Gail; her eyes were wide
open and her head moved in all directions, trying to take in
the complexity of such detailed images.
She sensed Norman staring at her and looked at him,
trying but failing to hide her awe and wonder. “It’s good,
Nobby,” she said, and a small grin grew across her face.
“In fact, I think it’s much better than your Theatre of
Mastra Five.”
Norman blushed, smiled awkwardly and turned his
head away, understanding that she wouldn’t let him forget
that for quite a while.
They watched a blurred white light spread across the
middle of the stage. The light slowly transformed into a
ghostly image of a large rectangular table with eight
people seated behind it. The image jerked, stuttered, and
then with a final shudder, emerged in full detail. The small
cutaway desk they had seen Dworn sit behind was as one
with the whole, a majestic table with the ruling council
behind it.
The small, dark room they had entered had
disappeared; the sophisticated cameras and projectors now
gave an amazing illusion of a large conference hall, a
theatre-type complex that sloped gradually down from the
rear, levelling out as it reached the stage. From where they
were seated, they saw rows of boxed-off sections appear,
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reaching down to the stage area some twenty feet distant.
Dworn seemed far away now, and yet they all knew he
was actually only a few feet across the room. The small
sections of realities spread across the planets’ two surfaces
had come together as one, conveying a huge conference
chamber full of people. Around them there was a complete
and utter silence, but a low murmuring of voices could be
heard in the background as the sound suddenly kicked in
with a stereophonic ferocity.
The man next to Norman spoke, making him jump.
“Greetings to you,” he said, raising both palms upward.
Startled, Norman did likewise. “Greetings,” he
gasped, his throat barely able to form the words.
The Plebiscite Chambers of elected advocate
members and the Theocratic Chambers of elected religious
advocates were fabricated mirages. Yet the full Disbate
Chamber of Government had emerged, a room that didn’t
exist in reality, but was created inside a hologram
computer for the purpose of discussion and debate.
Another person appeared, seated in a large chair
situated to the left of the stage. This was the controller of
debate, an older retired statesman, or devotee, learned in
the ways of the Disbate Chamber. He wore a long orange
gown with matching headpiece and a small, square hat. He
stood and spoke. “The government is now in session, I
present to you Chief Statesman Molani.”
As Molani’s voice began to be heard, the head-andshoulders image of him expanded and began floating over
the heads of the audience. He smiled briefly, then began
his summary. “I give greetings to all our fellow members
of government of Zant 1 and Zant 2. This special meeting
has been arranged to inform the population of a new
discovery.” He turned toward Duplayer as his own image
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receded and that of the fantast increased. “Fantast
Duplayer.”
Duplayer’s small eyes widened in anticipation of the
huge close-up, and a faint smile emerged on his face. “I
give greetings to you all, and Chief Statesman Molani.
The discovery mentioned is an ancient building situated on
the outer rim of Zant 1. It has been confirmed as a holy
temple, and is estimated to be twenty thousand full
lunations old.” The room’s voices murmured, then rose in
surprise. Duplayer held both hands up in an open-palm
gesture. “It has come as a great shock with surprises for us
all, and we as a government must make certain decisions.”
The forum changed to open discussion, with the local
government officials trying to have their questions
answered. Many questions could not be answered because
of lack of knowledge, and this added to the group’s
confusion. On the platform, Devotee Konsit raised his
arms, and the room fell silent. “We do not have sufficient
knowledge to be able to answer all questions,” he said.
“The site is still under observation. Please appreciate this
point in your submissions.”
One of the devotees in the sectioned part of the
auditorium raised his arm in the air. The controller stood,
and the room became silent again. “Gentlemen and ladies
of government,” the controller said, “let us please keep our
order. The government recognises Devotee Stranna.”
A tall, thin old man stood, bowed his head slightly
and said, “I give greetings to you, Controller, and the
ruling council. Obviously, this building has historic and
religious significance. Can we not therefore open its doors
to the public as a holy shrine?”
Dworn raised his hand as he stood, knowing that
Duplayer must have briefed Stranna. “The safety of the
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public has not been established as yet. We need more time
to study the complex.”
Stranna, acknowledged again by the controller,
replied, “If the structure is safe, I propose that a holy
shrine be established.”
Many hands were raised in the auditorium, but the
controller turned to the ruling council at the table instead
and asked, “Does the ruling council wish to open this for
debate?”
Molani and Duplayer conferred quietly, and then
Molani said, “The ruling council must, under the open
policy of government, open this for debate.”
The controller nodded, pointed a handheld baton at
one of the many raised hands. An aura of light surrounded
the hand as the controller spoke. “A limit of two miniunits per debater is in session.”
Jim whispered to Norman and Gail, “Two minutes
each. He’s expecting many questions.”
The man spoke. “Open the site now. If Devotee
Stranna is correct and there are no structural problems,
there is no need for delay.”
A female member was then chosen, and the light
moved to her. “The scientists should investigate before the
site is opened, for security and safety.”
Others were then chosen at random, the light moving
to each in turn:
“It is the right of every person to worship at this site,
there should be no delay.”
“Our ancestors from the long-dead past have left us
this inheritance. It should be open for all, and now.”
“With all due respect, the scientists should not be
involved. It is purely a religious matter.”
“Who knows what hidden dangers from the past may
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dwell there? We must wait.”
“The notification we all received stated there was a
holy vision that recommended the site to be opened.”
“It seems that the site is now recognised as a holy
site, and therefore should be declared theocratic.”
“The site is not of alien origin. It is a gift from our
own religious ancestors and should be treated as so.”
The debate continued until stopped by the controller.
Duplayer then started his closing speech on behalf of the
theocrats. “It is clear from what many of you have said
that this site has been left to us by our ancestors. It is also
clear that many of you would like the site opened and
made divine. Of course, some caution must be exercised
for reasons of safety. The site could be ready for worship
within two cycles.”
He looked toward Molani as he returned to his seat.
Molani started his summary on behalf of the
statesmen. “I agree with the consensus of opinion. The
vision reported also had a disturbing element. Our
advisors, the Galaxy Police Federation, recommend
caution. I would advise one lunation to further investigate
before opening.”
Molani finished, and the controller addressed the full
assembly. “Please vote one for an opening of two cycles,
and two for an opening of one lunation.”
The delegates began to vote, activating floating text
that appeared overhead. In the number-one box came a
figure of four hundred and twenty-nine, and in number
two a figure of three hundred and seventy-one.
The controller announced, “The number ones have
the majority, and the site will be opened in two cycles.
Our business for today is closed. The ruling council will
now deliberate on the opening.”
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The hologram vista began to close down quickly,
row by row, leaving the criss-cross sections of light. The
vast auditorium was gone, leaving darkness; as the light
returned, the room returned to the four of them in the
small holo-suite. Dworn turned in his seat, adjusting
controls on a small touch screen. “I hope you enjoyed the
meeting of government, but I now must project to a
meeting of the ruling council to try and limit the damage
this decision may cause. If I may see you later?” His voice
held an apology.
Jim nodded, acknowledging the statement, and the
three of them exited the room.
Gail shook her head in disbelief at the decision.
“Two cycles? That’s only two days. Surely a month is not
a long time to wait for verification of safety!”
Jim gave a sarcastic sigh. “No, no, Frosty, it’s better
to rush into the unknown without thought or fear.”
“You should know,” she said with a false grin. “It
has happened to us before.”
His face became serious. “Not this time, Frosty. That
site should be explored step by step, with great caution.”
***
Fantast Duplayer swivelled round in his huge chair, a
faint smile on his lips. “Well done, Devotee Yatak. You
successfully estimated the mood of the delegates.”
Yatak smiled back, bowing his head to acknowledge
the flattery. “It was all down to good planning by you, My
Fantast. In two cycles, the site will be ready for the public
to worship.” His next words were cautious. “I hope that
my involvement of the Stratum was helpful to our cause.”
“Indeed it was,” Duplayer replied. “An excellent
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move on your part. Although now very old and without
much credence, he still has certain useful … charisma.”
Yatak was quick to seize the opportunity. “He is also
the only person to have actually entered the inner sanctum
of the temple. He must know what is inside.”
“Has he spoken to anyone of his findings?”
“Not as yet, Fantast, but I have requested that he
report directly to you.”
“That was a wise decision, Devotee Yatak.”
“He waits outside now.”
For a second Duplayer’s face showed alarm, then
returned to its normal sinister self. He hadn’t expected a
meeting so quickly, and because Follotope was psychic,
certain personal barriers needed to be put in place. The last
thing he needed was a powerful psychic probing his
unprotected mind.
“In a moment we shall hear what he has to say,”
Duplayer said, even as he manipulated the room’s lighting.
Now, strong beams of light projected at the spot where the
Stratum’s pod would be hovering. Next, the fantast
operated the sound system, browsing through several
background religious chants and melodies, finally
choosing a rather obscure piece of brass-type sound that
was brittle to the ears. The sounds were used to activate
awareness, which in fact caused annoyance and a feeling
of unbalance. The sounds, although very low in the
background, would interfere with the Stratum’s
concentration.
Follotope entered on his floating pod. Immediately,
Duplayer felt his mind being probed for an indication of
his mood and feelings. As the pod hovered in its position,
the strong lights caused Follotope’s to blink as he started
to speak. “Greetings, Fantast Duplayer, may your day be
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filled with wisdom.”
Duplayer bowed his head slightly. “Greetings to you,
Stratum Follotope. May your day be filled with
understanding.”
The salutations over, Duplayer leaned forward,
smiling. “I am pleased to note that you were chosen to be
the first to witness and explore the inner shrine of the new
divine temple.”
Follotope blinked again, trying to penetrate the bright
light, but his psychic probe was brought to an abrupt end.
“Indeed, I was honoured to be a part of this unique
discovery,” he said, his eyes moving down to avoid the
glare. “Our ancestors were all once psychics, something
that has been lost through countless years.”
“They were all telepaths?”
“Yes, but much more than that. They had started to
communicate with their inner selves. Imagine knowing
everything about yourself as you truly are.”
A slight shudder ran through Duplayer’s body. “You
have seen this?” he said, staring hard at the Stratum. “You
know it to be true?”
Follotope nodded eagerly. “I have been in the holy
place of our ancestors. I was given the gift of
enlightenment for a few brief moments in physical form.”
The thought that he could look into his inner self and
possibly see the dark side both alarmed and fascinated
Duplayer. The inquisitive thirst for knowledge that had
driven him into a position of power within the religious
community was overwhelming. The personal information
that he could accrue would be priceless. Yet still, there
were risks to knowing oneself that well. He smiled, letting
his guard down, and the Stratum’s mind penetrated his for
an instant. A mental vision of Follotope’s face appeared in
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his mind, and he pushed it away.
“Do not try to probe, Stratum,” he snarled. “I do not
wish to be accessed.”
Follotope blinked and bowed his head. “Forgive me.
I am an old man, and sometimes forget the psychic
protocol. It will not happen again.”
Duplayer’s face became a smiling grimace.
Confident now that the Stratum wouldn’t dare try to
access his mind again, he moved from behind the huge
table to a position in front of the pod. “I may decide to
travel with you this very cycle, so that you may impart
your knowledge and understanding of the site to me.”
“It would be an honour, Fantast Duplayer. I am ready
when you are.”
“I shall organise transport immediately. But … tell
me, Stratum, what you saw in the inner chamber.”
Follotope nodded, pleased to speak of the ancient
site. “First, I placed myself in a trance, and suddenly a
powerful force pulled my soul from the physical body and
propelled it into the chamber that housed the huge sphere.
Upon entering the chamber, I knew instinctively that I
must enter the sphere. I travelled inward, this time in
physical form, through one of the dark tunnels, and
entered the inner part of the great sphere. There was no
inner chamber, however. Instead, I found a wondrous,
beautiful city. I had voyaged into another reality. There
were no people, just exquisitely designed architecture,
buildings and landscape blending together in harmony.”
Duplayer leaned forward, spellbound. “You were
totally on your own? There was no sign of any of our
ancestors?”
“None,” Follotope replied. “Just a beautiful, tranquil
city.” He leaned back in his pod and closed his eyes. “I felt
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… indescribable joy. Inner contentment.”
As best he could, he described the small, sparkling
objects that had cascaded from the sky, and the popping
sound they’d made when they hit the ground. He spoke of
the last one, the one that had actually popped on his head.
“And then,” he continued in a hushed voice, “that was
when I started conversing with my inner self. It was
wondrous, but … painful. All at once, wondrous and
excruciating. All at once, I knew my true self. I knew the
dividing line between good and evil, love and hate. The
difference between being wise and being a fool. All these
things, I knew at once. I … was so overcome, I fainted.
When I came to, I decided to leave.”
Duplayer nodded, trying to take it all in. “Do you
still have this enlightenment?” he asked.
“No,” Follotope replied, his face suddenly sad. “It
left me when I returned to the sphere chamber.”
“Can we remove this darkness that invades the holy
shrine?”
“Yes. I believe that, during my visit there, certain …
knowledge was imparted to me in that respect. The
darkness is a danger to the soul, a complete black void that
no light can enter.”
His mind racing, Duplayer rose and moved to one of
the holo-viewers. “Thank you for your descriptive and
candid report, Stratum. Your experience was truly
amazing. Without equal in my lifetime. And of course, we
must visit the site right away. I will now arrange our
transport. Deputy Yatak will accompany us.”
With joy and longing touched by trepidation, the
Stratum agreed.
***
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Dworn sat in his huge chair gazing at the wall, in
deep thought. The theocrats now had majority control of
the site … that was to be immediately opened to an
unsuspecting public. And he still had no idea of what the
site’s original purpose had been, or what dangers might
lurk there.
He heard the door opened and turned to see Deputy
Cronall enter. She was a tall, beautiful Oloniant, her
perfect white teeth contrasting with her dark complexion.
“Greetings, Statesman Dworn,” she said, head
slightly bowed in respect. “I have with me Space Agent
Long, and Space Officers Farmer and Clark, as you
requested.”
He gestured with his arm for them to enter.
Dworn stood and walked over to them. “My
compliments to you all,” he said, then looked at Jim. “Jim,
I wonder if you would send one of your staff with my
deputy to monitor the site on our behalf. To keep us
informed of all activity and movement.”
Nodding, Jim turned to Gail and Norman. “Any
volunteers?”
To Gail’s astonishment, Norman leapt forward
eagerly. “I would be privileged to go, sir,” he said. “I
would like another look at that sphere.”
Dworn addressed Cronall and Norman with a
worried expression on his face. “Please report everything
that seems odd or unusual, without exception.”
Cronall bowed and left the chamber, with Norman
close behind. Dworn turned to Gail and Jim, then pointed
to the door with his open left hand. “I have a very
interesting person for you to meet,” he said, moving to the
elevator entrance. “Maybe we can find a few answers, or
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maybe we cannot. I am sure that the time spent will be
worthwhile, however.”
The elevator sped downward and opened on the
basement level. The sparsely lit corridor was supported by
curved beams some twenty feet apart that extended for as
far as the eye could see in both directions. Moving along
the corridor to the right, they stopped outside an oval door
with unusual markings carved in the centre. Jim put his
hand on the carving and his bracelet was activated,
revealing pictures in his mind of hooded figures moving
together and chanting in some strange tongue. He
withdrew his hand and spoke to Dworn. “The door is very
old. Ancient.”
Dworn said, “Yes. You are now in the centre of one
of the oldest cities on Zant Major, buried for thousands of
full lunations.” He smiled at Gail. “A full lunation is
equivalent to one of your years. A single lunation, one of
your months.”
She gave him a small smile and nod of thanks at the
clarification.
The door opened onto a large, square room
containing walls filled with shelves full of small circular
portals. To Jim, it appeared to be some sort of vast library.
The room’s middle held two large oval tables. Seated at
one of them was a tall grey-haired man studying a
document laid out in front of him. He was dressed in a
blue robe that sparkled in the dim light.
At Dworn’s gestured direction, they approached and
stood waiting at the table. After a moment, Dworn said,
“Oloniant historian psychic, Raltom Vlare, may I
introduce you to Mr. Jim Long and his associate Miss
Farmer, from the Galaxy Police Federation.”
After several seconds, the robed figure looked up.
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His old eyes pierced into Jim’s. “You have the gift,” Vlare
said, then gazed down at Jim’s wrist and touched the
bracelet. “But it is manufactured, not natural.”
Jim nodded, and the old man beckoned them to be
seated. The silence following was filled with telepathic
conversation for Jim and Vlare. Gail and Dworn waited.
“Mr. Long, I see two great spheres, each one
controlling a bracelet on your wrist.”
“That is correct. They are on the Planet Krakor, and
are top secret.”
“They will stay that way. That is why I am
conversing using our minds. You have been given a great
gift, and I feel you are as pure as a man can be in this
physical universe. We will now talk normally for the
others.”
Vlare directed his gaze at Dworn as he spoke, this
time informally. “I am at your service, Zitado. How can I
help?”
Dworn relaxed and placed both his hands on the
table, fingers interlinked. “As you are aware, Raltom, the
newly discovered site is to be opened to the public very
soon. We need to know if you have any information that
could help us re-evaluate any danger that exists.”
Vlare looked down at the table and then up again,
shaking his head slowly. “I cannot give you specific facts
or answers, only feelings and senses. The gift we have
must be used wisely and with logic. Otherwise we plunge
into the realm of predictions and speculation.”
He slowly moved from his seat to stand, reaching out
to one of the small portals on the shelf.
Dworn spoke again, this time to Vlare’s back. “You
know that the Stratum has been involved, and has
penetrated the inner core of the site.”
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Vlare nodded as he returned to his seat, clutching a
two-inch disc in his right hand. “The Stratum has limited
psychic ability, and is in awe of its power. He is like a
small child, exploring without reason. Therefore, he has a
need to rush forward with no sense of apprehension or
danger.”
“You sense danger?” Dworn said, alarmed. Beside
him, Jim and Gail stiffened slightly.
“I sense many things,” Vlare replied. “But I cannot
download my speculation … my visions and fears … to
you. I first must be certain of the truth.”
Jim glanced at Vlare’s right hand as he spoke,
sensing something important, then looked into his eyes
and sensed indecision. He said, “Our greatest fear is that
we have no information, other than that collected from the
exploration of the site. The site’s inner core seems to have
an appetite for spiritual ardency. I had to fight against
being pulled into it. The Stratum was drawn in by that
spiritual traction and thrust into the inner sanctum.”
The conversation ceased for a moment and again,
Jim sensed Vlare’s indecision. It was clear that Vlare was
trying to decide whether to reveal what was clasped in his
right hand.
Finally, Vlare said, “There were no ill effects
suffered by the Stratum?”
Jim shook his head. “His revelation was that of
acquiring greater spiritual inner knowledge and
understanding.”
The old man unhurriedly moved from his chair and
proceeded to one of the shelves on his immediate left. On
the shelf was a small oval box. He gently picked it up and
placed in the centre of the table, then seated himself,
holding the disc in the air. “There are five discs like this
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one,” he said, his eyes focused on Jim and Gail. “All are
possibly five thousand full lunations old. I presume that
would be five thousand of your years?”
Jim nodded, and Vlare continued. “The histories
contained in these discs are in legend. The story was that
our ancient ancestors created the original discs that
became obsolete: the technology was somehow lost or
destroyed. The information was transferred to manuscripts
and kept in the great library of Tortao—the great city that
was renamed Zant 1. At the re-emergence of basic
technology, the manuscripts were transferred once again to
discs, a very basic technology at that time. The
manuscripts are now long-time dust, and the disc
recordings are flawed and in an ancient language.”
He placed his hand on the oval box and pages of
symbols projected three feet upward from it, the edges and
centre of each page fluctuating with picture deterioration.
Flicking through several pages, he stopped at one. Jim
leaned forward across the table, staring intently at the
centre portion as Vlare began to speak.
“There is mention of a great temple of Tortao, where
people visited to worship. There are references to a closed
society of clerics called the mentorial worshippers, a very
secretive sect of prominent individuals. There is a very
ancient word that does not translate well from the ancient
language.” He pointed to a cluster of symbols left of
centre. “It roughly translates as, ‘the unknown universe of
the spiritual, or psychic, or existence.’”
Gail turned to Jim, her eyebrows raised, and pointed
to one of the symbols in the cluster. “Isn’t that the same
symbol as the one in the temple?”
Jim nodded and turned to Vlare, described the
symbol they had found, then said, “The oval circles
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surrounding the central eye,” he placed his finger on the
small cluster, “act as a form of psychic communication.”
Vlare studied the page, his hand on his chin and his
head shaking slightly. “Unfortunately, the subject ends
abruptly, with no more mention of the sect or the temple.”
The man suddenly stared ahead, and his fragmented
thoughts burst into Jim’s mind. He smiled at Jim. “My
apologies. Sometimes when I reach deep thought, I
project. There is a holy book still being translated, called
the primeval doctrine.”
Dworn raised his eyebrows in surprise. “The book is
held in great esteem, and is located in the fantast’s
library.”
Vlare nodded. “Unfortunately, only the first part has
been translated…. It is considered too holy for all to see. It
contains the Holy Scriptures and the teachings of the
prophet Anderac plus the ranting of the great demon,
Serpententa. Unfortunately, the second section is nearly
undecipherable. Yet it possibly refers to the temple and its
followers. Fragments of this section have been
interpreted.”
Dworn’s worried face betrayed his thoughts. “As
senior interpreter, Vlare, you must study this book to try
and gain any knowledge or insights that might help us
determine the safety of all who visit.”
Vlare sighed. “If I entered the office of the fantast
and requested to interpret the book, I would be politely
stalled and asked to fill in a religious questionnaire that
would throw doubt on my motives.”
Jim smiled and looked at Dworn. “I’m sure there are
other ways of arranging for Vlare to gain access.”
Dworn grinned. “Don’t concern yourself, Vlare.
Another way will be found.”
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***
Within a few hours, Dworn had issued a directive
from Chief Statesman Molani that any information from
ancient documents relating to the holy site must be sent
immediately to the state office. Over a hundred replies
returned, most speculating without substance. Smiling,
Dworn left his office later and continued to the
recreational bar below. It was not by chance that Morto
Yatak entered at the same time and sat at the next table.
“Greetings, Statesman Dworn,” he said.
“Greetings, Devotee Yatak,” Dworn replied. “May
your cycle be pleasant.”
Yatak stood, beckoning to Dworn’s table. “May I?”
“It would be my honour.”
The deputy fantast sat next to him, and opened the
conversation with information. “I thought you should
know … we have found environmental and other controls
within the complex that can be operated manually. Isn’t it
wonderful?”
“Indeed,” Dworn replied. “We surmised that
everything was automatic.”
“As you are aware, your people and mine are
working together, to try to establish the motives behind the
site. Why it is there? For what purpose is it there? How
does it operate? We must find the answers to these
questions.”
Dworn nodded. “Although not a religious man like
you, Morto, I find my spiritual thoughts are full of
questions. Why are we here? What happens when we die?
To me, all religious questions have a natural profundity.”
“Yes, they do. And that is where faith enters into the
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equation. I never knew that your innermost thoughts are
very much like mine. But then, men of substance and
education do think this way.”
Dworn shuffled in his chair as Yatak continued, now
voicing the true purpose of his visit. “Maybe the answers
are in the ancient documents of our ancestors.”
Dworn replied quickly. “No, I doubt that. We have
done a survey, and the results were negative. There was
only one reply that was of any merit, and that one was
purely speculative.”
Yatak’s face showed surprise. “Really? I am
astounded that the response was not better.”
“I agree. And that reply told us that the only answers
must be in the holy book—the primeval doctrine. A book
that we all know is nearly untranslatable.”
Yatak, his hidden quest over, laughed and stood.
“We shall talk again sometime when this is all over.”
Dworn also stood, and nodded in agreement. “I shall
look forward to the time when we talk again.”
They both departed in different directions, each with
their own thoughts.
Within two units, Vlare had been summoned to work
on the ancient book by none other than Yakado Duplayer.
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CHAPTER 5
Norman watched as the activity on the ancient site
increased, with many theocratic clerics wandering
aimlessly around the large inner sphere chanting and
praying. Six engineers, working with their handheld
meters and a small array of portable equipment to
establish the site’s structural safety, were dwarfed in
number by the hundred or so clerics, and more clerics
were arriving. Due to the revelation that their ancestors
had visited and worshipped on this very site, a certain
religious mania or madness had become prevalent. The
faces of the clerics were filled with optimism and hope as
each delivered their own interpretation of joy and faith.
Norman was inwardly worried as he entered the site
with Cronall, the scrutiniser a heavy weight on his back.
This site lay dormant for twenty thousand years or more,
he thought. Now, suddenly, it’s filling up with people. And
yet its purpose is completely speculative and unknown.
Like a moth, it seems that diversion and caution are the
last instincts of survival before the heat and flames finish
their destructive purpose.
He watched the deputy as she strode down the
passageway, her long dress giving no indication of her
shape or figure. Her waist-length black hair moved in
slight ripples as she walked. What a beautiful woman, he
thought, sighing. What chance could a small, stocky,
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boring engineer like me have with her?
She smiled and bowed her head several times at the
passing clerics as they moved toward the inner chamber.
Norman was amused yet respectful of the fact that
everyone around them was intensely happy. Their joy
created a strangely passive but blissful mood around them.
When they arrived at the inner chamber’s entrance,
Cronall stopped, staring ahead as if in a trance. Yet it
wasn’t a trance; she spoke to Norman in a quiet but
forceful voice. “Do you feel, as I do, that this is all unreal?
There are far too many people being allowed in. It would
be hard to evacuate in an emergency.”
“Oh, yes,” Norman said, looking up at her. “I do
agree this is complete and utter madness.”
“Then we must inform our superiors immediately.
Before a major problem occurs.”
“I think it has already,” Norman muttered, then spoke
to the scrutiniser. “Auger, send message as instructed.
Message to S.A. Long and Statesman Dworn from Space
Officer One Clark and Deputy Statesman Cronall. There
are too many people entering the site. There is a danger of
overcapacity. Urgent restrictions requested.”
In what seemed like an agonising wait of twenty
minutes, four uniformed security officers entered along the
passageway. Three of them took positions in the doorway.
The fourth approached and saluted Deputy Cronall.
“Madam Deputy, on orders from the fantast and chief
statesman, only essential personnel may now enter.”
Cronall nodded, thanking the security officer as she
entered the inner chamber behind Norman.
The vast inner sanctum was already full, with the
clerics in their light brown tunics, the engineers and
scientists in various green and orange tabards, and at least
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twenty security guards stretched around the perimeter of
the sphere dressed in their red and blue uniforms. Peals of
laughter, applause, singing and chanting erupted from the
different sections, presenting an almost carnival
atmosphere. The guards already posted at each entrance to
the inner sanctum caused some of the clerics to be
agitated, frustrated with their need to visit the spiritual
utopia they had heard about.
Norman stopped for a moment. “Deputy Cronall,” he
blurted out, “being that we’re going to be working
together for a while, I wondered if you have a first name.”
She turned her head and laughed. The action caused
her hair to cascade down her left shoulder. “Ja,” she said.
“And yours?”
Norman was sure his face showed the surprise he
felt. “N-Norman,” he stuttered in reply.
“I am very pleased to be working with you,
Norman.”
“I am also very pleased to be working with you, Ja,”
he said with a nervous grin.
They moved slowly through sections of people
scattered around the perimeter, and then on to the
downward path to the base of the great sphere. Norman
spoke again, this time more relaxed. “It’s midday eating
time, are you feeling hungry?”
Ja turned, looking thoughtful, nodding her head.
“That would be nice.”
She appeared to be waiting for his direction.
Norman’s eyes glazed over and he stuttered again,
realising that he had no idea where the food would be. In
his temporary quarters outside there was food and drink,
but dare he suggest eating there to a beautiful woman he’d
only just met? It all came out in a torrent. “I have
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refreshments in my quarters outside, if that’s all right.” As
he spoke the words, he thought in horror, what have I just
said? She’ll think I’m after her!
She turned her head slightly, her face both deadpan
and shocked. “Why, Norman, are you trying to seduce
me?
Suddenly, he wished he could just disintegrate. Just
disperse into the wind.
Ja burst into laughter and patted his arm. “I’m just
teasing you. I’m sure your intentions are honourable.”
He relaxed only a little, and his grin was forced.
“Yes. I’m only interested in the food.”
Her face became serious. “Oh, I see.”
Norman started to splutter again. “Well, not just the
food … I am interested in you … but it’s just the food—
well, it is the food that— Er—”
Ja laughed again, her whole body shaking and her
long hair cascading in all directions. Seeing his crestfallen
face, she stopped laughing and her voice turned soothing.
“I’m teasing again. I’m sorry, you’re such a sweet person.
Shall we go now?”
Norman nodded, touching her arm as they both
headed to the exit.
Back in the office with the efficient Yana fussing
around them, Norman felt as though he had known Ja for a
long time. He leaned back against the cushions on the
plush seating, sipping cold mineral water from a goblet,
gazing at her as she finished a small sandwich. “To a
beautiful lady,” he said, smiling and raising his goblet.
She grinned, wiping her lips with a finger. “Thank
you, Norman. But be careful. You hardly know me. And
I’m sure that a gentleman such as you would have a lady
friend somewhere.”
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Norman shook his head. “Sadly, no. My job is rather
demanding. And you?”
Ja’s eyes moved to look at the floor, and then up
again to his. “No, I have no one as yet. Sometimes fate
intervenes, allowing us a small moment in time. That
moment, no matter how brief, can be more memorable and
intense than anything else life can offer.”
We’ve only just met, but I do love you, he thought. I
wonder if you even like me. He nodded, smiling as she
placed her hand gently on top of his, and they leaned
toward each other.
Yana’s abrupt entrance pulled them apart. Her
waving arms showed her agitation. “One of the clerics has
evaded the guards and entered the tunnel into the inner
chamber,” she shrieked. “The leader of the guards is
asking for extra personnel.”
Ja eased herself from the chair, her gaze directed at
Norman. “It seems we have problems to deal with,
Norman.” Then she turned to Yana. “Request extra guards
for immediate duty. If they balk, tell them the request is
from Deputy Cronall.”
Yana nodded and scurried away. Clearly, Ja’s calm
response had done nothing to ease her panic.
***
As they reached the inner chamber, the lead guard
approached, twitching his fingers nervously. “Deputy,” he
said, bowing to Ja, “the inner sanctum has been breached.
One of the clerics feigned illness, and as we attended him,
his friend entered into the dark tunnel. Shall we enter to
bring him out?”
“Negative,” Ja replied. “Put extra guards on the
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entrances, and we will wait for him to exit.”
The lead guard moved away to carry out her
instructions.
Norman gazed at the dark portal and shuddered
slightly, remembering the feeling of total isolation that had
overwhelmed him within its containment field. He now
knew the blackness couldn’t harm him in the short term,
yet he had no desire to re-enter it.
Ja noted his reaction. “Are you all right, Norman?
You were in deep thought.”
Norman smiled and touched her arm. “Just
remembering what strange sensations are created in there.”
“You’ve been in the inner sphere?” she said,
surprised.
“No,” he replied. “But something similar. When we
first entered the site, several passageways were in
darkness. A strange kind of darkness. When the Stratum
penetrated the centre chamber, the darkened areas
disappeared somehow. The only blackness left is in the
portals leading into the inner sanctum. But I remember
that darkness … how I felt, not able to see anything, not
even a hand in front of my face, my senses no longer
functioning and a perception of total solitude.”
Empathetic to the unease and despair with which he
described the experience, Ja reached out and clasped his
hand, releasing it as soon as she realised what she’d done.
He smiled, reached out, and gently enfolded both his
hands around hers. He told himself it was gratitude that
made him act so impulsively. But deep inside, he knew it
was because of the growing bond between them.
A loud murmuring from the assembled clerics
announced the arrival of Deputy Fantast Morto Yatak,
who was followed by the Stratum Follotope hovering
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behind in his transport pod. The men proceeded down one
of the gangways and stopped below the shimmering blue
spheroid. Hushed silence prevailed now, and heads turned
in anticipation of a speech.
Yatak raised both hands in the air, palms open, and
began. “Friends, devotees, clerics, welcome to the holy
site of our ancestors. We must remain calm and tranquil in
our search for knowledge. We must not desecrate this
shrine, for that would insult our ancestors.”
A murmur of approval drifted around the complex,
causing an eerie echo effect. Yatak continued, his eyes
piercing into the crowd, compelling them to silence again.
“This site will officially open within the next two
cycles, allowing the whole of our population to visit over a
period of time. Be strong and nurture your theocratic
principles and disciplines. I command you all, may your
holy psyche be blessed with purity.”
He turned for a moment, conversing with Follotope
as the assembled clerics applauded. He then spoke again.
“My friends, as you know, one of our companions has
become misguided, and has entered the inner sanctum
without permission. The Stratum, who has already visited
the inner world, will once again enter to rescue him.”
He nodded to Follotope, and the old man directed his
pod into the inky blackness of the portal.
Ja and Norman seated themselves on two of the
benches on the outer rim of the circular complex,
observing the scene below. Yatak was conversing with
three of his senior staff, gesturing with his arms toward the
two portals visible on this side of the sphere. It was clear
that he didn’t intend to have any more infringements of the
site. Two scientists, which Ja and Norman recognised by
their orange uniforms, were still trying to access the dark
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portal’s rectangular control panel. Each time the panel was
touched, a shimmering blue tinge spat out, repelling their
hands. Various methods were tried, including a thasoric
torch, but even the powerful cutting tool had no effect. All
attempts to open the box were rejected by the simple blue
light.
Ja turned to Norman. “What type of force field is it
that repels all our efforts to open the box?”
Norman smiled and touched a fingertip to his skull.
“Psychic,” he said. “It’s all in the mind.”
She returned his smile, then frowned in realisation
that he wasn’t joking. “You really mean that?”
“Oh yes, I really mean it. This whole site is a psychic
mess.”
Ja’s face showed alarm as her basic religious
teachings emerged. “Psychic? But this is a holy site.”
Sensing her fear, Norman spoke kindly. “By your
planet’s definition, yes. From an outsider’s point of view,
no. From an engineer’s point of view, this is some kind of
psychic complex, for what reason we don’t know.”
“But how can you know these things?”
“Because my boss is psychic.”
She stared at him, eyes wide. “Mr. Long is psychic?”
“Yes, he is,” Norman replied, though wondering if he
should be imparting information that was in a sense,
classified.
“So, he is a wise— a religious man?”
“Wise and understanding, yes. But religious? Let’s
say he has his beliefs.”
A great commotion erupted and they looked down to
see the Stratum emerge from the dark portal with a cleric
close behind. Other clerics rushed to him, surrounding
him. The cleric fell to his knees, raising his arms above his
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head and gazing upward. “I have seen the holy city,” he
cried in anguish. “I was touched by a shining-bright holy
star, and the holy ones spoke to me.”
The clerics responded, raising their voices and
chanting, “The holy city, the holy city” as they began to
move toward the dark portal.
“Stop!”
The command had come from the Stratum. The
chanting and movement ceased.
The Stratum raised his arm. “You will all be able to
visit the holy city in time. But you must not rush upon it
like thieves in the night. It is a sacred place, to be used in
quiet contemplation and religious study.”
Yatak took advantage of the silence created by the
Stratum. “We should listen to the Stratum and heed his
great wisdom. Use your religious discipline and conquer
your eagerness to defile that which is holy. Anyone who
disobeys will be removed from this site and sent to a deepmeditation centre.”
He nodded to one of the security officers and pointed
to the erring cleric. “Take him away from the site to
meditate upon his rash behaviour.”
The officer took hold of the cleric’s arm and led him
away as the others dispersed to their smaller groups.
Norman turned to Ja, relief on his face. “I hope selfdiscipline prevails. Otherwise, there could be a riot.”
Cronall smiled. “I think that situation has been
defused … at least, until we reach the next one.”
They both laughed aloud, much to the consternation
of several clerics to the left, who motioned with their
fingers to their lips. Ja, her face now deadpan, nodded in
acknowledgement, and they turned away. Her eyes caught
Norman’s for a moment, and her attempt to hide her
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laughter failed. Not even biting her bottom lip helped.
Norman, however, was able to lead her out of the chamber
before joining her in a fit of uncontrollable giggles.
Outside under the now-darkening sky, Norman
operated the scrutiniser and reported to Jim. Jim’s head
and shoulders projected in the air above the pack. He was
smiling. “What is the situation at the site, Nobby? All
under control, I hope?”
Norman nodded, a serious look on his face. “It is
now, Skipper. Yatak and the Stratum are in attendance,
controlling the clerics.”
“You mean Deputy Devotee Yatak,” Jim said,
glancing at Ja to gauge her reaction to the break in
protocol.
Norman started to stutter, so Ja spoke to Jim. “It is all
right. Norman is— We are, as you call it, off the record.”
Norman gazed affectionately at her. “Thank you, Ja,”
he said, and then looked up at Jim. “We’re off the record,
Skipper.”
Jim finally noticed the attraction between Ja and
Norman. “Of course,” he said with a twinkle in his eye.
“I’ll see you at Dakar’s at ten. Enjoy yourselves in the
meantime.”
Jim’s image faded, and Norman started to move the
scrutiniser into the office. He stopped for a moment,
staring at Ja with frustration. “What did he mean, enjoy
yourselves in the meantime?”
Ja pasted innocent confusion on her face. “I don’t
know. Perhaps he meant for us to relax a little before we
go out.”
“Shall we?” Norman said, looking for confirmation.
“It is always wise to obey the boss.” She offered her
arm to Norman.
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“You could be right,” he said, and linked her arm
with his as she led him toward the living quarters.
***
Jim watched as the Zanteuriani sun emerged over the
distant mountain, causing shafts of light to bounce across
the landscape through the motions of broken clouds
shrouding its peak. Morning had arrived and the air was
warm, with a sweet smell of flowers and trees as he
walked into the garden area behind the Police Federation
building. It was still early, and the populace hadn’t yet
ventured from their domiciles. Jim sat on one of the many
sculptured benches in the garden, relaxing into its backshaped contours.
His eyes closed as he concentrated on the psychic
bracelet formed on his right wrist. It glowed for several
seconds as his ethereal manifestation departed from the
physical, hovering for a second above his body. He felt the
thrust of movement as he travelled through a never-ending
tunnel at great speed. Even though he was twenty lightyears away, his emergence at the central control centre of
the Police Federation headquarters on the Planet Krakor
was instantaneous.
Supreme Chief Officer Vanders was seated at his
work console, browsing through some star charts, when he
suddenly became aware of Jim’s presence. He looked
straight ahead, leaning back in his chair, using his mind to
activate his own psychic bracelet. Within seconds, his
psychic form thrust outward from the physical, moving
slowly upward until the two men faced each other
hovering in the air above Vander’s motionless body in the
chair below. No words were spoken. None needed to be.
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Each voice was heard in the other’s mind.
“This is a surprise, Jim,” Vanders said. “Good to
see you again. How can I help?”
“Good to see you, too, sir,” Jim replied. “I’ve
encountered a problem of some magnitude on this planet.
An ancient site has been discovered, and in its centre is a
psychic temple encasing a huge, ethereal city of some
kind. Are there any records that would reveal the identity
and purpose of such a site?”
Vanders nodded and frowned. “I’m afraid the
answer is not one to my liking. There is not much I can tell
you, except that the site in question is a very small part of
the twenty-fifth dimension.”
“I see. Is it correct that the twenty-fifth is the
dimension we are told we cannot enter except at death?”
“Correct. In spiritual or physical form, we are not
allowed entry. Our bracelets would never allow us to do
so.”
“Do you realise, sir, this site is to be opened to the
planet’s whole population within a day?”
Vanders’s strain showed on his face. “It seems
foolish that the authorities allowed this to happen. Very
foolish.”
“Their religious leaders see it as a holy shrine from
the past, used by their ancestors for worship. I tried to
advise caution, but the factions against caution have
prevailed in the planet’s government.”
“I see. I will immediately send a strongly worded
diplomatic message to the two leaders, urgently requesting
them to rethink, or at least delay the opening. It will be
sent on the emergency channel, and should arrive within
two days.”
“Thank you, sir. I’ll do everything in my power to
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uphold your request when it arrives. Even before, if I
can.”
Vanders shook his head sadly. “Jim …be careful.”
“I will, sir,” Jim replied, smiling, his hand reaching
his temple in salute. His spiritual form propelled away in
an instant, and in seconds, he was back in his body.
He jerked forward as a hand touched his shoulder.
“Are you all right, Skipper? Are you travelling?”
He heard Gail’s voice before his blurred vision could
focus on her face. He forced a grin as he stood up and
stretched his body and arms, bending his neck backward.
“That’s better,” he said casually. “Yes, I’ve been
travelling on the psychic plane. A visit to our Supreme
Chief Officer.”
“You’ve talked to Vanders?” she said, eyes wide.
Jim nodded, chuckling at her expression. “Yes. And
now we have to go see if diplomatic channels can achieve
a breakthrough.”
***
An hour later, a smiling Dworn, busy talking to the
hologram-figure of Raltom Vlare, beckoned Jim and Gail
into his office. Vlare’s vision terminated as Dworn stood
up to greet them.
“You will be pleased to know that Raltom is making
good progress,” Dworn told them. “And there seems to be
a section in the book, not yet translated, indicating either
the opening or closing of the site. He is busy working on
that section now.”
Jim nodded, trying not to show his urgency but not
sure he succeeded. “That’s good, Dworn. I have news as
well. There is a communication due from the Supreme
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Chief Officer warning against opening the site. I fear it
will take two days to reach us, even in the space-time warp
dimension.”
Dworn lowered himself into his chair quickly,
surprise on his face. “Vanders is advising us not to open
the site? Does he know of its source?”
Jim stared into Dworn’s eyes as he replied. “I believe
that he does, and also that he believes your people will be
placed in danger.”
Dworn turned to gaze out his window. “I accept your
word, Jim, but I feel inadequate.” He looked at both of
them, his face coloured by helplessness. “The site is now
under the government’s control, and is due to be opened at
sunrise tomorrow. Even if we could convene a full
government meeting—impossible with such short
notice—we cannot stop the opening.”
Jim nodded, thinking fast. “Then we must try a
compromise. Can you keep all access prohibited to the
sphere portion?”
Dworn walked with them to his office door. “I shall
go and see Molani immediately with the information, and
will do all in my power to limit access.”
“Thank you, my friend,” Jim replied. “I could ask no
more.”
Dworn departed on the upward elevator, leaving Jim
and Gail looking through the observation window onto the
inner gardens of the complex. After a moment, Gail said,
“I’ve never known you so quiet. You really are worried.”
Jim turned his unsmiling face to hers. “A warning
from our Supreme Chief Officer is not to be taken lightly.
He’s travelled and viewed many dimensions over a long
period. Has seen many horrors, as well as those
dimensions’ beauty and enchantment. He once told me
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that the most dangerous element of all of them was the
fact that it is all part of another existence. That is what
concerns— no, what terrifies me. This realm unearthed
from thousands of years ago was never intended to be
visited by a living entity. It’s part of a huge zone that the
dead pass through. I would personally prefer to deal with
anything on the physical plane rather than that.”
Gail nodded, trying to understand the complexities of
spiritual existence. “But you travel in those realms. And
you’re able to comprehend them.”
He gave her a weary nod. “Yes, but it’s difficult.
Even in our physical world, we’re ruled by the laws of
physics. Other physical realities are quite different. We
weren’t created to detach our souls and explore the
spiritual zones while attached to our bodies.”
“Still, it must be exhilarating to be able to leave your
body.”
“Exhilarating? I don’t know if that’s the right word. I
can’t explain it, Frosty, except that it’s a strange feeling to
become nonexistent. To have no physical substance.”
Jim sighed and smiled, and turned down the long
corridor, beckoning Gail to follow. “No matter how I feel
or what happens next, we’re involved now. There’s no
turning back. Out of the frying pan and into the fire.”
***
For the next three hours, full discussions and reports
commenced between the residing Galaxy Police
Federation under the command of Jack Sonto and the
planet’s chief diplomat, Statesman Rotan. The talks were
extensive and argumentative: Rotan insisted that the site
would open on schedule, and Sonto tried to obtain
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restrictions.
As the evening sun slowly disappeared below the
horizon, the lights of the great city came on. All the roads
were under-lit, creating an ambiance of eerie upward
shadows and a downward picture of astounding vision as
the diamond-shape-patterned roads intertwined. At various
points throughout the city, laser-light arrays appeared,
rotating and thrusting upward into the dark night, their
strong beams radiating different colours as they reached to
the edge of space. Scattered clouds crept through air
illuminated with dazzling colours.
Within minutes, the city’s main lights came on from
tall pylons positioned every quarter mile, spreading a suneffect light over each area. The commercial sector
concluded the effects with hologram advertisements
circling and scrolling through the air above.
***
Jim, Sonto and Gail stepped out of the automatic
bubble taxi onto the street outside a huge sphere-shaped
building with a hologram sign in a strange dialect rotating
around its perimeter. Norman and Ja had just arrived and
were waiting for them. The sign changed to English as
they moved toward the circular entrance, reading, “Come
in and eat at Dakar’s Image Restaurant!” Upon entering
the sphere, they encountered dim lighting showing many
circular formations of seating containing four or six highbacked, contour-shaped chairs. The interiors of the seats
clustered with small holes, causing a colander effect.
As they took one of the tables, Jack Sonto smiled at
Gail’s enquiring expression. They all felt a strong suction
as both the seat and chair-back pulled them tightly in,
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holding them rigidly in position. The lights dimmed to
blackout and music played as a floating figure of a man
appeared in the centre of the structure. He slowly rotated,
smiling as he spoke. Each recipient-diner heard the
different languages in their own chair-formation in
cubonic sound, a sound created to surround each person
with intimate audio clarity.
“Welcome to the magic of Dakar’s, please enjoy the
pleasures and food of this establishment.”
He slowly dissolved in the air and the top and sides
of the dome disappeared, leaving the occupants of the
entire diner seated on a large flat disc. Out of the darkness,
the view slowly dissolved above and changed to a starlit
sky with large galaxies scattered throughout. Norman
gasped at the three-dimensional scene above, and looked
quickly across to Ja and Gail. Gail, by now understanding
the reason for the oddly marked seats, was more
concerned with the uncomfortable suction pulling them
into the seating. She gave Jim a quick glance, and Jim
caught her eye and grinned back. Jack Sonto, knowing
what was to come, gave Jim and Ja a secretive look.
The disc rocked slowly from side to side, and they
grasped their chair arms as the feel and sound of rushing
air intensified around them. The disc suddenly lurched
over to their left at seventy degrees, but the strong suction
on the seating pulled tight, keeping them from being
ejected. They were entering a planet’s atmosphere now,
and they could see the seas and land mass as they
descended toward it. That they were not in a craft but on a
flat, open disc gave the reality added substance, and filled
Gail and Norman with awe.
The disc slowly turned completely over, producing
several screams as it inverted a full 360 degrees for just a
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second, allowing the diners to gaze at the planet’s surface
below. Gail and Ja’s hair were hanging down from their
heads as the disc corrected several times, moving again to
its previous 70-degree incline before plunging toward a
large cloud cluster. The disc’s movements brought more
screams from nearby seats.
Suddenly the clouds enveloped them, and they were
unable to see each other. In moments the clouds thinned,
revealing that they were plunging into a tropical forest,
skimming across the tops of the trees and then through
them, finally plummeting into a large clearing.
The disc thudded to rest, seeming to drop several
feet, sinking into the bubbling quagmire around them. A
sweep of circular blue light encased each seated person,
and both Gail and Norman realised that their full body
proportions had been scanned. Mud started to pour in over
the edges of the disc, and several long tentacles from an
unseen creature slithered out of the jungle foliage, moved
slowly across the floor and wrapped around their legs.
Gail heard screams as she looked at a large tentacle, eight
inches in diameter, wrapping round her legs.
Norman turned to Gail as a blinding blue light hit her
chair and he saw her being pulled into the air as her seat
plunged into blackout.
“Frosty,” he yelled, his arms outstretched, trying to
release himself from the chair as several other people also
were pulled into the air, writhing, as the tentacles gripped
tight around them.
Then, just when it couldn’t get worse, a monster’s
face appeared, with the tentacles forming out of its mouth
like several tongues, its huge head towering over the disc
and large red eyes glaring down on them. It opened its
gigantic mouth and lunged downward on the disc with
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pointed teeth as it pulled all the people on its tentacles into
the cavernous mouth and swallowed them, bringing
multiple screams from the diners.
Within seconds, the restaurant returned to normal and
the blacked-out seats of the people taken by the monster lit
up again, revealing them still seated. The diners gave
thunderous applause as the seating suction was released.
Realisation hit Norman. How stupid I am, he thought.
That was what the scan was for! Now, he understood that
the holo-cameras took perfect replicas of some of the
diners, then blacked out their seating and used the images
in a terrifying illusion.
“That’s one hell of a show, Frosty,” Jim said, smiling
when he saw Gail looking down at her hands.
“Not bad,” she replied, trying to look unruffled. But
her hands betrayed her face; they were grasping the sides
of both seats and showing white knuckles.
“Even after viewing several shows, it never fails to
excite and enthral me,” said a laughing Jack Sonto to Gail.
Soft music played around them, and tables
reappeared out of the floor holding cartons of different
selections of hot food to choose from. In seconds, the
whole atmosphere had changed to one of calm and
tranquillity.
The second show started when they finished the
meal, less violent than the first, a journey through the
galaxy observing many solar systems and their suns. After
the first show, and considering what travails they would
encounter if things didn’t go their way with the
government, Jim was glad this one was less stressful.
***
Yatak sat staring at the clerics as they moved back
and forth across the huge chamber, chanting and praying.
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The Stratum, hovering in his pod near one of the
entrances, had fallen asleep, his eyes closed and his head
slumped forward. Yet it was evening now, and Yatak
supposed that even an old man missed his sleep.
He stood and walked in Follotope’s direction,
deciding that it was now time to leave. They both needed
sleep before the opening ceremony, to be conducted by
Duplayer in the morning.
Follotope’s pod, undirected by the sleeping man,
drifted across the perimeter aisle until it nudged the
outside of the control panel. Blue light erupted around the
panel, enveloping the pod and waking the snoozing
Stratum. He jerked backward, wide-awake now, and a
picture formed in his mind of travelling down a short
tunnel at great speed. At the end stood the robed figure of
an ancient monk, his arm stretched out in front, an open
palm beckoning all to stop.
Follotope passed through the monk’s ethereal body
and stopped, gazing at a replica of the physical control
panel located on the outside. It looked like the same panel
he had used to open up the outer wall when first pulled
into the site. On it were many controls, with two square
buttons he hadn’t touched the time before. One was white,
the other black, which seemed to draw his ethereal hand
toward it. A sudden awareness that he was now in control
overcame his thoughts, and that the panel could be
operated psychically or physically.
It was now obvious that the two square buttons
operated the on-and-off sequence relating to the darkness
within the four tunnels leading to the inner sphere.
Exhilarated by the thought, he touched the white square
with his psychic hand. Suddenly, his physical
consciousness returned and the darkness left, leaving the
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entrance portals clear.
Follotope shrieked, causing many clerics to move
toward him. But his exclamation came from joy. “I have
released the evil darkness that swamped our holy site,” he
cried. “Let us rejoice!”
Yatak had watched in amazement, even calling out
when the pod touched the panel and instantly removed the
black substance. But, seeing the exuberant Stratum and
clerics, he decided not to worry about the significance of
what just happened. The clerics cheered when Yatak said,
“It is good that the Stratum has released the darkness, but
now we must pray, for we have a big day tomorrow.”
The clerics returned to their orderly groups while
Follotope spoke to Yatak, appealing to his inquisitive
nature. “Now, there is no dark deterrent. It is a sign. It
must be! We must go and see the holy city once before
tomorrow. After all, you are the deputy head of our
religion. It is fitting that you see it before the populace
does.”
Yatak frowned at the right and wrong of such a visit.
Follotope continued tempting him. “You must be able to
see and explain to all our people that which is hidden
away,” he said, turning beseeching eyes at Yatak.
Yatak stared at the portal entrance. He had transcripts
of the diplomatic talks taking place, and a decision soon
pending that would restrict visitation. Forbidden entry
would not give him the charisma he required as one of the
few to have seen the remarkable city. But a visit was not
yet forbidden. A quick visit, he rationalized, wouldn’t
cause any harm.
He turned to the Stratum and gestured toward the
portal entrance. “My dear Follotope, you are correct. We
shall enter for a brief visit only, though. Please lead the
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way.”
They went through the portal, into the tunnel, and to
the inner sanctum containing the sphere of shimmering
light. A bolt of blue light hit each of them, releasing their
spiritual essence into a thin blue beam of energy that sped
into the shimmering sphere. Suddenly they were both
gazing down on the beautiful city within.
Yatak gasped at the sight. “It’s beautiful, exquisite,”
he whispered telepathically to Follotope.
The Stratum nodded, feeling both calm and
overjoyed to return to such a wondrous place. They both
stared ahead for several minutes, absorbed by the spiritual
city.
As before, the sparkling lights appeared from the sky
above, each one twinkling like a falling cloud of reflective
jewels, and cascaded in all directions before dissolving
into the ground. Two remained in the air above, gently
hovering, then dropping slowly onto each man’s head in
turn. Their auras became huge as they pulsated, turning
blue, and then red before dissipating. Both souls, now in
mental torment from their own thoughts and ambitions,
projected back to the end of the tunnel and returned to
their physical bodies. The Stratum, back in his pod, stared
into Yatak’s eyes. Perspiration fell from their wet faces
onto the tunnel floor.
The cacophony of voices returned, except this time,
their own voices could be heard in each other’s minds, soft
and then loud, muddled and clear, incessant dialogue on
many subjects. Yatak put his hands over his ears,
attempting to shut out the babble. The Stratum shouted
through the continuing bedlam. “You cannot stop it!”
Yatak glared at him. “What have you done to me? If
there is such a thing as hell, this must be it.”
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Enraged and half-mad from the voices, he advanced
on the frail Stratum, a fist raised in anger and a face
twisted and malevolent. Follotope struck first, though,
unable to constrain the violent, opposing rage that
consumed him.
As Yatak pulled back his arm to return the blow, the
Stratum clutched at his chest, showing a face of pain
caused by his pounding heart and extended blood vessels
in his face. With a final gasp, his body collapsed in his
pod, his eyes wide open in death. A stream of blue light
left his body and sped inward, and Yatak knew the
Stratum’s soul was never to return. He felt only a great
elation as the inner voices yelled into his mind.
He guided the pod containing the dead Follotope
through the tunnel and into the outer chamber, and felt no
remorse as two medics rushed toward him to administer
aid to the prone figure. One of the medics turned to Yatak,
shaking his head.
Yatak cloaked his true feelings and managed to
address the gathering around him with tears in his eyes.
“My friends, the beauty of the inner city was too much for
my learned colleague’s heart. We shall miss him.”
He barely heard the responses shouted at him: “You
are now the only one to see the inner city!” and “Show it
to the others!”
Several of the clerics started to chant as Follotope
was removed from the chamber. Various clerics offered
their condolences as the tears continued to flow from
Yatak’s eyes.
All along, the voices in his head were laughing,
saying, “Look at those fools, they really think I care.”
Yatak knew something unusual was happening to
him, yet couldn’t think clearly through the barrage of
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voices and thoughts that had invaded his mind. He reached
his temporary quarters, collapsed onto his bed and stared
at the ceiling. Exhaustion took him over, his eyes closed,
and a deep sleep overcame him. He felt his inner body
project outward at tremendous speed, and recognised it as
astral projection. In an instant, he was floating above the
still-sleeping form of Fantast Duplayer, in his room at
central headquarters. He could find no reason to be there,
only that he now felt hate instead of tolerance toward him
as the disparate voices started again.
“Tell him now”
“You must tell him about the site.”
“Tell him how wonderful the city is.”
“You know this is wrong. You should not be here.”
“Tell him now to open the city to all.”
“What are you waiting for? Attack and tell him.”
Filled with a terrible rage that consumed his whole
mind, Yatak’s floating form fell onto the sleeping
Duplayer.
In Duplayer’s nightmare, he was fighting with a
raving, snarling being whose undistinguishable face was
distorted with hatred. Blows were exchanged without pain,
and both were falling through the air into a never-ending
chasm. The fantast somehow knew that if they reached the
bottom, both would be dead. Still not recognizing whom
he fought, he frantically projected himself away from
Yatak, clutching wildly at the side of the chasm walls,
slowing his descent and finally stopping. Trying to stay
calm, he clung with his fingertips to the rocky structure
and gazed up and down into infinity; there was no bottom
or top in this reality.
He felt a violent thud on his back as the tormented
Yatak attacked again and pulled at him several times.
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Duplayer bent forward, trying to shake off the mad,
frenzied Yatak….
….and suddenly he was awake, sitting bolt upright in
bed, his body wet with perspiration.
It took a full minute for his mind to comprehend that
this was the reality, not the one he had just departed. Once
reassured as best he could do, he moved slowly from his
bed, trying to rationalize what had happened. But like all
dreams, when awake, the details became lost to memory.
He was soon asleep again, this time in a peaceful
environment.
***
The morning came, and with the nightmare now a
hazy memory, Duplayer was travelling to the site in his
special transport car. Now, in the light of day, he couldn’t
even recall the face of the creature that had attacked him.
Upon waking, he had been notified of Follotope’s death,
which was not unexpected because of his old age and
frailty. Now, his mind was focused only on his job: to
open the site to the population so that they could worship
as they chose. As he drove, he reviewed the plan. He had
conferred with Molani, and both agreed that the entry into
the inner sphere was to be restricted. Security guards
patrolling the perimeter would ensure that no one entered
the inner sanctum.
As his pod approached the site, he saw the long
queues of people stretched from the entrance and down the
valley, as well as the two special portable constructions
placed on site during the night for both rulers.
Duplayer left his car and entered the quarters via a
guard of honour consisting of clerics. Yatak, waiting for
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him inside, bowed as he entered and seated himself on a
padded, high-backed chair.
“Welcome, Deputy Yatak, you have news for me?”
Duplayer said, leaning forward furtively as he spoke.
Normally, under this type of pressure, Yatak would
be extremely nervous. But the voices in his head, his own
voices, were contrary.
“Who does he think he is?”
“Tell him he knows nothing.”
“Attack him, show him your strength!”
Yatak managed to control his thoughts as he replied.
“My Fantast, I must humbly inform you that the Stratum
and I entered the inner sanctum last night.”
Duplayer’s face changed to one of surprise, and then
back to grim. “You had no authority to do that.”
Yatak should have felt utterly intimidated by the
fantast’s hard stare, but the voices said otherwise.
“What a pompous ass.”
“He cannot talk to you like that.”
“Take a knife and kill him.”
It was difficult to do so, but he ignored the voices
and remained humble. “My deepest apology, My Fantast,”
he said with bowed head. “The Stratum was insistent that
we both should enter.”
Duplayer nodded, accepting the apology and now
interested in the details. “What has happened is in the past
and cannot be undone. Tell me, what did you see?”
“A wondrous city empty of people. A place of
tranquil beauty to pray and contemplate within. You must
enter and see it for yourself, My Fantast.”
Duplayer nodded. “We shall see. But first we need to
officially open the site. Go and mingle with the people and
clerics. Find out what they are saying, and report back to
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me.”
Yatak nodded and headed toward the door, the voices
once again in action.
“What does he think they are going to say?”
“Tell him he’s an idiot.”
“Don’t let him control you.”
“You are the deputy ruler of this religious order, and
you must do what is right for you, not him!”
“Quiet!” He had yelled in a loud whisper, which
echoed around the chamber. Duplayer heard, and stood,
curious.
Yatak quickly turned, backing through the door while
apologising profusely. “I shall do it quietly, yes, very
quietly, My Fantast,” he said finally disappearing from the
sight of the puzzled Duplayer. He then proceeded by car
through to the central chamber, listening to the prayers of
the few clerics now left in there. The security guards were
absent from the chamber; they were outside awaiting a
change of personnel. A large mass of people waited for the
main ceremony, which would be conducted outside.
Walking around the other side of the central
chamber, he saw Mito Notal, seated apart from the others,
praying.
Yatak looked around furtively, and realised that this
side of the circular chamber was empty, awaiting the
security personnel that were to guard the portals. “Notal,”
he said quietly, moving quickly behind the kneeling
figure. “Come let me show you something.”
He took hold of Notal’s arm and guided him into the
portal, talking gently as he did. “You were the first to see
and explore this site, to receive communication from our
ancestors. You must want to see inside the magical city.
And why not? Why should you, the discoverer, be
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denied?”
The whole time he spoke, he gently moved Notal
toward the magnetic light, until a beam from it sped
outward, hitting him and taking his soul into the city and
leaving his body crumpled on the floor.
“Now you shall be enlightened,” Yatak said,
laughing as he hurried out of the portal and back into the
main chamber.
***
The security team entered and took up position, two
of them at each portal entrance, as clerics and other
members filed through the chamber in an endless line,
entering and exiting, gazing in awe at the structure. The
proceedings stopped when Notal walked from the portal
and stood in the chamber. Those in the crowd were aware
he was the man who had discovered the secret site. While
his physical appearance had changed little, Notal’s wideopen eyes and gaping mouth told the crowd that
something significant had happened to him.
His eyes tormented, he shouted, “I have seen the
city! Glory to all that see it! I have been blessed with the
holy light. Do not be stopped by our stupid laws. It is your
right to see it, and see it now!”
A collective gasp came from the crowd. The two
security men, taken by surprise at Notal’s sudden
appearance, reacted too late in seizing the troubled man.
The crowd roared and surged forward, brushing aside the
guards as thirty or so broke through and into the portal.
Other portal guards pulled out their stun guns and fired
into the surging mass. Many fell to the floor unharmed but
helpless, ending the riot of collective emotional madness.
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The guards on the main entrance stopped entry to the
chamber, and two officer-rank members and a squad of
security men armed with stun weapons entered and took
control.
The two ceremony leaders were outside the complex,
involved in the opening welcome ceremony, when the
shock of what had happened reached them via the chief of
security. They immediately called a crisis meeting in the
portable office outside the main entrance, with Dworn and
Yatak in attendance.
The chief of security was first to report. “Chief
Statesman Fantast, I have the displeasure of reporting a
minor disturbance in the inner chamber. The one called
Mito Notal apparently disobeyed the directive of nonentry. He emerged from the portal shouting and
screaming, causing a crowd of clerics to storm the
entrance.”
“How many gained entry?” Molani asked.
“About ten, Chief Statesman. And we are still
waiting for them to come out.”
Molani nodded, then conferred with Duplayer
through whispers, and then addressed him again. “When
they re-emerge, you will detain them for questioning. Is
Mito Notal available now for questioning?”
“He is, Chief Statesman.” The security chief turned
to the door. “Bring in Notal.”
The outer door opened, showing a dishevelled Notal
being held by a security guard on either side. He walked
forward with a stupid grin on his face. Those observing
didn’t know, couldn’t know of the voices talking to him,
insisting that everyone in the room was an idiot, and Notal
must therefore treat them with contempt.
When Notal said nothing in greeting, Duplayer
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quietly said, “Mr. Notal, why did you enter the inner
chamber when it was forbidden?”
Notal laughed hysterically, gazing into Yatak’s eyes.
Yatak’s voices were equally instructive.
“This man is too open.”
“This is not the way we operate, use subterfuge and
cunning.”
“Control him now.”
The voices, Yatak’s own voices, were using his own
persona of intrigue and duplicity. Notal was a much
simpler man, filled with doubt and fear.
“Why did I go to the inner chamber?” Notal said, an
eerie grin on his face as he looked into Yatak’s eyes.
“Why, I wanted to see the inner chamber and the city to
find out what I was missing.”
Yatak’s voices overpowered Notal’s mind, and he
felt a pain like no other before.
“Tell them you are sorry you have caused so much
trouble.”
“Tell them now and be humble.”
“Do it NOW!”
Yatak’s face filled Notal’s whole mind with a strong
and fierce mental image, and he fell to his knees. “Please
forgive me,” he said, tears flowing down his cheeks. “I
will do anything you wish.”
Molani nodded in compassion. Duplayer merely
looked down on Notal, his face cold.
“Place him under house arrest,” Duplayer said to the
security chief. “And the clerics, too, when they return. We
wish to question them all further.”
Duplayer turned to Molani for agreement. Molani
nodded, Notal was led away, and the hearing concluded.
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***
Late that afternoon, the ten clerics emerged in twos
and threes from the portal, and were arrested and taken to
a special high-security clinic on Zant 1’s outer perimeter.
All had voices raging in their minds, and were consumed
by a mad rage that burned within them. The medical
officer in charge placed them in individual protective
cells, and interviewed each one separately.
Dworn, in his role of political security chief, entered
the clinic followed by Gail and Jim, and were met by a
medical officer called Canna who was an expert on mental
abnormalities. Together, they moved down the long
corridor of individual cells, each secured by a force field
on the entrance. Jim stopped outside one of the cells to
observe an interview between the medical officer and an
infected patient, who was obviously agitated.
“What do you feel and think in your mind?” said the
officer.
“None of your business,” replied the cleric. “My
thoughts are mine!”
The officer tried again. “What thoughts do you have
at the moment?”
The patient stared hard at the doctor for a moment,
and then leaped at him, screaming, “I want to kill you!”
Jim moved forward to help, but Dworn stopped him
with his arm. The patient fell to the floor, through the
doctor’s image, and stood up again, his eyes filled with
rage. The quality of the hologram was so good, Jim had
thought the officer was real until that instant.
Dworn turned to Jim, smiling. “All interviews of this
type are passed through a hologram system, which
prevents physical assault—”
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The patient suddenly started to yell, ran toward the
entrance, and crashed into the force field in front of Gail,
who jumped back. But the force field repelled the cleric,
who collapsed to the floor, unconscious.
Jim took a deep breath and said, “I think I see what
you mean, my friend. Those holograms are lifesavers in a
place like this.”
While medical attention was administered to the
cleric, Dworn questioned the chief medical officer. “Are
they all going mad, Canna?” he said as they turned to walk
up the corridor.
“No, not mad,” Canna replied. “Tormented, I would
say. They hear voices in their minds, conflicting voices
that seem to destroy their rationality. They seem to be at
war with themselves, and anyone who gets in the way is
attacked.”
Gail looked into another cell, where the occupant
was banging his head against the wall. “Is there any way
of treating this?”
“Only restraint and medication,” Canna replied. “At
the moment, I have no idea what’s causing it. Where the
physical body is concerned, there are no problems or
defects.”
Dworn nodded, thanked Canna for his answers, and
then Jim and Gail followed him outside to the waiting
bubble car.
***
Seated on the high balcony in his official chair,
Duplayer stared at the report before him. He still wanted
the site to remain as a religious monument, but the facts
had now become alarming. How could they, after all the
divine hype and declaration, close the site to the populace?
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There would be civil unrest that could lead to a breakdown
of law and even civil disobedience. Such was the passion
of religious fervour. Religion was metaphysical: a belief, a
hope, a philosophy, not to be plunged into the realms of
physicality with its known laws of physics. For a man like
Duplayer, the simple religious morals of right and wrong
were left far in his past. He was the leader of all the
religious doctrines on the planet and a co-leader of the
government and its politics. The latter role, especially,
required him to juggle words. Deep, meaningful questions
had to be avoided, or manipulated to suit political agendas.
The office of fantast had tremendous power and
authority, and although Duplayer abused it politically, in
public he was extremely careful not to jeopardise his
career. Never did he go against public opinion, at least
openly. He had shaped and manufactured an image that
was accepted by the majority. When that image faded, he
would create another. Yet altering an image, or changing
public opinion, took more time than he had now. He had
to convince Molani to keep the site open. Otherwise, his
authority would be undermined. The populace had been
promised a site to worship that was a legacy from the
ancient past. To them, there was no danger, only
commitment.
Also on his mind was the madness that overcame
anyone who entered through the inner portals of the site
and entered the wondrous city within. His assistant Yatak
had entered, yet emerged with no outward sign of the
malady affecting the others. Why? The question had to be
asked, and answered.
Duplayer gazed down at the clerics, busy at work
below, while he placed a call on the communication
system for Yatak. Yatak entered below, gazing up at the
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fantast and smiling. As though they knew they were in a
place that required quiet, the voices in his head were still
disturbing to him, but less noisy.
“He needs to know how you have escaped the others’
behaviour patterns.”
“Be careful not to project your thoughts until you are
ready to destroy him.”
Duplayer smiled at Yatak when he beckoned him to
sit opposite the table from him, but his eyes betrayed his
thoughts. Yatak’s voices laughed inwardly at the quiet
subterfuge radiating from the fantast.
“I presume that you know about the others who
entered the city within, and their states of mind now,”
Duplayer said.
There was no betrayal of emotions from Yatak; he
sat motionless, with a caring look on his face. “Fantast, I
am deeply moved by their predicament,” he said. “And I
can assure you that I have prayed for them, and in no way
am I affected the way they are. I have only become
humbler as a result of my experience.”
The voices inside him reached a climax of hysterical
laughter at that.
“You are brilliant!”
“You should have Duplayer’s job.”
“He is hopeless.”
Duplayer nodded slightly, relieved by Yatak’s
exterior calm. “I am pleased to hear that you weren’t
affected, as the clerics were. Especially since I need your
help now more than ever. We have a lot of problems
ahead. I do not wish to close the site, but in light of what
happened, I could be overruled. Therefore, we shall seal
off the portals until further notice, in the hope that the site
will remain open.”
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Yatak nodded, then acknowledged the fantast’s
wisdom. As he did, the voices became overpowering.
“You cannot let him seal the entrances. Kill him!”
“He is wrong. You cannot let him do this.”
Duplayer stood, smiling, and moved toward the
stairway, indicating that Yatak follow. Yatak walked
behind him, his hands twitching, wanting to rush forward,
grasp the fantast’s throat and throttle him. Barring that, to
throw him down the staircase. It took all the self-control
he could muster to stop the attack; the effort caused
streams of perspiration to run down his face. Finally, he
could resist no longer, and reached for the unsuspecting
Duplayer’s shoulder.
At that moment, another cleric came between them,
asking Duplayer about a book classification. Yatak
hurriedly excused himself from the chamber. Not to keep
from killing Duplayer, but because the voices were now
telling him to release Notal and the others. Now, he put
aside his own desire and went to do their bidding.
Using one of the automated bubble cars, Yatak
travelled to the institution outside of the city. The inner
conflict was becoming intense; now, voices and pictures
from the past haunted his mind. His inauguration into the
church as a young man painted a grey picture. He saw
himself, head bowed before the altar in the huge temple,
meaningful and benevolent ideals surging through his
brain. He would teach and heal, would spread the word of
the church and its goodness throughout the planet. That
picture faded and another one appeared. The day he was
chastised for trying to help a man who had lost everything
by allowing him to stay in the temple all night. The next
morning the man was evicted onto the street by security.
The young and angry Yatak tried to stop it from
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happening. As a consequence, he was taken in front of the
church leader and the other clerics, and criticised and
humiliated. The memory, combined with the needling
voice, caused despair to wash over him. The despair
turned into a violent rage, and his fists pounded on the side
of the car. A warning message appeared in a scroll above
him that read, “Any damage done to this car, and your
name will be put forward to the security services.”
He glared at the sign, but stopped pounding. And
then, the voices started again.
“Do not draw attention to yourself.”
“People will become suspicious of your actions.”
The car pulled into the section yard outside the
institute and Yatak stepped out, moving swiftly through
the outer door. He introduced himself to the medical
orderly who bowed, acknowledging his rank, and then
Canna was summoned. The two men talked as they
proceeded to the secured area containing the clerics.
“I wish to know if there is any progress regarding the
treatment of the clerics,” Yatak said. “Their predicament is
of interest to me.”
“As yet, we know very little of what is wrong,”
Canna replied, opening the door to the corridor leading to
the imprisoned clerics’ cells. Yatak once again fought the
voices in his head.
“This doctor is a quack, he knows nothing.”
“Attack him now and release the others.”
He fought the attacking voices and quelled them with
other ideas.
“Let the clerics escape themselves.”
“Doing it that way, you will not draw attention to
yourself.”
Yatak concentrated on the cleric in the first cell, who
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was standing at the cell door, glaring out. His face filled
the cleric’s mind, overpowering the man’s senses and
making him subservient. The cleric felt great pity; tears
streamed down his face and he fell to the floor. “Doctor,
please help me,” he begged. “I really do not want to be
like this.”
Canna turned to Yatak. “This behaviour is most
unusual. They’ve not been this passive.” He summoned
one of the security guards to his side, then turned off the
door’s power grid and entered the cell.
The cleric quickly turned, snarling, and picked Canna
up with superhuman strength and threw him at the guard,
who didn’t have time to raise his stun gun before the
doctor’s body hit him. The gun skidded across the floor,
and the cleric stepped forward, picked it up and fired at the
two men on the floor, rendering them unconscious. He
then turned on Yatak, who could hear the cleric’s voices in
his own head.
“Shoot everyone now.”
“Go back to the temple.”
“Let the others out,” snarled Yatak at the cleric.
“Then go back to the temple to convert the others.”
The cleric did as he was told. In moments, the other
nine were released from their cells.
The babble of voices in his head became intolerable,
and Yatak could bear them no longer. He instructed the
cleric with the stun gun to shoot him. The man pointed the
weapon and fired. As Yatak sank to the floor, insensible,
the men made a rapid escape from the complex, using the
stun gun on anyone who resisted.
***
A full hour passed before Canna and Yatak slowly
came to, and the search for the missing clerics began.
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Chapter 6
Each of the four portals had armed guards in place
now. Ja and Norman moved slowly through the inner
chamber, assessing the strength of the security now in
place, trying to determine if it was enough. The
atmosphere was now one of calm. Without incident, the
clerics monitored approximately two hundred people
passing through every thirty minutes. The steady stream of
people entered and exited, all gazing in awe at the site
before departing. Soon, the doors would shut until dawn,
allowing everyone a well-earned rest. Peaceful though it
was, Ja and Norman still felt anxious after the near riot
they had witnessed earlier. They moved up the aisle, away
from the queue of people below, and sat on one of the
bench seats circling the outer perimeter.
“I wonder what happened to the clerics who managed
to enter through the portal,” Ja mused, looking directly
into Norman’s eyes.
Norman smiled, meeting her gaze, and shook his
head. “Not good news. The reports say they have become
insane.”
Ja sighed in frustration. “If this is a divine site, why
does it turn people mad? Surely that would be termed as
evil, not divine.”
Norman tried to give her an answer. “I don’t think
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madness in itself is evil. Is not evil a controlled force, the
same as goodness?”
“I suppose so,” she said, giving him a wistful grin.
“The answer to good or evil depends on how each person
controls and uses it.”
Norman nodded, looked once more into her eyes and
put his hand on hers. She gently clasped her fingers over
his, welcoming his touch as though it somehow eased her
troubled thoughts.
When the last visitors left the site, the outside lights
dimmed and darkness slowly spread across the hills,
leaving pink and red vapour trails drifting down from the
transport movements above. The portal guards relaxed on
the bench seats, waiting for their relief detachment to
appear. Apart from the low murmur of voices from the
remaining guards, the inner chamber was again quiet. Due
to the circular chamber’s acoustics, their whispered
conversations could be clearly heard—except by the
couple whose feelings for one another were intensifying
by the minute. For them, the world was some distance
away in another reality. The environment and its dangers
seemed unimportant; oblivious, they walked together on a
last check before leaving. Suddenly, love had blossomed
and a gentle madness overwhelmed their usually strict
code of conduct.
Ja and Norman, now out of view behind the far side
of the sphere, embraced and kissed at the entrance to one
of the portals. After a few moments, a quizzical look
appeared on Ja’s face.
“What?” she said, squeezing him gently.
“What?” Norman smiled and gave her a hug. “I do
love you,” he said, his eyes misty with happiness. Her own
eyes watery with emotion, she kissed him gently.
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“I feel so at peace,” she said, resting her head on his
shoulder. “So happy.”
There was no warning for them. The dark shape leapt
out from the portal, taking Norman’s handgun and hitting
him on the back of the head. As Norman crumpled to the
ground, a cleric with wild, staring eyes levelled the gun at
Ja and shoved her down the portal entrance. His own crazy
voices yelled in his head.
“Control her now.”
“Don’t let her escape.”
“Take her in to see the wonderful city.”
Ja could see the madness in his eyes, yet she pushed
past him and bent down to check Norman, who lay on the
ground. She now remembered a bit of the guards’
overheard conversation—that not all the clerics had been
accounted for. Her inattention was a costly mistake for her
and Norman.
“You are going to see the city,” he kept yelling,
prodding her body with the gun, forcing her away from
Norman and into the portal entrance. “Everyone will see it
in time.”
“We are not meant to enter,” Ja said, trying to reason
with her captor.
“Not meant to enter,” he jeered. “Not meant to enter?
Then why did I go in there?”
The cleric pushed her forward, advancing further into
the portal and toward the blue light at the far end. She
suddenly stood firm, feet apart and her back against the
portal wall. “I can go no farther,” she declared. “I shall
stay here.”
The man’s mouth opened, showing teeth ground
together in anger. “You will proceed,” he snarled, and
pushed her forward. She used his forward motion,
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sidestepping and knocking him to the floor, and then
started to run in the direction of the portal entrance. A
blast from his gun hit her shoulder, and she dropped to the
floor.
He picked her up and carried her toward the inner
blue light. “I did not want to harm you, I only want you to
see the city,” he whispered to her unconscious form,
placing her onto the floor. The shimmering light pulsed
forward, encasing her body, taking her inner self into the
city.
A blast of light hit the kneeling man, knocking him
insensible. The guard who had fired raced down the tunnel
toward him, with Norman behind. Norman tenderly picked
Ja up. With concern on his face, he walked out of the
portal and placed her on a long bench just outside.
A security officer approached and placed his hand on
Norman’s heaving shoulder. “I … I saw what happened,”
the guard said. “An infected one came out of the portal
and attacked.”
Even as Norman nodded, a great sadness overcame
him, and he felt his eyes watering as he watched her
beautiful face, willing himself to believe it wasn’t true.
She had not been infected. She couldn’t have been!
The inert body of the other cleric was carried out,
and the medical officer arrived. Holding a body scanner in
each hand, he placed them on either side of her. From one
of the large pockets scattered about his tunic, he retrieved
a small, flat operating console and proceeded with the
scan.
A yellow stream of light emitted from each side,
joining up in the middle of her body and then spreading
out toward her feet and head until the hazy mist covered
her.
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He glanced up at Norman and gave him a cautious
nod. “Her life signs are normal. There are no indications
of physical damage.”
Norman returned the nod, knowing the physical
aspect was the least of his worries. Making him shudder
was the thought of what might be happening to her
mentally.
Two orderlies appeared with a hover-stretcher
floating in the air between them. The elongated, diamondshaped flat pod held two scanners, placed on either side of
where the body laid. They gently lifted her on to it and the
hazy yellow light came on, covering her whole body and
monitoring all its functions.
Even in his despair, Norman was angry with himself,
and felt responsible for what had happened. He called out
to the guards attending the other cleric. “Check and see if
there are any more affected clerics in any of the portals,”
he shouted. “And do not go near the blue light.”
An officer nodded and went to check the other
portals.
Ja’s eyes flickered and then opened, and a sudden
spasm jerked her body. The once-passive eyes were now
staring and filled with torment.
She grabbed hold of Norman’s hand, pulling him
toward her with tremendous strength. “You are mine,” she
rasped through clenched teeth. “No one else shall ever
have you.”
Her nails dug into the top of his hand, drawing blood,
her love now twisted into a hateful passion. The pain
forced him to jerk his hand away, and the medical officer
touched the controls on his monitor. The yellow haze
covering her changed to red, inducing a general
anaesthesia that closed Ja’s eyes in sleep.
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Norman looked at the medic, his eyes spilling with
tears. “Why?” he moaned. “Why her, and not me?”
Knowing that nothing could heal Norman’s mental
anguish but time, the officer took another scanner from his
pocket and bounced a blue light off Norman’s hand,
quelling the pain and healing the gashes on it.
“She will need to be interned,” said the medic. “She
will be treated with care and respect.” As he spoke, the
two stretchers holding Ja and the cleric slowly floated
through the exits and to the medical transport outside.
Nothing he did could help his beloved, but Norman
was determined that this should affect no one else. He
requested a portable force field for each entrance. Within
two hours, safety protocols were established and the site
closed down until dawn. Norman then left in a bubble car
to visit Ja in the containment hospice.
As the car carrying the grieving man moved off, then
disappeared from view, two of the escaped clerics, each
holding a stun gun, slowly moved toward the entrance
under the cover of darkness.
***
Raltom Vlare closed the large book on the desk
allocated to him in the lower section of the Fantast’s
office. He stared for a moment at the fraying edges and
golden, upraised letters that spelled out the title: “Primeval
Doctrine.” Then he picked up his electronic note pad
holding all his personal notes, jotted down in haste in a bid
to translate the ancient language. Frankly, he was worried.
Because of the highly complicated icons and text from the
ancient language, he was taking far longer to interpret
them than normal.
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The office was quiet except for two clerics busily
studying the large bibliography transcript set upon its
lectern in the centre of the room.
I wonder if the book could also be coded, he thought,
slowly walking toward the entrance, the electronic pad
firmly in his right hand. Nothing seems to directly
translate. This thought tied into another worry: even
though he was the historian, in the employ of the
government, the ancient book authoritatively belonged to
the fantast. By law, all findings and knowledge from the
book had to be presented immediately to the fantast or his
deputy. That made him uneasy. Fortunately for Vlare, the
vast library of deciphering intelligence was in the
underground chambers beneath the government buildings,
and controlled by him. Even so, and although the book
could never leave the fantast’s office, transference of data
and notes between the two venues was the only
alternative.
He was to meet Dworn, Jim and Gail to report any
progress on the interpretation of the ancient book. Even
though Vlare had found little in this session, he went to
prepare for their meeting. He travelled down the elevator
and went to his office. When he entered, he placed the flat
electronic pad in line with four others lying across the
centre table. He stared at the scribbles and symbols once
more, and then started work on a sixth pad, gathering
information from the other five. The work had become
hard and tedious because the ancient language was in icon
format, each picture telling a phrase or clause. Each icon
slightly differed from the other, which ultimately changed
the meaning slightly. The problem was, it could take three
to eight icons to construct a sentence, sometimes making
the interpretation ambiguous.
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He heard a faint noise at the doorway and turned to
greet whom he thought was Dworn. Instead, he met the
wild, staring eyes of a cleric pointing a gun at him.
Certain it was one of the cleric-escapees infected at
the holy site, he smiled nervously at the cleric and said,
“Can I help you?”
The cleric kept the gun pointed at Vlare as he eased
into the room, glancing down at the pads on the table. All
the while, the never-ending voices in his head promoted
action.
“This is the knowledge of the holy site.”
“It tells lies, and must be destroyed!”
He made Vlare turn away. When Vlare complied, the
cleric hit him on the back of the head with the gun. Vlare
sunk to the floor, and the cleric pointed the gun and fired,
destroying each item in turn and leaving a huge hole in the
table. The table ignited, and flames spread to the ceiling
and ignited the drapes. Wildly laughing, he leapt toward
the door and sped down the corridor, waving the gun. A
shadowy, hooded figure emerged behind him, and the
dimly lit face of Yatak gazed out at the smoke trickling
out through the door. The elevator door opened and
Dworn, Jim and Gail emerged as Yatak disappeared from
view and away through the darkened tunnels.
Seeing the smoke emerge from the door, Jim sprang
forward into the blazing room. He saw Vlare’s prone form
right away, grabbed both his wrists and dragged him out
into the corridor. In the meantime, Dworn opened a
compartment on the wall and pulled out a large hose,
plunged its nozzle into the room and closed the door tight
on it.
“Pull the lever down,” he shouted coughing and
spluttering as he lay on top of the hose.
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Gail pulled the lever, causing the pipe to jump with
enormous pressure. Inside the office, a freezing stream of
gaseous liquid fog exploded from the nozzle, filling the
room. Within two minutes, the fire was out and the lever
turned off.
A security officer and his two-man team took over
the investigation as Dworn briefed them. Jim and Gail,
now in another office along the corridor, watched as a
medical officer treated Vlare on one of the floating
stretchers.
The hazy colour sequences moved over Vlare’s body,
then the medical officer turned off the colours. “No
damage,” he said. “Just a nasty bruise, and we’ll soon get
rid of that.” He scanned with a small instrument. A
crackling blue light emitted across Vlare’s neck, and the
bruise slowly disappeared.
With the medic holding an arm for support, Vlare
eased himself from the stretcher, rotating his head and
rubbing his neck. “Thank you, M.O., I’m fine now,” he
said. The medic helped him to one of the big chairs
nearby, and then exited from the room, the stretcher
floating alongside him.
Dworn gently touched the top of Vlare’s hand, then
seated himself opposite. “I am pleased to see that you are
not physically damaged, Raltom. I presume you saw your
attacker.”
“Indeed,” Vlare replied. “I would guess it was one of
the clerics contaminated by the site. His eyes were mad.
And his whole concentration was on my note pads.”
“Why would one of the clerics wish to destroy your
notes?” Dworn asked, a puzzled frown on his face.
Jim answered. “It’s simple. To stop us being
informed of the translation.”
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“But a mere cleric would not have this information,”
Dworn said, shaking his head.
“Someone high-ranking must be contaminated.”
All eyes turned to Gail.
Vlare nodded at Jim. “Miss Farmer may be correct.
And if so, the entire planet is in great danger.”
“Will the destroyed note pads set you back in your
translation?” Dworn asked
“A few units, nothing more.” Vlare pointed to his
forehead. “It is all up here. I shall be back on schedule
within a cycle.” He caught himself and looked up at Gail.
“Forgive me. If you aren’t familiar with our time system, a
unit is the same as an hour of your time and a cycle is a
day.”
She smiled and nodded in thanks, and Vlare turned
back to Dworn and continued. “Yet I’m afraid that isn’t
the good news I hoped for. I managed to translate a small
number of the icons, but the main body of information is
still eluding me. The great spiritual ruler of that time was a
psychic called Serpententa. Serpententa used the ancient
structure, and advised that the site’s entrance be restricted
to the clerics known as the mentorial worshippers. All who
entered the centre complex returned, showing the disease
of an uncontrollable madness.”
“Similar to what we are seeing now,” Dworn mused.
“Yes, I fear that is true. Entry ceased immediately,
but a revolt took place, and many people were
contaminated.” Vlare paused, then continued, his voice
clouded with frustration now. “There, the translations
become difficult, with double and treble meanings. Until I
have researched this in more detail, I cannot say more.”
Dworn leaned forward, his face showing eagerness.
“Are there any indications of what we are to face in the
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future? The destiny of the site, perhaps?”
Vlare nodded. “They did manage to close the site
down before the whole civilisation was destroyed. I cannot
yet determine how.”
Dworn settled back in his chair, a deep frown on his
face. “A whole civilisation, nearly destroyed. The
enormity of that statement alarms me.”
“That’s how serious they viewed it all those centuries
ago,” Vlare said. “I hope to have your answers within two
cycles.”
Dworn slowly stood and said to Vlare, “Please
urgently conclude your translations, and inform the fantast
and chief statesman of your findings to date. A guard will
be placed on your office.”
Vlare nodded as Dworn, Jim and Gail left the office
and returned to the main building.
***
As they entered Dworn’s office, the communication
monitor on Jim’s jacket cuff activated, and Norman’s face
visualised on the small screen. Jim raised his arm to eye
level and the small camera came on at the top, relaying
Jim’s picture to Norman’s screen. Jim noted the sad
expression on Norman’s face and became alarmed. “Are
you all right, Nobby?”
Though grieving, Norman’s reply was professional
and to-the-point. “One of the unaccounted-for clerics
attacked us, and forced Ja into the inner chamber. She is
now infected. I am proceeding to the medical complex to
see her. The site is … as secure as it can be.”
“I’m sorry to hear about Ja,” Jim said. “We’re on our
way to join you.”
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“Thank you, Skipper,” Norman replied, and his
picture faded from view.
Jim sat in the large chair opposite Dworn. “I’m sorry,
Zitado. She is your deputy.”
“Ja is more than that,” Dworn said, his mood sombre.
“She is like family to me,”
“There’s no longer any question that the site must be
closed. It is too dangerous to do otherwise.”
Dworn nodded, walked across the room and turned at
the door. “I will see Molani now. I agree. The sooner the
site is closed, the better.”
Jim turned to Gail. “Frosty, would you proceed to the
site and keep it under general observation?”
“Of course,” she replied. “When you see Norman,
please give him my condolences.”
Jim nodded. “When you get to the site, keep a low
profile. I stress, a low profile. Keep me informed of all
activity. I’m sure I don’t have to say this, but I will
anyway—it’s too important: Do not go near the inner blue
light, or you will become infected. I’ll be with you as soon
as I can.”
She smiled, said, “I’m on my way, Skipper,” and
moved swiftly through the door and out to the corridor.
Dworn and Jim shook hands at the door. Then
Dworn said, his voice heavy, “Only action can now avert
the terrible consequences of that ancient site.”
Jim gave his friend’s arm a squeeze, and both men
departed in opposite directions, but with the same intent—
to try to avert more tragedies.
***
Molani swung around in his chair when he heard
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someone enter the large government chamber. “Greetings,
Fantast Duplayer, please be seated,” he said.
“Greetings, Chief Statesman Molani,” Duplayer
replied, and sat on the chair opposite. “You have heard all
the reports, I presume.”
Molani nodded as the fantast continued. “I must
protest, at Statesman Dworn’s insistence, that the site be
closed.”
“In all new discoveries there are always problems,”
Duplayer replied. “We must overcome them and become
more rational.”
Molani’s face darkened. “With respect, that the site is
dangerous is obvious to me. Statesman Dworn has lost the
services of a trusted deputy and a dear friend in a
ludicrous incident involving an unaccounted-for missing
cleric. Do you at least agree that the inner site should be
sealed, prohibiting entry?”
Duplayer took a deep breath before replying. “This is
a holy site, and should not be restricted from the public. I
agree that it should be monitored, but I see no reason not
to allow the public access to the general areas.”
“That will increase the risk. You have read the
report. There are several unknown, likely insane clerics
out there that could attack anyone or anyplace.”
“We will find our clerics and quarantine them. It is
only a matter of time.”
Molani respected the value of diplomacy. Yet the
religious leader’s refusals were straining his reverence for
it. “It is only a matter of time before someone is killed and
more infections take place,” he said forcefully, then, “Let
us call a special governmental meeting early … at dawn,
perhaps … to discuss this.”
“No,” Duplayer said. “I do not think it is necessary.
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Our security forces can be increased to contain any
problems that may arise.”
“I draw your attention to the report from Vlare,”
Molani said. “The interpretations from the past, about the
same site, are foretelling, as well as horrendous. Our
ancestors chose to close the site down before the infection
took hold of the entire populace. I think that following
their wisdom is the wisest course.”
“I do not think that sketchy translations from the
book are meaningful. We must wait until whole sections
are completed.”
“Vlare was attacked in his own office,” Molani said,
gritting his teeth. “As a result, Dworn suspects that a
senior member of our staff may be infected. And I agree.
Aside from that, Vlare’s report itself is disturbing. If all
this is true, we are in great danger.”
Duplayer gave a dismissive wave. “I think it is pure
speculation on the part of Vlare. Apart from the Stratum,
who is dead, only one other official has entered the inner
chamber.”
Molani’s expression changed to one of horror. “Who
entered the inner chamber?” he rasped at Duplayer.
“Who?”
Seeing how his admission affected Molani, Duplayer
shifted in his chair. Then, he remembered. “It was the
Stratum’s idea that Yatak should see the wondrous city
within.”
“Yatak!” Molani bolted from his chair.
Duplayer tried to quell Molani’s alarm. “I have
talked with my assistant, and he is not infected.” Yet even
as he spoke, he began to doubt his own words.
Molani sat down, searching Duplayer’s eyes, made
difficult because Duplayer was now gazing at the ceiling.
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“I am sure he is not infected,” Duplayer said.
“Are you a medical officer, Fantast? Can you
positively say that he is not infected?”
Duplayer’s lowered his eyes. “No. I cannot say that
he is not infected. But he is rational and coherent, showing
no sign of madness.”
“He must be placed under observation.
Immediately.”
“Very well,” Duplayer replied reluctantly. “You may
inform Dworn that Yatak is to be placed under strict guard
and quarantine.”
Molani nodded. “However, I still insist that the site
be closed immediately to the general populace. As a safety
protocol. If it is not, let it be put on record that I hold you
completely and utterly responsible for any incidents that
occur.”
The “put on record” statement alarmed Duplayer. An
official government statement would place the onus on
him. Yet he was loathe to lose face by compromising. “I
agree to increase the number of security personnel by the
morning light. But that is all.”
Molani rose from his chair and walked toward the
door, pausing at the entrance. “Very well. I pray to God
that you are correct, and I bid you goodnight.”
***
“You must gain control of the site.”
“Everyone must see the beautiful city within.”
Yatak had given up trying to ignore the voices. He
had tried to invoke his divine faith, faith that had held him
strong through many trials and tribulations over numerous
years. It didn’t help. Even now, he concentrated deeply,
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but his focus was shattered by images of himself praying
in various locations as people laughed at him behind his
back. His own face kept visualising in his head, taunting
him.
“Poor man, he thinks a simple prayer can put things
right.”
“Come on, then, ask your religion to save you.”
He fell back onto a chair, exhausted, gazing at the
ceiling. The inner voices became stronger. He spoke
aloud, “Yes, I will go to the site and take it over. All shall
be revealed.” Another, gentler image of his own face
appeared in his mind. “You must not do this. It is against
your religious principles to harm or intimidate another
person.”
“That is correct,” he whispered. “I shall not go to the
site.”
Another of his faces, this one snarling, appeared at
the side of the gentle one. “You have to go to the site and
gain control.”
The two images then started a verbal battle in his
mind.
“You poor, weak idiot. We have to control the site
immediately!”
“The site is not important, only the people within.”
“Nonsense! To gain control of the site is priority,
and then deal with the people.”
“You must remain calm and think this through.”
“There’s nothing to think through. Decisive action is
needed!”
“You must do nothing and remain quiet.”
“You must do everything, and do it loud!”
Yatak cupped his ears with his hand in the hope the
voices would leave, but they continued.
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“I suggest you think of love and happiness.”
“I suggest you think of hate and misery. Much more
rewarding.”
He stood, the voices still ranting on in his brain.
“STOP!” he yelled, causing a cessation of the battle. Then
he pleaded, “Please go away.”
The two faces turned to him and spoke in unison.
“We cannot go away, we are you.” Then they both
erupted into hysterical laughter.
A grin appeared on his face, then he chuckled, and
then all three of him started laughing. The laughter
continued for a few moments, and then he stopped, his
eyes staring with a nonchalant madness. He moved his
head slowly to the right, and then the left.
“Shush,” he said, placing his finger to his lips. “We
shall go to the site, and we shall invite everybody politely
to enter it. And if they don’t, we shall force them.”
Another bout of laughter ensued as he opened the
door and stepped outside, his mind no longer under his
control. He was carefree and unaccountable for his
actions, as near madness as he could possibly be.
***
Gail arrived at the site and entered it, making herself
known to the security officer in charge, then to the four
women and six men wearing the red and blue uniforms of
the security force based in the large inner circle of the
complex. She checked her sleeve communicator, leaving a
recorded message for Jim of her arrival. The makeshift
force fields guarding the portal entrances buzzed
incessantly, emitting a hazy red mask that covered each
area. The lights were dimmed for the night, causing the
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red masks of the force fields to cast eerie shadows
throughout the complex.
Outside in the darkness, two of the infected clerics
observed the two security guards at the entrance. Six
others, cloaked in their ankle-length brown habits with
guns hidden underneath, soon joined them. All had the
conflicting voices in their heads, each one agonising over
several suggestions and commands. One cleric walked
toward the entrance, stepping out into the lit area
surrounding the complex.
The guards reacted, placing their hands on the butts
of their handguns. “Stop and identify yourself,” shouted
the first guard.
The cleric kept walking, still heeding the voices in
his head.
“Tell them you wish to pray.”
“Why waste time? Shoot them now.”
The cleric lifted both his hands in the air as he moved
toward them. “I am Cleric Tocto, and I wish to pray at the
site of my ancestors.” He stopped about ten yards away.
The guard relaxed his grip on the handgun. “The site
is closed for the night, Tocto, but you may stay there and
pray.”
The cleric knelt on the floor, thanking them as he slid
his hand up his sleeve to the hidden gun.
He fired at the guards from the kneeling position,
hitting one of them and rendering him unconscious. The
second guard fired back, but the cleric fell onto his
stomach. The bolt of light hissed over his head.
The other seven clerics ran forward, out of the
darkness, two of them shouting as they fired, distracting
the guard to allow Tocto to fire once more, disabling the
second guard. The clerics gathered at the entrance and
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fired at two medium-sized spheroids on either side of the
entrance,
destroying
the
communications
transmitter/receiver pods, ceasing all transmission from
inside.
Carrying the two guards with them down the long
corridor, they soon reached the outer wall of the inner
section.
***
All was quiet in the inner chamber as security slowly
paced around the centre spheroid and the four portals
leading inside. Heard in every part of the circular
compound was the slight hum of the portable force fields,
each with its own generator and entry key, the entry code
only known by the security officer. Gail lay on one of the
padded circular seats on the outer perimeter row, her long
hair spread out beneath her head, viewing the domed
ceiling above. She had chosen this area in the chamber
because the semi-darkness prevented her immediate
detection. The guards were aware of her presence, but Jim
had asked her to keep a low-profile stance with the intent
to locate, hide and observe. His meaning was clear—he
suspected an attack of some kind—so she had brought her
handgun to use as a defensive measure if needed.
One of the guards from the centre gazed outward into
the dark. “Do you require any refreshments?” he called
out, trying to locate her position.
“Thank you, no.” Gail replied, her quiet voice
echoing out of the darkness.
The guard nodded and continued drinking from a
small goblet.
She fought annoyance at the guard’s action. Now,
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she would have to move so as not to betray her position to
anyone with ill intent that might be lurking in the
complex.
She edged around the dark perimeter, in between the
seats, to another position some distance from where she
had called out.
If that idiot calls out again, she thought, I shall
ignore him.
A soft noise at the entrance attracted her attention,
and she watched a shadowy figure crawl along the
gangway toward her. She froze, and was gratified when he
didn’t see her in the dark.
Gail stared at the entrance. Oh hell, it must be the
infected clerics. What are they going to do now? Shall I
shout to warn the guards? No. Obey orders and stay
undercover.
The figure stood up, ten feet away and still
undetected by the guards below, and aimed his gun at
them. Several other dark images were now coming into
view, creeping forward as the first one had done.
That sight changed her mind.
“Infected clerics at the entrance!” she shouted, then
ducked behind the seating again. The cleric near to her
fired wild in her direction, and she backed away and hid
beneath another one of the several thousand high-backed
seats in the compound.
Below Gail’s position and out of her sight-range, a
quick gun battle raged, with bolts of light flying in all
directions. Four guards took hits; the others hid behind the
first row of seating, returning fire. The battle continued
until a stray shot from the cleric’s position hit the portable
generator behind the first row of seating. A huge blast
ensued, leaving a six-foot-wide crater in its wake, and the
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force field faded from view. The remaining security
guards, rendered unconscious by the explosion, fell to the
floor.
Shouting in triumph, the clerics moved down to the
portal entrance, dragging the downed security guards and
their officer inside with them.
Gail heard the quiet, activated her sleeve controls and
hoped the clerics had forgotten about her in the melee. She
knew she should keep hidden, wait for more guards to
balance the situation—have the guards on the outside been
overcome? she wondered.
The seating hid her movements as she crawled on the
floor, trying to transmit. When she reached the entrance,
she stopped and carefully raised her head over the top of
the seating. Her eyes focused on the activity below the
large spheroid. She fought a gasp. The guards had or were
in the process of being contaminated.
She tried her sleeve monitor communicator again, but
just a grey film of light appeared on the screen with the
words, no transmission. She didn’t want to leave the inner
chamber unless her safety was jeopardised, compelling her
to do so. Yet now, as many as twenty people, both clerics
and security, were infected. And if a new batch of security
guards came, they would walk right into entrapment.
Somehow, she had to alert Jim so the authorities could
take action before that happened.
Perhaps if she moved to another spot in the chamber
she could locate a favourable transmitting area. She began
crawling again, unaware that the outside transmitter had
been destroyed.
***
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Yatak, followed by two infected clerics, strode
through the maze of tunnels underneath Zant 1. His black
cloak swirled behind him in the draught caused by his
movements. He had explored underneath the city before,
and knew the hidden pathways that turned and twisted into
every part of the municipality. He had also, long ago,
made preparations down here, in case he ever needed to
hide.
Yet now, his thoughts were focused on finding the
large book that was kept in the fantast’s library above, his
hatred for this book magnified out of all proportion. One
part of him still revered the book as a holy record from the
past, but the other part needed to destroy it. There was no
logic in the blind emotions swelling up inside his head; he
just knew that all traces of the ancient book must be
eradicated.
The mind of the cleric on his right was starting to
annoy him by the sound of voices in extreme conflict. He
stopped walking, and two clerics did as well. Their eyes
became glazed as he glared at them, forcing his mental
pictures into their minds. The offending cleric, clutching a
gun in his hand, could not control his arm as it moved up
and pointed the gun at his own temple. After a moment,
Yatak allowed the man’s hand to drop next to his side.
“Now, no more statements unless I tell you to think,”
Yatak snarled at the terrified cleric, then moved swiftly
between them into another passageway. “Follow me.”
The small passageway spiralled upward, sloping on a
steep incline and causing the three of them to breathe
heavily as they progressed. At the end of the passage, a
large circular shape embedded in the cavern wall faced
them. Yatak operated a handheld device, and the circular
door opened into the government building’s basement.
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Yatak entered, beckoning the pair to follow, then closed
the door behind them and headed for the elevator to the
fantast’s third-floor office. There, he used the device to
deactivate the force field covering the library door. They
entered, the two clerics staying at the door while Yatak
reached the shelf where the book was normally located.
There was just a space on the open shelf, and the book was
nowhere he looked.
“Where is it?” he muttered, knocking several books
to the floor in anger. “I must have the book.”
He ran up the centre stairs to the side balcony of the
fantast’s office. His eyes scanned the huge desk and the
shelves around it until he saw the book in a wall cubicle.
“At last,” he cried, moving forward in triumph. Yet
when his hands plunged downward to retrieve the book,
they went straight through it.
He snarled again, realising that the book was
protected by an image enhancer and was in fact a trap. Yet
before he could decide what to do next, the lights started
to dim and flicker. Yatak flung himself out of the office
perimeter and down the stairs as a force field closed down
behind him, encasing the balcony and its contents.
The two clerics moved from the doorway, firing their
guns as four security guards moved into the room using
the tables as cover. Yatak reached the floor by jumping the
remaining steps, then moved to a small locked doorway
hidden behind the stairs. He opened it with his device and
disappeared from view.
As the battle continued, an officer yelled out,
“Devotee Yatak, I have orders to detain you for
investigation by the fantast. Please give up your weapons
now.”
Yatak smiled as he moved down the small corridor
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below, projecting his mind onto the clerics’. His snarling
face could be seen in both their minds as he used them to
divert attention away from his departure.
By the time he reached the small room he had
prepared as a hideaway, he was gasping for breath. He lay
down, exhausted, on the airbed purloined long ago. The
voices in his mind were quieter now, receding until total
silence becalmed him. He smiled, realising that all conflict
in his mind had stopped.
“The torment has left,” he exclaimed in disbelief.
“My mind is free again.”
The quiet was short lived. Suddenly, he was younger
and in a flying pod travelling at two thousand feet over the
city of Zant 1. The craft violently lurched three times, then
fell out of its trajectory beam toward the planet’s surface.
Beads of perspiration fell from his face as blind panic
overwhelmed him, knowing that his death was minutes
away. “No, no, I mustn’t die, not now,” he yelled, trying
to operate the seized controls.
At only two hundred feet above the surface, the
failsafe engines fired, creating a forceful inertia that flung
him against the seat in front. The speed reduced as the
descent stopped and the craft hovered twenty feet above
the ground. He gasped with relief, his eyes closed in silent
prayer for being spared death.
The scene blurred and changed to the top of a high
cliff. He was twenty years old and standing on the cliff’s
edge, looking down into a valley some two thousand feet
below.
I’m too near the edge, he thought. Must get off this
slope and back on top.
He began to move back, but his feet slid on the loose
dirt around the gently sloping ledge. He flung his arms
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outward, trying to balance himself. A strong hand grabbed
his wrist pulling him back onto the solid grass surface, and
he gazed into the face of Zarteon, a fellow pupil at the
Sacred Devotee School.
“Thank you for saving my life,” Yatak cried, tears
running down his cheeks. “I owe you a lot.”
The picture changed to the present, and from the bed
he lay on he gazed around the cavern wall, trying to stay
in this reality. Vivid flashbacks of his life were upon
him—not just memories or pictures, but happening in
reality around him. He was in his younger body, the events
dimmed with age, yet he still felt the trauma and stress of
several encounters with death that had occurred in his past.
He was now twenty-five years of age, and in the
divine ministry building seated before a panel of three
senior theologians. The seat on his immediate left was
empty.
“The interview for promotion is now open,” the
chairman said to him. “Your fellow candidate is missing.
Have you seen him, Brother Yatak?”
“Indeed I have not, Your Eminence,” replied a lying
Yatak. Several minutes earlier, he’d been in the small
waiting room with Zarteon. Giving an excuse to leave, he
made an exit, and then used an electronic disrupter on the
outer door, causing it to seize so that when the time came
for their interview, Zarteon wouldn’t be able to attend. He
felt justified in his action; they were competitors and now
he, Yatak, had the advantage. He was awarded the lifechanging promotion, complete with a rapid movement up
the chain of command.
He met Zarton shortly after, showing no knowledge
of the incident but finding difficulty in looking into his
eyes. He had betrayed the man who had saved his life, and
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rewarded him with treachery. The unknowing Zarteon
hugged Yatak and congratulated him once again. Because
of the lost promotion, Zarteon was posted to a menial post
in Zant 2, and was later killed in a shuttle accident.
The past visions flowed around Yatak, all showing
sections of his life and the decisions taken. Most were
selfish and dominated by a desire to attain a high position
in government.
A past tribunal appeared vividly before him. He was
the chairman of a three-man team in the lower court of
justice. Standing before them was a nervous, dishevelled
older man who had lost his wife and family in an accident,
and because of his grief, had failed in his payments for the
upkeep of his property. Yatak kept looking at the digital
timepiece on the wall as the man pled his case; he had an
important meeting in one unit, and needed to leave as soon
as possible. Instead of adjourning to the following day, he
decided that, as chairman, his need to gain time was more
important.
“He has obviously failed to pay,” he whispered to the
other two hearing justices, “and should vacate the
premises.”
“I think an allotted period of time should be given,
and further back payments allowed,” said the justice to his
left.
“I agree with you, Chairman Yatak,” said the justice
to his right, one Yatak knew was trying for promotion.
“The motion is carried by 2 to 1 that the defendant
vacates the premises,” pronounced Yatak curtly, then
dismissed the court and readied to leave.
“Why?” came the man’s anguished cry. “Nobody
cares.”
Without warning, the man took a pistol from his
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pocket and turned it on himself, firing before he could be
stopped.
The present-day Yatak shuddered as the scene faded
from view, the man’s anguished eyes haunting his
memory.
The next visions were happy scenes of love and
devotion. He was living with a beautiful dancer. Because
of the love between them, they often gave token gifts to
each other. For once in his life, he felt happy. Yet in the
world of government, he was still ruthless and ambitious.
The position of Deputy to the Great Fantast was fast
approaching, and he desired this position more than
anything else in the world. The clerical advisors around
him warned that his association with a dancer was not
appropriate to the position of deputy fantast.
At first he scorned this advice, but after a while,
anxiety swelled up within him. He learned that the other
two contenders for the position were bonded with socialite
ladies of high-ranking families.
A man who owed him a favour was the clerical
assistant to Duplayer.
“You must tell me the truth,” Yatak said to the
assistant. “What are my chances of becoming deputy
fantast?”
“You and the other two all have equal qualities,” said
the assistant. “But I fear the one chosen will not be any of
you.”
“An outsider?” Yatak exclaimed. “Why should the
fantast do that?”
“The fantast has his own idea of the qualities needed
for deputy fantast,” continued the assistant. “A man who
can be ruthless if necessary, and single like himself,
handling the affairs of state without domestic worries.”
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The next morning, Yatak bid goodbye to his lady.
Aside from crying she created no scene, but stayed indoors
for weeks in her grief of love lost. The position of deputy
fantast now the priority in his mind, he strode through the
door and out of her life. He then became deputy fantast.
Now, other decisions he had made as deputy fantast
haunted his vision. Five clerics were put forward for a
high position in a district of Zant 1. The obvious choice
was a cleric with a loving personality and wisdom of
people—a gentle man who listened and learned. Yatak
knew that this man was popular, and if promoted, would
eventually rise to power and challenge his position. He
deliberately promoted the one least likely to succeed
instead.
The visions finally stopped with this one, and he was
once again on his bed staring at the cavern walls.
How strange, he thought. I can feel the pain of all the
decisions I made, but they were necessary in this world of
power. I had to be dominant and corrupt to succeed and
reach the top. Why am I now being shown my life? I still
have many years left.
He was now completely rational in his mind,
superseding the obsessive torment that had encased him in
a living hell. Nothing entered his mind and thoughts, and
he heard no voices. He was at last free of his own
conflicting views and commands. Yet there was no
contentment or happiness within him, just emptiness, a
void. No love or hate, no faithfulness or disloyalty, no
good or evil. He was now without substance, merely an
empty shell of existence. He knew he should be worried
and alarmed, but he could feel neither panic nor calm.
Without warning, his spiritual body was torn out of
the physical form, and he found himself standing amidst
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the beautiful buildings of the inner holy city. An intense
light flooded around his form, giving great energy as it
expanded outward.
“What is happening?” he called out, but received no
answer.
He seemed physically solid again as his one body
split and slowly evolved into two. Instinctively, he knew
each twin was himself, and only one would finally
emerge. In the first form he was near human, with all the
sins and temptations of normal existence: a compact selfportrait of his worldly experience to date. In the second
form, his capacity was of a much higher level, with deep
wisdom, compassion and understanding.
The two stood staring for a moment, and then the
first form spoke. “Why are we split into two entities?”
“I think we are here to learn or decide,” the second
form answered.
“Decide?”
“To decide which one of us ends up continuing to be
Yatak.”
“Hummm. Perhaps.”
“Am I correct in thinking that I am the one with all
the experience?”
“You are certainly the one with all the worldly
experience.”
“Do you say that to be disrespectful?”
“Indeed not. Your worldly knowledge is just as
important as my spiritual knowledge.”
The first form continued. “Well, I have the
compassion and ethics to be Yatak.”
“Well, I have no problems in the physical world. So
just let me carry on.”
“Without me, you would become a tyrant, unethical
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and unscrupulous. Would that be correct for a religious
leader?”
“Could you exist in the physical world on your
own?”
“Unfortunately, no. I am rather too pure and idyllic
for that world.”
“Then I am the only one capable of survival in a
material world. I bid you goodbye.”
The second form started to dissolve, trying to warn
the other. “Don’t go back alone,” it said, “you are
expected to stay with me!”
But it was too late. Yatak’s ethereal first form moved
quickly back into his body.
There was a sudden jerk as he sat upright in his bed,
feeling invincible. His mind was clear. There were no
voices, and he had no conscience to fight with. Now, his
soul had no accountability and no compassion, just a
resolute madness to accomplish anything he wished: first
to take over the city and second, to take over the planet.
He laughed out loud and then suddenly stopped,
listening to the silence that followed. He closed both eyes,
raised both arms in the air, and shouted in elation. After a
moment, he opened his eyes and found himself floating in
the air, his hands nearly touching the cavern roof. He
dropped both arms to his side and returned to the ground.
With the incredible power now in his mind, it was
possible for him to control and manipulate all things. The
energy flowing through him was immensely concentrated
around his body, causing him to glow. The glow was so
intense, it obscured parts of his body.
He floated again toward the cavern roof
concentrating on the street some six hundred feet above
him. His body dissolved and passed through varying
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layers of rock and earth, emerging onto the street above in
solid form. The cool night air refreshed him for only an
instant before he turned into a spiral of light that sped
upward, and then across the horizon. It stopped above the
city’s centre, where thousands of people were moving
around and enjoying the nightly entertainment.
After a moment, he stopped and hovered in the air, a
mere glow in the dark night, and spoke into their minds.
“I, Yatak, now have the power of our ancestors. Believe in
me, and I will guide you all to greatness.”
There was a stunned silence as the crowd gazed up
toward him, and then laughter came from different
sections as someone shouted, “Is this a joke?”
The crowd laughed and jeered, pointing fingers
toward him.
They think I am one of those puerile advertisements,
he thought, astonished. Then he became angry. You stupid
people, how I hate you. As he cast these incendiary
thoughts to the crowd below, the aura around his body cast
an incandescent glow.
The crowd fell to a hushed silence, picking up his
thoughts. When beams of light a mere quarter-inch in
diameter began hitting them, burning holes through their
flesh, there were screams and panic. The crowd surged in
all directions, trampling over other people in their efforts
to escape the deadly beams of light.
Yatak floated gently down, settling both feet on the
ground and looking at the carnage he had caused with
indifference, with only marvel for what he had done. The
people hit by the beams were scattered around, some in a
daze, others looking at their wounds. One woman had
several holes in her forehead and cheeks. The white of her
skull showed through the small incisions. The beams had
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hit several people in the crowd with surgical precision,
cauterising the wounds as it penetrated, leaving no blood.
Two security men approached, tried to help some of
the stricken people on the ground, unaware of what had
caused their wounds. They were calling for help and
medical assistance when the woman with the face wounds
glanced up at Yatak and screamed.
The first security guard recognised the deputy
fantast, and knew of the order to detain him. He grasped
the arm of the other guard and nodded toward Yatak as
they both moved forward. “Deputy Fantast Yatak, we have
orders to detain you,” he said nervously. “They have been
issued by the fantast himself.”
Yatak laughed and waved his arms at the victims on
the ground. “Detain me? You see what I’ve done to the
others. Surely you do not want to challenge my power.”
The guards moved forward, uncertain but diligent to
the order. In response, Yatak closed his eyes and
concentrated. The first guard grasped hold of Yatak’s
shoulder and was propelled, at tremendous speed,
hundreds of feet away. The second guard drew his weapon
to fire as Yatak released a beam of concentrated light three
inches in diameter that placed a hole through the guard’s
left leg. The guard collapsed on the floor, screaming, as
other guards running toward him stopped, fearful of what
Yatak might do to them.
“Tell the fantast I will see him in his office chamber
in one unit,” Yatak shouted, then melted into the ground
before the amazed and terrified crowd.
***
Duplayer entered his office and seated himself at the
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conference table, filled with confusion and doubt. He had
informed Molani of the incident, and Molani would join
him after meeting with twenty armed security guards.
Considering the report he’d been given about the injuries
to the crowd, Molani had insisted on heavy security for
this meeting. The guards were left at the open office door
as Molani entered now, breathless with the effort of
climbing the stairway to the balcony.
He sat on the chair opposite, leaning back and fixing
Duplayer’s weary eyes with his own. “If what I have heard
is true, have we any way of apprehending him?”
“I doubt that he can be restrained with the power he
possesses,” Duplayer replied. “Somehow, he has evolved
to a higher state of existence.”
“Could this happen to all the others who have been
infected?”
Duplayer’s jaw tightened. “I hope that is not so.
Molani, I … I feel so devastated. We were warned but did
not heed the advice.”
Considering Duplayer’s haggard face, Molani
thought it best not to remind Duplayer that it was his,
Molani’s advice, which had gone unheeded. “When is he
due to arrive?” he asked.
“Anytime now.” Duplayer glanced at the timepiece
in the centre of the table. “What do we do?”
“We can do nothing but wait and then talk. I think
you know that. Perhaps reason will prevail.”
Duplayer didn’t reply, just looked back at Molani, his
face coloured by despair.
The huge table before them started to gently shake.
The vibrations blurred its image as both men stared at it.
The movement ceased, and a white glow appeared in its
centre. The hazy form of Yatak appeared, then solidified,
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slowly rising out of the table, stopping when his feet
emerged and settled on the surface. Gazing down at them,
he disappeared, then reappeared seated on the chair at the
end of the table.
The lead guard, nearest the door, started to enter the
room. Molani stopped him with an upraised hand, then
turned his attention back to Yatak.
Yatak leaned forward, smiling. “It is quite
extraordinary what I am now able to do, isn’t it? Our
ancestors must have become incredible beings of light all
those full lunations ago.”
Molani fixed Yatak’s soulless eyes with his own.
“What do you require of us?”
“For one thing,” came the reply, “you must keep all
those who have been affected in a state of
unconsciousness. You do not desire for anyone else to
reach my high state of existence. Neither do I require the
competition at this present moment.”
“As your fantast and leader of all religions on these
planets,” Duplayer said, “I order you to exile yourself
before your godlike sins mature further, allowing you to
kill people and lead you on the path of evil.”
Yatak threw his head back and laughed. “You dare
speak to me of evil,” he said between guffaws, thumping
his fist on the table. “You do not know what evil is, yet
you practice it every day! Killing would be a merciful end
to the many people you have left in mental anguish. Pure
evil is natural, charming and disarming. You become
encased and hypnotised by a force so strong, realisation
will not occur while you are in its aura.”
Yatak glared hard at Duplayer unblinking, and took
over his mind. Beads of sweat dripped from Duplayer’s
face and down his tabard as past events unfurled in his
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mind…. vivid pictures of all his judicial mistakes … his
fanatical, unbending decisions that caused mental torment
and several suicides … his rise to the top, filled with
duplicity and a complete lack of compassion for his fellow
beings. Every error he had ever made in his life, great or
small, flashed before him in a never-ending collage of
visual torment.
He stood slowly upright, an anguished expression on
his face, and collapsed forward across the table.
Molani reached over, placed his hand on the fallen
Duplayer’s shoulder, and turned to face Yatak. “Please
release him from his torment,” he said, pleading with his
eyes.
Yatak turned to Molani, his face showing
disappointment. “Even you have unsavoury memories.”
Molani’s expression turned suddenly sad.
“Unfortunately, I am a physical entity as we all are. I, too,
have made mistakes that caused others to suffer. I—”
Yatak pointed at Duplayer’s crumpled figure. “Not
like him. Nothing like him. He made himself out to be
something he is not. A religious leader! Ha! He has all the
weaknesses that can ever be found in this physical
existence: avarice, jealousy, hate and manipulation.”
He half-turned, looking at the empty space between
Molani and Duplayer. “And before you say it, I am myself
guilty of all those weaknesses.”
At the acknowledgement, Molani looked into
Yatak’s eyes with hope, yet saw no compassion or love
there. The eyes remained cold and merciless. He spoke
once more, not daring to think of what the answer would
be. “I ask you again, what do you require of us?”
Yatak’s demented eyes never wavered as he stood
and strode to the far end of the huge table. “I don’t know. I
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am now unlike any other man. I have control of my soul,
and can create or destroy, or do anything I so wish!”
“Then do that which is good,” Molani murmured.
Yatak’s demeanour turned agitated. “You don’t
understand. I do not have that part of my soul. Not
anymore. I left it behind in the city. Only the dark side of
me now exists. I do not wish to do anything, only that
which suits me.”
“I beg you,” Molani said, “do not hurt anyone else.”
“You fool,” Yatak snarled. “I’ve just told you,
destruction is an integral part of me.” He stretched out his
arm; Molani was lifted into the air and flung against a
wall. He slid to the floor, still conscious but with glazed
eyes.
“The two great leaders of our planets, totally helpless
against me,” Yatak said, mocking the helpless Molani.
“You asked what I wanted? I’ll tell you now. Bring your
troops and weapons so I can explore my power.”
Molani struggled to his feet. As he did, he raised his
open palm to the guards, who had heard Yatak’s challenge
and had weapons drawn, waiting for his order to begin
their assault. “No! There will be no battle or killing.”
Molani gasped out the words. “Don’t you see? To fight
would be stupid.”
Yatak bellowed in laughter. “You always were a man
of wisdom, Molani, if a devious man of wisdom. But now,
you must do as I asked, or I will hold you responsible.
Take anyone infected to the holy site and heavily sedate
them. Do it now!”
Molani nodded to Yatak, then to the guards at the
door. “Do as he says. I command it.”
“All of them must go,” Yatak said.
Molani started to object, then realized that a hundred
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guards, or even a thousand, were useless to him now, and
would likely continue to agitate Yatak. He nodded at the
guards, who immediately left to carry out the order.
Yatak approached Molani and stared into his eyes. “I
know you will try to overcome me if given the chance. But
if you try, Duplayer will die, and for each infringement, a
member of your government will also. Am I absolutely
understood?”
“You are,” Molani replied, steadying himself by
leaning on the table.
Satisfied, Yatak turned and began walking. As he
did, parts of him disappeared into the floor until he was
completely gone.
Molani called over a medical cleric waiting at the
door to revive Duplayer, then cleared everyone from the
room. Once they were alone, they both recovered by
sipping a hot fruit drink.
“What is he going to do?” Duplayer said, leaning
back in his chair, exhausted by the mental torment he had
suffered. “Why does everyone have to be sedated?”
Molani rose and walked slowly around the huge
table, thinking. “If, as he says, he does not want
competition, then all the other infected people could be
equal adversaries.”
“An army of unfeeling monsters dictating and ruling
the planets? Not a welcome picture.”
Molani nodded, then said, “There is one point that
we know…. Our ancestors managed to redeem themselves
from the same situation all those full lunations ago.”
Duplayer grasped the arms of his chair and struggled
to his feet. “The answer must be in the book of the
primeval doctrine, then! We must talk to Vlare,
immediately.”
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“That would be unwise. Remember, Yatak threatened
to kill you and other members of government if I make
any moves against him.” Molani thought a moment, then
said, “I suggest we use Dworn and the federation agent
Long to make all contacts under subterfuge, and reported
directly to us.”
Duplayer took a deep breath, knowing Molani’s
suggestion had merit. “You are right. Until we know more,
there are no actions we can take. Contact Dworn now.”
***
Jim and Norman entered the government building
after visiting the medical institute, meeting Dworn at the
elevator. There was only need for brief greetings; by the
time they arrived, Molani had informed Dworn of the
meeting with Yatak and the danger they all were in.
Taking the elevator, they travelled to the lower
basement and proceeded to Vlare’s office. Vlare was
standing when they entered, staring at his new notes. He
smiled briefly, nodding in acknowledgement of their
arrival, and gestured with his hand to the chairs around the
huge table.
After they were seated, he said, “Upon the realisation
that we are all in great danger, I will try and give as much
information as I can. Some of it will be guesswork, or
logical conclusions that I would not impart under any
other circumstances.”
“I understand your caution,” Jim replied. “Whether
flawed or not, we need all the information we can get.”
“Also, I am still working on the book,” Vlare
continued. “As I mentioned, some passages of the text, I
can only interpret as an estimation of their meaning, not a
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direct quote. Firstly, the formation of the mentorial
worshippers is mentioned. That is a mixture of religious
clerics and scientists brought together as a group to
worship at the constructed temple of Tortao.”
“They actually built the temple?” Jim asked.
“Yes.” Vlare gazed down at the table. “There is an
actual drawing of the sphere. On completion of the
construction, two high-ranking government officials and
members of the sect entered the inner sanctum. I quote: ‘A
wondrous city unfurled before them, built of diamond and
sapphire, and in the sky above the sparkling lights of
torment spun around them.’”
Vlare stopped for a moment, shuffling the papers
now in his hands. “Now follows an estimated version of
the text: Our followers and instructors were all psychic,
and able to interpret the meaning of the holy temple as a
passing place to a higher level of spiritual existence.”
Jim nodded, confirming that what he already knew
was correct, and Vlare continued. “Here, the text babbles
on hypothetically, relating belief rather than fact as they
try to unravel the intricacies of belief. Quote: ‘The holy
book states the psyche or soul passes over several stages
of development, including conflict, visions of atonement,
and a bilateral metamorphosis. Then, because of the low
levels of energy in the soul, it is energised.’ Unquote.
They are clearly stating that death of the physical is really
a birth of the spirit in its natural environment. There are
pages and pages of ciphered text of which we have no
knowledge leading to, quote ‘The two that entered were
stricken with inner conflict and had to be restrained.’”
Vlare shook his head, looking agitated, then sighed.
“Sometimes we have to read into things, not knowing the
true interpretation. I loathe speculating, loathe not being
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concise in my work. However …” He glanced back down
at the book and continued. “Of the two men, one
disappeared and was presumed dead. The other inherited
an impiety that developed into superhuman or supernatural
powers.”
“In the events that have so far happened,” Dworn
said, “I would say that your interpretation is correct.”
“The generalisations are correct, the interpretations
are not,” returned Vlare. “I cannot define how it all
concluded.”
“Do we know that it was concluded?” Jim said
quietly.
“Oh, yes,” Vlare replied. “According to one of the
few interpreted passages, a cataclysmic, supernatural event
was witnessed, and afterward, everything was plunged
into darkness.”
Silence ensued as the four men gazed at the papers
on Vlare’s desk. “I do not like what I have heard,”
Norman said. After an uncomfortable pause, he asked,
“What will happen to Ja?”
“It is inevitable,” Vlare said. “Ja and the others will
either physically die, or become like Yatak.”
Norman thanked Vlare, his expression revealing
nothing of the anguish the answer must have caused him.
Dworn stood, followed by Jim and Norman. “Vlare,
thank you for your hard work and loyalty,” he stated
warmly. “I fear I must ask you to continue with your work
involving the book, reporting directly to myself or Mr.
Long.”
“I shall continue in all haste,” Vlare replied, nodding
as he rose to his feet.
“I shall now report to Duplayer and Molani,” were
Dworn’s final words as he swiftly exited the room.
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“I’m worried about Frosty,” Jim said to Norman as
they also left. “She hasn’t reported in yet, but there was no
time to check on her. This meeting came up fast.”
Norman forced a smile. “Of all people, she would
understand that you had to put duty first, Jim. But now, we
know where our next stop will be.”
***
Near dawn, a huge hover-truck stopped outside the
cave’s entrance and slowly descended until its base sat
firmly on the ground. Inside, as Yatak has directed, were
all the infected people from the medical centre in a
condition of induced slumber. A batch of fifty fully armed
security guards crowded around the two officers in charge
as two guards approached from out of the cave, saluting as
they drew close.
The senior officer positioned other guards on the
long, straight roadways that interlinked from the main city.
Their purpose was to deter the pilgrims and visitors due
that morning. By now, the official order to stay away was
being broadcast to every home in the city, including
pictures of Yatak and the injuries he had caused to those in
the crowd. Yet once the whole city buzzed with fear and
curiosity, the senior officer knew the warnings would
likely create even more visitors to the site.
The senior officer was glad of his preparations when
several overzealous religious clerics tried to storm past the
awaiting guard and were immediately arrested. Their
arrests added to the calm but sinister ambiance around the
site, an air of expectancy of the unknown. And as
expected, the officer began to hear reports of people
heading for the site. Yet he and his forces were ready. A
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spheroid-shaped security vehicle hovered outside the
entrance. On its top was the circular dome of a stun gun
with a three-hundred-yard radius. The weapon was nondestructive, yet capable of immobilising a human body for
several minutes. The yellow uniforms of the medical
contingent could be seen clearly in the early morning light
as they prepared and placed their equipment for any
emergencies.
The sky started to lighten, notice of a new day
emerging as the security forces advanced into the cavern
on their hover transporters. They were the first to hear the
sounds of firing weapons inside.
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Chapter 7
Small bubble cars containing visitors turned away by
the security forces moved toward them as Jim and Norman
came over the brow of the hill and headed down to the
site. Jim was trying to contact Gail via his sleeve
communicator, without success.
The car stopped at the checkpoint and a security
officer addressed them through the open window. “I’m
afraid there are no visitors allowed entry today. You must
turn and go back.”
“Thank you, Officer,” Jim replied. “But I’m not a
visitor. I’m Jim Long from the Space Police Federation,
and this is Norman Clark, my assistant.”
The officer pulled a computer pad from his open
chest pocket, activated it and glanced down the list. His
eyebrows raised in surprise. “You are next to Chief
Statesman Dworn,” he said, saluted, then stepped back and
waved them forward. Jim saluted back as they continued
their drive to the tunnel entrance. The same procedure
occurred again there, but this time, the guard sent for the
officer in charge.
A small stocky figure saluted when Jim stepped out
of the car. “I am Officer Ventor,” he said. “How can I be
of assistance, sir?”
Jim saluted. “Greetings, Officer Ventor. My other
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assistant entered the site last evening for observation
purposes. I need to contact her.”
Ventor’s eyes shifted. “We are in battle at the
moment, sir. Do you still wish to enter?”
“Yes, if that’s possible,” Jim replied. “It’s urgent that
I have her report.”
“Are you armed?”
“Yes, we both are.”
“Very well. I will inform Officer Grekor that you
will report to him at the entrance to the inner chamber.”
When they passed into the first cavern, Norman
initiated their vehicle’s manual control, and they
negotiated the downward turns and twists of the four-mile
trip to the centre. At the entrance to the inner core, they
slowed; several guards were taking cover, firing
haphazardly into the chamber, and several shots from
inside hit the wall to their left.
Jim and Norman left the car and an officer
approached. “Officer Grekor?” Jim asked, and the man
nodded in reply. “I believe that my other assistant is
somewhere inside.”
As Ventor had done, Grekor’s eyes shifted. “If she’s
inside, she may have been infected.”
“I doubt that,” Jim answered. “Her orders were to
observe and report only.”
Grekor nodded once. Zanteurians did not like battles,
and his face showed the strain. Plus, knowing that Jim
Long was listed right under Dworn’s name on the roster
outside, he was willing to bow to his authority.
A stray beam hit a bit too close, and they dropped to
the cavern floor. Jim peered down the twenty-foot tunnel
to the inner chamber’s entrance. “How many infected
guards do you think are in there?”
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“Probably fifteen to twenty,” Grekor replied. “We
cannot gain entry while being fired upon to verify,
though.”
“I understand,” Jim said, wishing that he had their
own weapons instead of the ones issued by Dworn; the
Zant pistols had no personal defence shields. “I need to get
down there,” he told Grekor. “But we need smoke to
create a cover. Have you a device that creates smoke?”
Grekor looked puzzled for a moment, then smiled.
“We have smoke ejector pistols for exercises. I will send
for them now.”
Within minutes, a guard arrived with a pistol and five
cartridges. He handed them over to Grekor, who opened
the barrel and inserted one of the cartridges, then looked at
Jim for the next step.
“Fire three as fast as you can into the inner chamber,
and then follow me with your men,” Jim said. “Keep as
close to the floor as you can, moving to the right, and
taking cover behind the back row of seating.”
“At your order,” returned the excited Grekor.
Jim nodded. Reloading with great speed, Grekor
fired the gun three times. The exploding cartridges created
a large volume of smoke, blinding the infected guards in
the chamber as Jim and the others moved down the
cavern. The smoke dispersed, and Jim saw Grekor wave to
him from the right and then start firing at the guards
scattered around the centre.
Jim slotted in between the last circular section of
seats, skirting the perimeter, and crawled in a clockwise
direction. When he and Norman were halfway along the
row, an arm stretched out from under the seats and he felt
the nozzle of a pistol jammed into his ribs.
“Don’t move,” grated a husky voice from beneath the
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seat—a voice Jim recognized.
“Hi, Frosty,” he said. “Was it a difficult night?”
The surprise on her face evaporated into relief, then
annoyance. “You took your time,” she growled,
scrambling from underneath the seat. “I thought you’d
forgotten about me.”
“I could never forget about you, Frosty. And oh,
you’ve got a cobweb on your nose.”
She quickly drew her hand across her face and
blinked tiredly. “Well, this place is twenty thousand years
old,” she said with a sigh. “It’s good to see you.”
Jim smiled and patting her on the shoulder as a bolt
of light hit the seat in front of them, and they dropped to
the floor again.
“Time to work,” Jim muttered, and started crawling.
Norman and Gail followed.
He pointed with his finger. “Let’s outflank them.
We’ll move round behind.”
They reached the other side of the circular compound
and peered over the seats. No infected guards were visible.
“They must all be guarding the entrance on the other
side,” Jim whispered, and gestured them onward.
They made their way down the gangway to the
central sphere. There, Jim beckoned Norman to move
clockwise, while he and Gail moved in the other direction,
taking cover behind the first row of seats. They soon
detected the sounds of the infected guards firing
indiscriminately toward the entrance.
Jim detected Norman’s silhouette on the far side, and
lifted, then dropped his arm. The three then opened a
deadly crossfire, rendering three-quarters of the guards
unconscious. The remainder fired wildly in all directions,
and were stunned one by one.
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Grekor walked down the central aisle, surveying the
infected guards and directing the medics with their
floating stretchers. This time, the stretchers were loaded
with anaesthetics.
“That was very efficient,” he said, congratulating
Jim.
“We like to please,” replied a grinning Jim. “But we
can’t claim all the credit. Likely, it was because they were
infected. Probably made them disorganised.”
All the infected parties were now sleeping peacefully
on their floating stretchers. The busy medics ferried in the
other infected people, including Ja, on the floating
stretchers, all looking tranquil in their artificial sleep.
Norman gazed down on Ja’s still form hovering in front of
him, and mourned anew for her.
“Skipper,” he enquired, “why have they been brought
here?
“I don’t know, Nobby,” Jim answered as he gazed at
all the stretchers. “Only Yatak could tell you that. I
surmise that he doesn’t want the competition if one of
them’s capable of developing into what he has become.”
“Maybe Vlare will find an answer in the ancient
book,” Gail said, placing her hand gently on Norman’s
shoulder.
He smiled at her but his eyes remained sad. “I hope
they find an answer. But I fear that dreadful things are
going to happen.”
Jim turned to Grekor standing nearby, “If you require
us, we’ll be in the portable quarters outside.” Then the
three of them then left the complex to obtain nourishment
and rest.
***
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The morning was well under way in Zant 1 as the
small bubble cars travelled their preordained paths,
moving quickly and efficiently along the city’s designated
routes. The news media had delivered its observations of
the night before, and was now regurgitating it with
incessant chatter. The city’s business continued through
the morning with monotonous normality, almost erasing
the events of the previous evening. As arranged, Molani
and Duplayer had met an hour before this emergency
meeting of the Council of Government.
Both stared at each other in silence across the
diamond-shaped table in the Disbate Chamber as Dworn
greeted the other four council members. Devotee Mala
spoke first. His manner was compelling and his voice deep
as he asked Duplayer, “Can we close down the site?”
“There is nothing we can do,” Molani answered for
the tired and weakened fantast. “Yatak is now a powerful
being, dictating and controlling all matters of state.”
Mala leaned forward. “I am a fighter, not a pacifist.
A fighter for justice, freedom and honour. We cannot
allow ourselves to be intimidated by anyone or anything.”
“You don’t understand,” Duplayer replied quietly. “I
have seen Yatak. He could destroy you in a second.”
“No matter how powerful he is,” Mala insisted, “we
should oppose and fight.”
Molani shook his head in disbelief at Mala’s words,
knowing in his heart that opposition was futile. Yet in
some way, opposition was necessary. “We must not
openly show dissent,” he insisted. “Our resistance must be
covert and unified.”
Following the discussion, the men became silent.
They now had to wait for Yatak to make the next move.
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***
Yatak, on his bed in the hidden room below the city,
jerked upward, his eyes open and staring. He couldn’t
remember falling asleep, only the feeling of fatigue that
preceded it, and wondering why his powerful new form
had suddenly become vulnerable. Now, however, his aura
was pulsating strongly again, and he was omnipotent once
more.
Even though aware that the time of the noon meeting
approached, his mind began to focus on the previous
events, and he laughed at the predicament of those he had
accosted. There was no place for pity or remorse. His
missing inner-self left only ambition, terror, power and
obedience.
He began to float in the air, moving his body into an
upright position. His feelings and motives changed. Now,
he desired only to create, or destroy, the world and the
people around him. The simple, basic urge of man
controlled him, a primeval force of nature that dictated
only survival. Somewhere, the other self was near, trying
to return to his psyche. But the basic presence was too
strong to allow entry.
He moved his right hand to eye level and gazed at the
yellow aura swirling around his fingers, then made a
thrusting motion toward the cavern wall. A bolt of light
shed itself from him and hit the wall with explosive,
ground-shaking force, leaving a huge hole that seemed to
stretch into infinity.
The sight made him laugh inwardly, yet suddenly, he
felt weak.
His hand only glowed intermittently now. His
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physical frame faulted him, and he became dizzy and
sickly. Perhaps he had unleashed too much power with
one throw.
He floated down, returning to his bed and gazing at
the ceiling, regaining in energy and strength, watching his
psyche expand with a green, watery liquidity into each
corner of the room, and then to the roof.
Yes, he thought. This slow psychic energy needs less
action, more slow, continuous expansion.
He watched the green haze, knowing that, as it
moved upward through the rocks and into the buildings
above, other people would be able to see the ethereal mist.
He could feel the pulse and structure of the building
above, including several people inside who gazed in awe
at the spectacle. He knew that his energy and life force
was vibrating, collecting energy, and could slowly expand
and encompass the entire living spheroid of the planet if
he chose.
The sensations within him were intense and
intoxicating; he was a predator of all that lived, addicted to
the strange mood, fermenting inside him, determining a
need to consume all life.
He sat up quickly, and then lay back, realizing that
the mist had stopped expanding and was falling back to
him. I feel sick and weak, he thought. Why? I must not let
this happen. Why am I feeling strong, then weak? Is my
energy limited in some way?
The questions overpowered his thoughts as the
energy moved back within his body, gradually returning
his strength.
His alarm was short-lived. Clearly, his power was
still strong. He simply must avoid too much speed until
conditions allowed him to project great distances.
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He swung his legs over the side of the bed, touching
the floor with his feet, easing his upper body into a vertical
position. Then, standing, he moved to the doorway,
passing through and into the passageway beyond.
Although knowing he had tremendous powers, he
decided to conserve energy until he reached the Disbate
Chamber. He pulled the hood of his dark brown cloak over
his head, concealing his face in shadow, and moved
unhurriedly into the building above.
***
The business of state continued as the clerics and
other officials carried out their business, unaware of the
existence of the creature below. A party of brown-garbed
clerics passed by Yatak, and he moved with them, keeping
to the rear. They entered a small archway and sat in the
public sector of the darkened Disbate Chamber, facing the
empty auditorium below them, focusing their attention on
the stage section. Glints of light sparkled from various
locations on the walls and ceiling, revealing the location of
the hologram projectors waiting to fill the chamber with
transmitted three-dimensional images of government
officials. Yatak suppressed a laugh, realising that the
public sector was the only reality in the whole complex.
The room darkened, causing the need to conceal his
glowing hands beneath the heavy cloak as the holocameras punched in with long streams of light, gradually
forming the full picture of seated government officials. On
the stage the governing body of Molani, Duplayer, Burto,
Rotan Mala, Konsit and Dworn slowly appeared. He
noted, with amusement, that his own seat was empty.
Duplayer stood and addressed the meeting.
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“Colleagues of government, this meeting has been called
at the express wishes of Devotee Yatak, and we must now
wait for his appearance.”
A background of confused babble came from the
delegates followed by one voice that rose above the others.
“Where is Devotee Yatak?”
“I am here,” Yatak replied slowly, materialising in
his own chair on the stage, causing gasps of surprise. “Are
you all aware of my special powers?”
A stunned silence greeted the question as Yatak
continued, moving his head forward and smiling. “I’ll
rephrase the question. Does anyone wish to question my
authority?”
Duplayer and Molani looked around nervously,
hoping that no one would make the challenge. Relief
showed on their faces when the delegates remained silent,
then filled with horror when a lone voice spoke. “I am
Devotee Coral. Who has given you authority to take over
the council?”
The question came from a young delegate in the
middle of the fifth row.
“A good question,” replied the grinning Yatak. “And
you shall have an answer. Unfortunately, I am the only
live delegate here at the moment. Won’t you join me?”
From his open hand came a beam of light, which
cascaded over the hologram figure of the man, causing
fluctuations in his image. The image faltered for a
moment, then disappeared, reappearing in a solid physical
being. The man stared in disbelief at his physical
transformation.
“Devotee Coral, please remain silent,” commanded a
stern Duplayer, shaking his head at the young man.
Yatak stood and strode to the front of the stage,
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gazing down at Coral. “Do you know what I can do to
you?” he said, his voice sinister.
“I have only heard of your powers from others,” the
young man replied. “I have never seen them.”
“Oh, you must see them.”
The nodding Yatak raised his hand and sent out a
small bolt of light. The light hit Coral’s face and removed
his mouth, leaving a smooth surface.
Coral clutched at his face in terror as Yatak leaned
forward. “Your mouth is too big, so I have removed it.”
The young man, now an enraged young man, ran
through the four rows of hologram figures and jumped on
to the stage.
“I can see you are still not convinced of what I can
do,” said a leering Yatak. “Say goodbye to everyone.” He
directed another beam of light. This one removed Coral’s
nose from his face, causing a cessation of air to his lungs.
“You see how fragile the human body is?” Yatak
said, addressing the crowd. “Without a mouth and nose,
you die.”
The young man staggered for agonizing minutes,
clutching his face, then fell to the ground, his eyes wide
open and staring.
Molani rose from his chair. “We are aware of your
powers and respect them. Please spare his life.”
“So be it,” retorted an uncaring Yatak. He directed
another beam of light at Coral, who jerked into life, his
face restored. “Now go back from where you came.”
Coral disappeared from the stage, reappearing once
again as a hologram seated in the fifth row.
Yatak gazed in hate at the audience before him, his
eyes betraying madness. “Are there any more
challengers?” he said quietly.
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There were none. There was only silence.
“Good, now we can proceed. For many full
lunations, I have earned the paltry sum of one thousand
unets per lunation while others amassed vast fortunes.
Therefore, I now decree that every person dwelling on our
two planets will be credited with fifty thousand unets of
currency.”
A stunned silence followed the ultimatum, and Yatak
turned to Molani. “You will authorise and implement this
policy when I leave the chamber.”
Molani nodded in acceptance, but Rotan glared at
them both. “You will completely destabilise our
economy,” he growled. “It cannot be done.”
Yatak turned his head toward the pompous
statesman, disdain on his face, then moved to within three
feet of him, gazing down at the seated figure.
“I did expect an outburst from you, Rotan,” he said,
smiling. “After all, you are a millionaire. Or is that
billionaire?”
Rotan tried to speak, but Yatak silenced him and
continued. “No matter. That is not important to me. Do
you know what is important to me?”
Rotan shook his head.
“What is important is that you obey the instruction
without question.”
Yatak then turned to Molani. “You will now use
Rotan’s fortune as well, except for fifty thousand unets as
part of the payment to the others.”
Rotan leapt to his feet, his face red in anger. “You
cannot do that,” he spluttered. “It is my money.”
“It now is everybody’s money,” Yatak said, causing
nervous laughter from the chamber. But the mirth had left
Yatak’s face. “Does the money really mean more than
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your life? One outburst could be called folly, two could be
life-threatening.”
Dworn stood, pulling the blustering Rotan down into
his chair. “Your instructions will be carried out, Yatak.
There is no need to kill him.”
“You are correct, Dworn, and wise,” Yatak replied.
“But a lesson must be learned.”
He moved his outspread fingers in the air, causing
Rotan to jerk forward, the top half of his robe ripping from
his body. An aura of swirling colours projected outward
two feet from his body. A pencil-thin line of black down
the centre brought a murmur of surprise from the
onlookers.
“Now, Rotan everyone can see your soul,” Yatak
crowed. “Your lifestyle, rich and privileged, is ravaging
your internal body. Let the poisons out.”
The black line expanded a few inches. Then, with
tremendous speed, skin blemishes appeared on Rotan’s
chest, forming into red blotches. He tried to scratch, which
caused the splotches to bleed. He shouted in agony as the
many rashes formed into boils. He collapsed on to the
floor, and several of the boils burst; a dark yellow
secretion spilled out over his chest. The eruptions on his
face caused his right cheek to bubble like a volcanic mud
spring, nearly closing his right eye.
“Fear not,” said a smiling Yatak. “You will live on
until natural death overtakes you. Is there anyone else who
wishes to complain?”
Silence followed his statement while medics moved a
groaning Rotan from the chamber.
Yatak glared at Molani. “I shall return in the
evening, at the unit time of eight, to ensure that you have
carried out my orders. Heed me well, Molani. I will hold
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Duplayer responsible for any hostile actions.”
He walked to the doorway, placing the hood back
over his head, and exited the silent chamber.
“You have seen what he is capable of,” Molani said,
addressing the stunned delegates. “Comply with his
instructions.”
Several bankers stood, raising their arms to speak.
Duplayer pointed to one.
“How can we do what he asks? It will destroy our
economy.” Other voices shouted in agreement.
Duplayer silenced them as he spoke. “It is wise to
comply at this moment. My life is of no particular value,
only as a weapon for Yatak to terrorise you. If I die, he
will continue to cast death and destruction on you all. Is
money more important than death? There is no money in a
spiritual existence. Monetary manipulation is the least of
the horrors that confront us.”
There were murmurs of dissent as the meeting
concluded and Molani shut down the holo-cameras.
Duplayer operated the computer console with Molani,
issuing the order for fifty thousand credits to each person.
Neither knew if the bankers would comply; what was
certain was that with the planetary treasury depleted, more
currency would need to be created and printed. The
planet’s economy would succumb to hyperinflation. Yet
there was no choice.
***
As the money reached the population’s bank
accounts, there was a brief interlude of disbelief in the
large windfall, followed by jubilation and an urge to
spend. Crowds of people sped to the shopping precincts to
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find that the owners had closed in speculation of the
buying spree. Some returned home quietly; others stormed
the shops, leaving their credit bond on the counters and
taking goods from the shelves. The security forces, small
in numbers, were overwhelmed, causing the owners to
open up and sell normally rather than to have a riot and
their premises damaged.
Duplayer made a planetary broadcast as the spiritual
leader, asking people to stay away from the cities. Soon,
his warning was unneeded; the shopping outlets closed
due to lack of goods. A panic that the credits would be lost
seized a large section of the population, causing a
determined effort to buy as much as possible. In one large
store, completely devoid of goods leaving the building an
empty shell, the director stood on a bare counter, stating
that no more deliveries were available for three cycles.
The crowd dragged him down and carried him out to the
street, interrupted by a small security force of ten armed
men who fired stun bolts into the crowd. The riot turned to
terror as many people fell to the ground unconscious and
others dispersed into the alleyways.
By evening, revellers turned out determined to spend.
There were queues outside restaurants and entertainment
venues all over Zant 1 and Zant 2. Patience was lost as
people waited no longer and stormed several venues. The
money had caused a strange madness to spend before it all
ended, thus civil disorder became rampant, with the
security authorities helpless. Security hover-cars moved
over the cities, unable to keep control among thousands of
people chanting and waving below. The quiet and
dignified order that had prevailed over the planet for
centuries was now lost, self-discipline destroyed by the
need for financial and material gain.
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***
Statesman Rotan entered the building of his banking
empire, his shoulders hunched in pain and his face
blotched with boils. His secretary met him as he entered
the spacious office on the first floor.
“Welcome Statesman Rotan,” she stated, her face
smiling but the eyes betraying repulsion at the sight of his
face. “Your physician is waiting to see you.”
The tall, elderly physician bade Rotan to lie down on
the hover-stretcher he brought. Yellow light flooded
across the stretcher as the diagnosis scanner and monitor
activated.
“You have a major blood disorder and will need a
transfusion,” the physician said, changing the light on the
stretcher to a healing blue.
Rotan gasped with relief as the pain left his body,
and he opened his eyes to look up at the physician. “Thank
you. Arrange whatever you can, and then return.”
The man looked uneasy. “According to your
diagnosis, even with a transfusion, the disorder will
return.”
“Are you saying there is no cure?”
“I’m afraid so, yes.”
“Then leave me,” Rotan shouted. “Go, leave me.” He
fell asleep on the stretcher, his pain and anguish absent for
a few hours in the swirling blue light.
One and a half units later, his eyes slowly opened
and he swung his legs on to the floor, standing upright
again. Away from the light, the pain returned. His face
twisted in agony as each blemish and lump throbbed. He
struggled to his desk, took a key from one of the drawers,
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unhooked a long black cloak from his clothing cupboard
and flung it over his back, covering his face with the large
hood. On the shelf above, he pulled down a small box and
opened it, revealing a pistol, which he adjusted from
“stun” to “kill” before placing it in an inner pocket of his
cloak. His one thought: to find and kill the man who had
caused his incurable pain.
He left the office and hobbled to the elevator, on his
way to the Disbate Chamber.
***
Jim, Norman and Gail stepped out into the cool
evening air to the awaiting bubble car outside the portable
living quarters. The car surged forward and down the
slope into the site and through the large cave entrance into
the interior. Jim smiled and turned to face his assistants,
shaking his finger in a no gesture. “After the events in the
Disbate Chamber, we must be on our guard. On no
account must you try to attack him physically. He would
destroy any of us in a second.”
“We are to do nothing?” said a puzzled Norman.
“What about Ja and the others?”
“They cannot be helped by you being killed, Nobby,”
Jim replied. “We have to wait, hope and observe until
Vlare can find an answer in the ancient book.”
“And if he doesn’t?” Gail’s face showed no emotion.
“I’m sure he will,” Jim said optimistically, a silly
grin appearing on his face. “Our problem is whether or not
he will find it in time.”
Gail turned to Norman, sensing his anguish about Ja.
“We must try and help Ja and the others quietly, in the
background. And hope that answers will soon be
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forthcoming.”
Norman smiled and patted her gently on the
shoulder. “Thank you, Frosty. And you’re right, Yatak is
too dangerous to confront.”
The car stopped outside the entrance to the sphere
chamber, and Jim issued instructions. “Nobby, stay with
the car and monitor the news channels. Report to me
immediately anything that happens in the Disbate
Chamber. Frosty will check on Ja and the others with me.”
“As you wish, Skipper,” Norman replied, already
switching through the hologram pictures rotating in the
cab.
Jim slid open a compartment on the front control
panel with five circular cavities, then withdrew a small
disc and placed it in one of them. A low alarm initiated for
five seconds, and a hologram circled the cab showing ten
digital icons.
“Is that a communicating module?” Norman said,
diverting his gaze from the other picture.
“It’s a direct contact to Vlare,” Jim explained as he
and Gail stepped out of the car. “Let’s hope he comes up
with something interesting.”
Norman peered upward at the rotating advertisements
twisting and turning across the roof of the cab as Jim and
Gail moved through the site’s outer entrance.
The officers now knew Jim, and nodded respectfully
when he and Gail entered through the security check and
into another small bubble car that took them to the central
sphere chamber. Alighting from the car, Jim used his
sleeve communicator to contact Norman. Communication
ceased at the entrance, causing a blank speckled effect on
the screen. Jim retreated quickly from the inner chamber,
concluded the transmission, and rejoined Gail at the
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floating stretchers.
“Something is disrupting all communication in here,”
Jim said, and nodded toward the huge sphere. “Obviously,
it’s generating tremendous energy into the chamber. Try to
find out as much as you can about the control panel. Take
a rough sketch of the icons … anything that might
compare to the drawings in the ancient book.”
Giving a nod and a smile, he turned away and left her
to her assignment.
After an hour, Jim concluded his further inspection
of the sphere and its surrounds and returned to Gail. He
looked down over her shoulder at the parchment she had
prepared, showing all the symbols and icons displayed on
the unworkable control panel. He felt sudden heat on his
right wrist, and pulled back the sleeve of his jacket to
expose his psychic bracelet. It glowed with an intermittent
signal, causing images of Yatak in his mind. The images
flashed in two-second intervals, showing the flowing cloak
and the strange glow of ethereal travel around Yatak’s
grim face.
“Frosty,” he said as quietly as possible, “take all this
information to Nobby outside and make sure Vlare
receives it now.”
She nodded, folding the parchment, knowing from
his manner that danger was imminent. She strode through
the doorway, casting a glance back at the silent lone figure
sitting in the front row of seats, waiting in anticipation of
the unknown.
The air around the sphere became turbulent, almost
of hurricane force, causing Jim’s clothes to flatten against
his body and ruffling his hair. The air pressure lifted him
into the air some two to three feet. A vortex of air erupted
in front of the sphere, showing Yatak’s floating figure. A
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sudden calm followed, dropping Jim back into his seat.
Yatak gazed around and down, as though surprised
that only Jim and the stretchers were there to greet him.
“Ah, Mr. Long,” he said, floating down. “I had forgotten
about you. Here am I, making a spectacular entrance to
astound and mystify, with little effect.”
“On the contrary, your effects are quite startling,”
Jim replied. “I’m impressed.”
“Why are you here?” continued Yatak with a sinister
note in his voice, unsure of the isolation that greeted him.
“Following your instructions,” was Jim’s straight
answer. “Allowing no one else to enter and monitoring the
stretchers.”
“But why you?” Yatak said, unconvinced. “Looking
for my weaknesses, I presume? Tell me, have you found
any?”
“The truth is, I have not. For one thing, I still don’t
know for what purpose this construction was built.”
Yatak laughed. “Ah, you tell the truth. I suppose I
should expect that from a galaxy policeman. Tell me,
would you attack and destroy me?”
“That would be very stupid,” was Jim’s diplomatic
answer. “You are unique and invincible.”
“Yes,” said an unsmiling Yatak. “Never forget that. I
will annihilate anyone who attacks me.” He hovered to a
position opposite the sphere’s equatorial region, slightly
hesitant about how to deal with Jim. He shrugged his
shoulders. Then, gazing down, he spoke again. “I have a
feeling I will have to deal with you sooner or later. But at
the moment, I have other things to accomplish.”
Turbulent air pressure swept through the chamber,
causing Jim to hold tightly to his seat as Yatak’s floating
figure pulsated with forked blue lightning. His physical
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body slowly receded from his feet upward into a beam of
silver light that curled up into the sphere and vanished.
In spite of Jim’s cool reactions, he hadn’t foreseen
such an unexpected visit, and he knew he was in great
danger. Yatak was no fool, and could have killed him
there and then.
Why have I been spared? Jim pondered. Maybe his
deranged mind only wants to punish those opposing or
mocking him?
A few moments of calm ensued, followed by a
violent storm of psychic energy. Blue and red bolts of
energy blasted around them, causing a gaseous green
substance to emerge and fill the inner chamber as the
silver beam emerged from the sphere and slowly reformed
into Yatak. He breathed in, and a tremendous suction
pulled the green mist into his body, clearing the chamber
and causing him to become as bright and incandescent as
the sun. Jim had to avert his eyes from the spectacle to
avoid blindness. Yatak was somehow recharging his body
and soul with the energy he needed. Jim felt that as
strongly as he knew that the man was enraptured by the
power that surged through him.
Jim watched below as the sphere amplified Yatak’s
psyche around his physical form and the vortex slowly
unfurled, taking the bright light inside and causing a
stream of light outward, through the perimeter, until it
closed on itself and vanished without trace.
Jim was concerned after seeing the energy
transference from the sphere to Yatak. His feelings were
of more than concern, though; annoyance overcame his
normally positive approach. There was reason for the
annoyance. Information was scarce on any construction
over twenty thousand years old. Instinct told him there
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must be an answer within the site: an object, a room,
anything to explain its function. Relying on Vlare and his
interpretations of the ancient book was the immediate
option, but his frustration at the delay was inevitable.
He stood gazing at the chamber and the sphere,
turning over in his mind the horrors Yatak was creating.
He felt helpless, floundering in an attitude of inaction,
exposing his two companions to uncontrollable forces.
The thought that he should protect them passed through
his mind as he moved out of the inner chamber and into
the circular corridor. Gail had just returned, alighting from
her transport bubble car. He immediately dismissed the
thought; they were in the employ of one of the most
powerful organisations in the galaxy. This was their
vocation and their work. They understood the risks as well
as he did, and relished the rewards as much.
“Let’s walk,” Jim said, taking her arm and guiding
her along the corridor. “I had a visitor.”
“Yatak?” she replied, stopping for a moment,
concern on her face. “You could have been killed.”
“Don’t worry, I’m still here,” Jim said, grinning at
her anxiety. “Next time I might not be so lucky.”
Her face became deadpan again, as though realising
she had shown emotion and chastising herself for doing
so. She loved and respected this man as a sister would a
brother, but realised the peril of showing her feelings.
His gaze diverted from her to the walls on either side
of the corridor, and facts churned through his mind as two
orderlies in their yellow medical uniforms entered and
began to check the floating stretchers. Gail recognised the
searching in his eyes. “You’re looking for something,” she
said.
He smiled and glanced at her. “Maybe. Maybe other
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information concerning the running and maintenance of
this site is somewhere about us.”
“That is a clear probability,” she agreed. “But I
presume such information is also of a psychic nature.”
Jim looked at her, eyes widened. “That’s it, Frosty!
Let’s go back to the inner chamber.”
They walked quickly back toward the inner entrance,
reviewing the facts between them.
“The site is at least twenty thousand years old,” Jim
said. “Created and built by an ancient technical knowledge
now long forgotten. A temple for spiritual guidance,
tapping into a dimension that contributed to the
transformation of life into death.”
“Upon entering,” Gail added, picking up on his
statement, “the physical body was affected with a strange
madness that continued back into reality.”
“But why?” Jim said. “Because of my bracelets, we
know that the soul, or psyche, can exist separately from
the body but still attached.”
“If it is as you say … an existence after death,” Gail
said, thinking, “then perhaps the soul is not supposed to
return to the body, but transcend to a higher level of
existence.”
“Of course,” Jim said, nodding. “Somehow, upon the
return of the soul to the body, a terrible spiritual virus or
infection occurs. According to Vlare and the ancient book,
the soul then continues with its progression, with inner
conflict and visions of atonement.”
They continued through the inner entrance and down
toward the large sphere, passing the busy medics
administering the stretchers, finally stopping opposite the
control panel.
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***
In the Disbate Chamber, the auditorium was dark and
empty. The only hologram activity was the image of
massive desks on the stage platform. Just before the
allotted time of eight, the three-dimensional cameras
activated, flooding the room with intense streams of
coloured light. The light slowly turned into the silhouettes
of people, transforming quickly into solid images. The
public gallery at the rear remained empty as the
government delegates, with the exception of Rotan,
appeared behind the large desks. The populace of the
planets of Zant Major and Zant Minor caused a huge
power surge as pictures of the Disbate Chamber were
transmitted into every home.
Molani, usually calm and controlled in his emotions,
looked strained; he was anxious regarding his colleagues
and the warning given by Yatak concerning Duplayer.
Throughout its known history with few exceptions, the
planets’ inhabitants had been peace loving. Yet he was
aware that any assault would cause terrible retribution on
both the assailant and Duplayer: something over which he
had no control. In many instances, hate begot hate, Molani
thought. And revenge against Yatak would be forthcoming,
even if it were suicidal.
Duplayer sat uncomfortably in his seat, staring
unblinking toward the glaring lights, the horror of the
present climate churning through his mind to the point of
slight nausea. He chided himself for not heeding the
warnings of danger to mortal men. But as always, his
egoism wouldn’t allow him to capitulate. The man he had
once trusted and schemed with was now a psychic
monster, unjust and without conscience, and knowing all
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the unscrupulous details of his past.
Molani and Duplayer turned to face each other, as if
knowing the other’s thoughts.
“We must try to seek out his intentions,” Molani
said quietly. “We need to know where he is leading us.”
“I don’t think I want to know,” Duplayer replied,
shuddering at the thought of Yatak’s capabilities.
Molani sighed and leaned back in his chair, his eyes
following the conversations on either side of the table.
Dworn caught his eye for a moment, and he acknowledged
by moving his head slightly.
Duplayer leaned toward him, his face showing an
element of optimism, and whispered, “Is Vlare still
studying the book?”
“Yes, he is,” Molani said with a nod. “There is still
hope that the translations will reveal the answers and rid
us of this terrible force.”
Duplayer looked away for a moment, then back to
Molani. “Then we must encourage him to work quickly.
He may be our only hope.”
The chamber felt stuffy, the air stale with a slight
burning smell caused by the tremendous energy powering
the hologram cameras and projectors. A deep hum came
from underneath them as the atmospheric purifier
activated and cool, fresh air drifted across the platform.
Conversation ceased as the time indicator on the wall
showed the figure eight, and many eyes looked nervously
around the large chamber. The non-appearance of Yatak
caused the air of expectancy to cease, and conversation
continued throughout the large room.
A faint bravado overcame some of the delegates. One
shouted from the auditorium, “Where’s Yatak?” A
murmur of voices echoed around the chamber as the
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delegates began to talk to each other, repeating the
question.
Molani and Duplayer remained silent as the voices
became louder, and Devotee Mala leaned forward, looking
down the long desk at them. “Perhaps something has
happened to him,” he said his hope-filled eyes furtively
looking in all directions. “Shall we postpone the
meeting?”
“We are in full broadcast mode to the population of
our two planets,” Molani replied. “We need to wait.”
“We need to discuss, as a government, the financial
crisis that we face.” The speaker was Statesman Burto,
now standing with a pointed finger in the air.
A wind erupted throughout the chamber with galeforce ferocity, ruffling the men’s hair and billowing some
of their robes. Burto grasped the edge of the desk with
both hands as the wind intensified and a large portal
opened in the air above. Yatak’s form entered from within
the portal and slowly descended to the platform below.
The air became still and the opening above closed.
Yatak looked straight into Burto’s eyes, causing the
statesman to look down at the desk in submission.
“You were saying, Statesman Burto?” Yatak said
quietly.
The statesman slowly sat down and wiped the
perspiration from his forehead. “It was nothing,” he
replied.
“You do well to stand down,” Yatak said, gazing at
the others around the table. “Is there anyone else who
wishes to speak?”
The offer remained unchallenged, as he knew it
would; silence reigned throughout the chamber. He smiled
to himself at all the crestfallen faces before him, disgusted
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with their manner and obedience: all frightened of death or
mutilation. He leaned forward slowly and said, “BOO!”
The whole section jumped. He then laughed loudly,
contemptuously and with loathing.
Behind him, in the dark shadows cast in the unlit
portions of the chamber, lurked a cloaked figure who
gasped in pain at every movement of the material against
his raw skin. Rotan was also full of hatred, and with
revenge against the man who had inflicted such
punishment against him. The concept of killing was not in
his nature, he told himself, forgetting the years that had
bestowed him with financial gain whatever the
consequence. None of the suicides committed because of
his financial deals, stripping others of their money and
living, were on his conscience. He had distanced himself
from all blame of those who had been unfortunate enough
to lose everything. This was different, a direct challenge. It
was either him or Yatak.
Hands wet with pain-induced perspiration, he eased
the pistol from his cloak as Yatak turned his back toward
him. He knew this was the time to strike, without warning.
There would be no second chance.
He levelled the pistol at Yatak’s broad back and
stepped forward into the light. A collective intake of
breath came from the delegates. Yatak noticed, and started
to turn. Rotan, now ten feet away, fired. The pistol, on kill
setting, jerked in his hand and fired at the right-hand
waistband of Yatak’s tunic. The bolt of light sped into and
through his body, putting a gigantic burn mark on the desk
on the far side of the platform.
Clearly seen from both sides of the chamber was a
hole some six inches in diameter straight through Yatak’s
body. Yatak looked down in disbelief, placed his right
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hand over the wound, and crumpled onto the stage.
There was a stunned silence and then a loud cheer
from the delegates, followed by loud conversation. Burto
came from behind the desk and shook hands with a
trembling Rotan.
Molani tried to quieten the delegates’ shouts and
cheers. He and Duplayer looked at each other in
amazement, wondering why it had been so easy. Even
then, Molani’s only thought was to call over a medic to
check on Yatak.
As the medic approached the body on the ground, it
began to glow. First, an intermittent signal, and then a
glaring light blinding everyone around. The intense light
rose in the air and then hovered, slowly losing its intensity
and showing Yatak’s still-upright form. His closed eyes
suddenly opened in surprise and his right hand touched the
hole in his side. A bright light beamed outward, and then
in, reforming the missing part in a slow, circular healing
pattern.
The delegates were shocked into a stunned silence as
the healed Yatak floated down to the stage, staring at
Rotan’s crippled figure. Still in pain, Rotan raised the
pistol again, but Yatak was quicker, raising his arm and
sending a tiny stream of light to knock the weapon out of
his hand.
“I’m sorry, Rotan,” Yatak said, moving toward him.
“But you only get one chance.”
Rotan flung away his cloak, revealing his disfigured
face defiant in defeat, knowing that his end was near.
“You can kill me now,” he said, gazing with hatred into
Yatak’s eyes. “I would have killed you.”
Yatak moved to within four feet of Rotan and stared
coldly down at him. “Your efforts were wasted, Rotan. I
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am self-healing, you cannot destroy me.”
Duplayer leaned back in his seat, his face white and
fearful, as the other members looked in disbelief at the
glowing figure before them. Yatak had become
indestructible, a psychic monster created by an ancient
technology that had interfered with the forces of nature,
striving for understanding and knowledge but plunging the
planet and its population into an unknown abyss.
Molani tried to intervene, striving to save the
afflicted Rotan. “You have already given him pain and
disfigurement,” he said. “Further retribution is not
necessary.”
“You are in error, Molani,” Yatak snarled. “I have no
compassion in me, and a lesson must be learned that to
attack me will bring a slow and painful death.”
He raised his right hand and a straight line of blue
light emitted from his open palm, cascading over the
pathetic figure before him. Rotan moved upward, floating
above the heads of the watching delegates. He saw the
blue light change to green, yellow and red, projecting
outward two feet from his body, showing a translucent
gold that shimmered around him.
Many in the watching crowd gasped in recognition of
the visual living soul of Rotan. Long, narrow black slithers
of light moved in and out of the apparition, showing the
contamination within. Slowly, Rotan’s left and right arms
came out of the sockets, within his body still connected by
the aura. Rotan screamed in pain as many in the audience
turned their eyes away in disbelief and horror. His two
legs were next to be detached, bringing more screams.
Yatak stared with a pitiless expression at the helpless
torso, its arms and legs adrift. With a swift movement of
his arm, he ripped Rotan’s head from his shoulders,
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moving it upward, the mouth wide open and screaming in
mortal agony, its bulging eyes showing unimaginable
pain. His whole body was hanging in the air in squirming,
jerking pieces.
“Normally you would now be dead,” Yatak said
without emotion. “I am holding your body together with
your soul, stopping physical death. By now, with your
injuries, your soul would have departed.”
Yatak turned to the delegates, noting their reaction of
horror and disbelief. Some faces in the crowd showed
disgust; others turned their faces away, unable to come to
terms with the vision before them. Yatak could feel
nothing, only contempt for the frailty of the physical
human body.
“Please release him,” Molani shouted above Rotan’s
tormented cries.
“So be it,” Yatak replied with an icy look. “Goodbye,
Statesman Rotan.”
The writhing body parts hung in the air for a second
and then fell, hitting the stage one by one with sickening
thumps. Rotan’s golden aura stayed above, a small strand
bonding it with his flesh. The strand broke and Rotan’s
screaming ceased. His face was now normal in death,
released of the terrible pain and suffering. His psyche, still
plainly visible in the air above, slowly dispersed upward
and into the ceiling in a long stream of light.
Duplayer turned to face Yatak, feeling sick in his
stomach. “Where is Rotan’s soul?”
Yatak shook his head. “He is probably in the
beautiful city now, awaiting tribulation.”
“What you have done is unthinkable,” Duplayer
continued. “Of all people, you were a religious leader, and
you knew the difference between right and wrong.” He felt
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Molani’s warning touch on his arm. He glanced at him and
smiled, but continued. “I may have done things of which I
am not proud, but I have never wished death or destruction
on anyone.”
Yatak glared for a moment at the seated Duplayer.
“Your actions are not my concern,” he said. “Do not
become saintly with me, Duplayer. The manmade religion
you and I are a part of records the deeds of many religious
leaders of the past who committed atrocities and murder in
their iron-fisted attempts to dominate the populace. How
can anyone worship in a church created by man, for man?”
“The past is gone,” Duplayer replied, trying to
believe his own words. “It is now, in the present, that we
must strive to live a better life.”
“But you are a sinner,” Yatak said, enjoying the
debate, knowing many details about Duplayer’s dark side.
“Tell all the people watching in their homes how you
commit acts against them in your quest for political
power.”
Duplayer sat back, his face pale. He knew he was
imperfect, as all of them were. How could he preach right
or wrong when he himself was guilty of ruthlessness?
“The teachings of the holy book of primeval
doctrine,” Duplayer said, trying to redirect the
conversation. “It is the only written manuscript of spiritual
guidance.”
Yatak became annoyed at the talk of archaic spiritual
ramblings, and decided to use a visual impact. His right
hand came into motion, throwing Duplayer back against
the wall, suspending him halfway to the ceiling. His left
hand, palm up with spread fingers, jerked up and down.
Several floors below in the library, a hole in the wall
slowly enlarged, two to three feet in diameter. In a hidden
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compartment, the great primeval holy book came into
view and moved through the door, startling the librarians.
It moved through the floors upward, swinging in the air, a
dull yellow glow around its perimeter, and finally emerged
in the Disbate Chamber. The book floated toward Yatak,
but stopped before it reached him and hung in the air.
Molani and Duplayer exchanged glances with the same
thought: Duplayer had made a terrible error in arguing the
book’s merits, drawing attention to its existence once
more.
Using only his mind, Yatak began turning the book’s
pages. “The first part of this holy book is the scriptures.
That part was completely translated by ancient clerics,
telling of the great prophet Anderac and his moralistic
teachings to live with love, honour and peace. The second
part of this book is a great puzzle, never fully translated.
Have you ever wondered why, Duplayer? Let me tell you
why. The second part is the true story of our existence. I
saw visions of several sections contained in the book. Our
ancestors were from another galaxy, fleeing their solar
system, trying to avoid annihilation. Two leaders emerged.
One, Anderac, preached a benign doctrine. The other,
Serpententa, brought technological advancement.”
Duplayer stood, his face red. “You dare mention the
name of the Evil One in this chamber!”
Yatak smiled at the furore the mention had caused.
“Yes, Duplayer, the name of yours and this planet’s devil.
Serpententa was no demon from hell, however. He was a
brilliant scientist who constructed the great temple of
Tortao, the city that once stood here.”
A babble of voices came from the auditorium now,
almost drowning the conversation from the stage. Just as
certainly, Yatak’s revelation stunned the people as they
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viewed the spectacle from their own homes.
Yatak stopped for a moment, smiling, realising he
was destroying a culture and philosophy of a religion that
had been the foundation of their beliefs for twenty
thousand years. Duplayer silenced the delegates with a
wave of his arm except for one.
“Then tell us…. What happened to Serpententa? That
information is not disclosed in the scriptures.”
“The full translated version will be revealed to me
shortly,” Yatak said. “When I ascend to another existence
beyond this one … where I will finally meet the great
Serpententa. Then, you will all know the full truth.”
Molani, though not a religious man, understood the
consequences of the devastating revelations revealed, and
felt helpless. “Yatak, you have finally proved to all that
the soul, or psyche, exists,” he said. “Tell us the time
when you will leave.”
“Soon,” Yatak replied. “Then, you shall know the
full and true history of our two planets.” He moved again
toward the book and raised his hand. The book exploded
in a ball of flame, and the darkened pieces floated to the
floor. Yatak then released Duplayer, who slid down the
wall and tumbled onto the floor.
The sudden, complete destruction of the book, their
one hope to find answers to the site and Yatak’s evil
behaviour, caused Molani and Duplayer to gaze at the
falling ashes in horror.
Molani looked at Yatak’s face, its leering smile, a
smile that showed the detestation of all humankind. He
shuddered at the thought of all the others so contaminated,
laying on their stretchers waiting for their transformations.
Duplayer was helped to his feet by Mala, and stood
facing Yatak’s floating figure. “Do you know what you
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have become?” he said with sadness on his face. “You
have become Serpententa … the devil … the demon.”
“You flatter me,” Yatak said. “I am grateful that you
should liken me to the greatest scientist ever to walk on
this planet.”
Duplayer didn’t reply, didn’t see the purpose of
replying. Yatak seemed to have all the answers, with some
revealing visions. And yet even he was still unaware of
how the ancients had dealt with Serpententa. Duplayer
glanced at Molani, and knew they had reached the same
conclusion: The first part of the holy book was heavily
fragmented; the history and many other events taken out
and moved into the second part, which became coded text.
Now, they felt agonising despair over the destruction of
the great book.
Yatak interrupted their thoughts as he dissolved into
the floor. “Now I begin my journey,” he stated as his head
disappeared from view.
Uproar came from the delegates. Some discontinued
their communication and image; others stood and shouted
at the platform.
“Why have we lived a lie?”
“Is Serpententa to return?”
“I am a religious cleric. Who do I worship now?”
Yatak had been very clever, Duplayer thought. In a
few minutes, he had ruthlessly destroyed the foundations
of their divine inheritance. The two planets were now
without a spiritual ethos. A great void had opened,
destroying the teachings of thousands of years. It meant a
total collapse of ideology for those who had depended on
the holy book as a means of worship. To quell their panic
and despair would take the speech of his life.
He moved to the front of the stage and raised his
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right arm above his head, flat palm outwards, causing the
delegates’ babble to cease.
“Although we have been told the truth about our
ancestors, no matter how startling, the sole teachings of
the prophet Anderac stand out above all others,” he said.
“This man was wise and understanding, a pillar of strength
and—as was told by Yatak—lived here in this city
thousands of years ago. Citizens, I implore you, follow the
teachings of Anderac.”
There was a complete silence, and then a shout from
two clerics.
“Anderac’s teachings are a way of life.”
“Fantast Duplayer is right. Follow the holy teachings
of Anderac.”
Consenting voices came from all parts of the
chamber as the hologram system closed down, leaving
only the government officials on the platform stage.
***
Jim touched the control panel to activate his right
bracelet. Norman rushed into the chamber at the same
instant, but Jim wasn’t aware of his arrival. For a few
seconds, Jim found himself in a long, sloping chamber, a
larger, duplicate control panel facing him, the walls
around it filled with icons accompanied by a written
language. He knew he had found the central controls for
the site.
Norman ran down the aisle and stopped, and Jim
turned to face him. Norman, his face flushed from racing
to the inner chamber, quickly explained what had
happened in the Disbate Chamber. Jim nodded and
listened intently, knowing that Yatak was now moving to
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the ultimate phase of his new existence.
When Norman finished, Gail was the first to speak.
“A void has been created. He has destroyed their religious
background and beliefs.”
“Not quite, Frosty,” Jim replied with hope in his
voice. “If Molani and Duplayer can keep the situation
stabilised for a while, we may have a chance.”
Norman became puzzled again, unable to understand
how there could be any solutions to the problems created
by Yatak.
Jim jerked his chin toward the control panel, his hand
poised to touch the surface. “The answer may lie within
this structure,” he said. He looked at Norman. “Nobby, get
Vlare out here immediately. Use the special number he
gave us. Stress the point—NOW!”
Norman nodded and strode to the entrance.
Jim touched the control panel and within two
seconds, his spiritual form was standing beside a much
larger control system. He stood looking at the panel for
seemingly three or four minutes, and then jerked back into
his body. Gail, watching from behind him, only saw him
freeze slightly, then shudder. Puzzled, she gently touched
his arm.
He turned to her, smiling. “It’s the main control
panel, Frosty. Follotope must have found and used the
controls to create the opening to the inner chamber.”
She noted the renewed optimism in his voice, and a
small grin appeared on her face. But her elation didn’t last
long. Was this the breakthrough they needed? Yatak’s
destruction of the book dashed any hope of an answer
from it. And she feared that when Yatak returned, his next
strike would be devastating. She feared not for herself, but
for Jim and Norman. The pictures of Rotan’s psychic
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dismemberment were vivid in her mind.
Jim glanced sideways toward the door, knowing that
all their lives were now at risk, hoping that Vlare would
soon join them. He stared at the small panel before him, a
panel that responded only to psychic powers. Instinct told
him the answers to all their questions lay in that inner
control room.
Turning to her, he voiced his thoughts. “Anderac was
the holy prophet, Serpententa was this culture’s devil or
demon…. But Yatak states that Serpententa was a
scientist.”
“The devil is in much folklore,” Gail mused,
“justifying and extolling the differences between good and
evil.”
“Yes,” Jim agreed, but hesitantly. “The only
conclusion I can reach is that scientist Serpententa created
a psychic temple, entered it and became infected, creating
Serpententa the devil.”
“That’s the logical conclusion,” she said. “But what
did the site create him to accomplish?”
Jim’s thoughts were concentrated on the twenty-fifth
dimension—the dimension entered upon death, and one of
the many forbidden to him. Perhaps the site created by
Serpententa was the gateway to that dimension, a portal or
limbo existence formatted as a place of atonement. There,
the unattached spirit was cleansed and affected before
moving on to another spiritual continuance. But if the
spirit became affected while still attached to the physical
body, then returned to the physical plane, what if this
damaged the equilibrium of the soul, destroying the
dividing instincts of right and wrong, good or evil?
It seemed all too simple, yet he winced at the thought
of where Yatak’s journey might end. Jim knew that
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somehow, the spiritual metamorphosis used on a physical
entity created a virus that destroyed the mechanism of the
soul. The conscience became unstable and at war with
itself, leaving the dark side to develop into a lurid, selfdestructing force, malignant and self-perpetuating.
He looked at Gail and made a quick decision. Placing
one hand on the panel, he grasped her hand with the other
and concentrated on the psychic bracelet. Both their
ethereal bodies dispatched outward at tremendous speed,
leaving their physical bodies suspended.
For Gail, who’d never been on such a journey and
was a person who prided herself on controlling her
emotions, the out-of-body experience was a deep shock.
She had known of the purpose of Jim’s bracelets, but the
imagined thoughts of how they worked were nothing like
the reality. There is no longer a physical existence, she
thought. The pain and ache of body parts are gone, just a
beautiful feeling of complete freedom.
This feeling also brought fear of the unknown. Her
head turned toward Jim as they reformed in an inner
chamber somewhere within the huge complex. Jim faced
her, grinning, knowing the strange experience of travelling
out-of-body for the first time.
He then surprised her again; his voice entered her
mind and said, “Feeling all right, Frosty?”
She gazed at his ethereal form, amazed. They were
still solid, she could feel his hand still holding hers, but
their bodies had just passed through solid rock!
No words were uttered when she moved her mouth,
and her face showed sudden realisation that in this
existence she had no physical attributes, no vocal chords.
Jim spoke into her head again. “Use your mind,
Frosty.”
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She stared at him for a moment, then unleashed a
torrent of questions. “Am I really in ethereal form? Is this
my soul? Why are we apparently solid—?”
“Stop, Frosty. You need to filter out all but what you
wish to say.”
She stopped for a moment and concentrated on
focusing her thoughts. “You’ve taken me out of my body
by using your bracelet?”
Jim nodded, pleased. “I need your expertise,
Frosty,” he said, pointing at the panel in front. “I think
these are some of the controls for the psychic computer.”
Gail concentrated on the panel, which had fifteen
three-inch-diameter buttons across the top. Below each
button was a vertical line or slide. Two of the buttons were
white; the others were black. Having no facts and unable
to read the language written on them, she remained open
to conjecture and logic.
“The two black ones are in the on position,” she said
to Jim, thinking aloud. “One is definitely the entrance to
the inner chamber.”
Jim pressed one of the white buttons. It slowly turned
to black, with no obvious changes around them. Touching
the button again, it changed back to white. Jim looked
around, puzzled at the inactivity.
“They are just on and off buttons,” Gail said. “We
may be too far away to witness the reaction.”
“I presume one of these buttons controls a
passageway into this chamber, allowing Vlare entry. He is
the only one that can decipher the writings on the wall.”
Gail nodded as she pressed four buttons. Their only
reaction was to return to the white state. When she pressed
the fifth button, however, a tiny red circle appeared at the
far end of the cavern. The circle changed to a shimmering
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blue and began spinning, then expanding slowly to a
diameter of six or eight feet. The spinning circle changed
to green and moved away from them, outward through the
rock face. The green light then faded, leaving a smoothwalled tunnel behind.
Jim gazed at the spectacle in admiration of the
scientists who had constructed and engineered the psychic
tunnels. His thoughts entered into Gail’s mind.
“I agree,” she said, fixing him with a strange stare,
making him aware of his overflowing thoughts. “It is
something, up to now, that I have never fully understood.”
“Frosty, this is really mind-blowing,” he said,
grinning. “We are looking from the psychic viewpoint into
the physical reality.”
He gently swung her in the air around the cavern as
they gazed at the markings on the walls. She had the
realisation of awareness, knowing now what Jim already
knew: that the hieroglyphics all around them mirrored the
book of the primeval doctrine. The cavern walls were
covered from top to bottom with writings, symbols and
illustrated icons from that book. There was still hope.
“It’s time to return to our more vital parts,” Jim
said, and their ethereal bodies dissipated into wisps of
smoke flowing in a line, then into and through the solid
rock. They jerked back into their physical bodies within a
second of the same time they had left, leaving Gail’s eyes
blinking at the transformation.
Now, they needed to find the circular orifice leading
into the small cavern they had opened, and return to it.
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Chapter 8
One hour later outside the complex, Norman greeted
Vlare as he stepped from the bubble car. The historian had
in his hands a large case and a smaller one, and he flung
them forward as he moved through the car’s narrow
doorway. He stood, straightening his back as he exited,
directing Norman to take the larger case and hand it to one
of the guards. “Would you deliver this to portable living
quarter six?” Norman said.
The guard nodded and turned away as Norman
addressed Vlare. “Would you follow me, sir?”
Vlare nodded and followed Norman, saying nothing
as he looked in the direction of the gaping cave entrance
below, his long grey hair streaming back in the steady
breeze. He was upset at the immediate transfer to the site.
For a tall person like himself, it was an annoyance being
cramped into a tiny bubble car. Yet he also felt
excitement, for such an order could only encompass a
revelation or discovery.
After Vlare’s second encounter with the bubble car
taking him to the centre of the site, he stepped from it
sighing. “The designer of this module should never be
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allowed to work again,” he groaned, shaking his head as
he turned to greet Jim and Gail. “Mr. Long,” he said, “I
presume that you have some interesting news.”
“You might say that, Mr. Vlare,” Jim replied,
directing Vlare down the right outer passageway.
“Now that Yatak has destroyed the primeval
doctrine, we are at a loss as to what happens next,” Vlare
said, “I had just started to make progress on the second
part—” He gazed at the circular entrance that led off to the
right. “This is interesting.”
Entering the tunnel with Jim, Gail and Norman close
behind, he stepped into the room and his eyes opened wide
as he looked at the walls. His head turned in several
directions, taking in the hundreds of icons spread out
before him.
“Quite a surprise,” Jim prompted, smiling at the
inquisitively childish look on Vlare’s face.
“Yes, indeed,” Vlare agreed, walking to a portion of
the wall on the far side. “This, I recognise. Exciting,
considering that Yatak destroyed the holy book.” His eyes
moved up and down and across the vast array of
information imprinted on the cavern walls. He raised his
arm, stretching up to an icon near the cavern roof,
touching it gently. “This is the beginning of the second
part.”
“I believe the whole book is here before us,” Jim
offered.
Vlare nodded and moved slowly to the far end, thirty
feet away. He touched the wall gently and then stepped
through it, disappearing.
Norman’s mouth fell open in surprise. As Vlare had
done, he approached and touched the wall. His fingers
disappeared. Much to the amusement of Jim and Gail, he
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slowly lifted his leg and stepped through, and they
followed.
The room they entered was an exact likeness of the
other. Vlare was in a corner, studying a section and
muttering. He opened the case in his left hand, withdrew
an electronic pad and scrolled quickly through it, reaching
the section he needed. “Ah!” he exclaimed, holding the
pad against the wall next to one of the icons. “Now we
progress!”
“Raltom,” Jim said quietly, standing behind Vlare.
“Did you inform anyone else of your trip to the site?”
Vlare turned to Jim, picking up his vibrations and
emotions, then turned his head back to the writings. “You
are worried. You think we are in great danger.”
“If Yatak knew we were here working against him,
he would destroy us all,” Jim said.
Vlare nodded. “To answer your question, no. Not
even Statesman Dworn knows that I am here.”
Jim’s taut face relaxed. “Then the cavern and its
secrets are only known to us. Can you work in secrecy
down here?”
“I can work anywhere,” replied the old man, “if you
can find a chair or table for my work.”
“Nobby will get those from the living quarters
outside,” Jim said, and Norman nodded back in answer,
relieved that their plan to interpret the book was back on
track.
Norman stealthily commandeered two comfortable
chairs and a table from the spare living quarters as Jim and
Gail drove out of the site in the bubble car. Dusk was upon
them by the time Jim relayed a coded message to Dworn,
who appeared on Jim’s sleeve screen a few moments later.
At the top of the screen a flashing message read, “Message
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secure, confusion mode”—the transmission to all other
users was now in a special code, unavailable to see or
hear.
Jim,” Dworn said quietly, looking to his left and
right. “I presume you are up-to-date with the Yatak
situation. He has destroyed the book.”
“Yes,” Jim replied. “I am aware of all events. The
information I now give you is for your ears only. It must
not be passed on to anyone, even Molani.”
Dworn grimaced. “Molani is the head of state and
completely trustworthy. Is the information so important?”
“It is,” Jim said. “The lives of everyone on this site
depend upon it.”
“Then I agree, if reluctantly. But only until the time I
find it safe to impart the knowledge to him.”
“Vlare is here with us. We have found a copy of the
book.”
Dworn’s face showed surprise and disbelief at such
tremendous news. His mouth hung open for a moment, his
brain like a computer wanting to display “error.” “Are you
sure, is it confirmed?” he blurted.
“Confirmed by Vlare.”
Dworn looked down for a moment, his eyes blinking,
then returned his gaze into the camera, grinning. “Then
there is yet hope.” Suddenly, he frowned. “This puts you
in grave danger. I shall tell no one. I only hope and pray
that the book can reveal an ending to these sad events.”
“I hope so, too, my friend.”
The transmission ceased, and Jim winked at Gail.
“Let’s get back to the action inside, Frosty.”
***
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The night air was fresh and scented with the
fragrances of the trees as Dworn left the government
building and strolled down the under-lit streets, the light
casting eerie shadows contrasting with the bright light
above. He now had fresh hope, and an overwhelming
desire to inform Molani. But he knew the information
imparted to him had to remain secret to protect the lives of
those at the site. As he reached the corner of one of the
crossroads, he heard loud chanting sounds drifting toward
him.
The sister planet of Zant Minor was just rising, its
huge part-circular shape level across the horizon, yet the
crowds in front of the two restaurants on either side of the
road spoiled the magnificent vista of the planet in the early
night sky. A hundred or so people were trying to spend the
money gifted to them by Yatak. They were churlish and
unruly, some throwing rocks at the windows, unable to
comprehend the damage done to the economy and the
normality of civilisation.
A police bubble car, larger than those driven by
most, pulled up in the centre of the road and an amplified
voice bellowed at the crowd, who completely ignored the
order to disperse. Two security officers opened fire over
their heads with several bursts of stun bolts, causing the
crowd to run in all directions. The officers stood by their
vehicle as Dworn approached, one saluting when he
recognised Dworn’s status. “Greetings, Statesman
Dworn,” he stated, looking nervously around the nowempty street. “It is far too dangerous to be out here, would
you return with us?”
“I thank you, Officer,” Dworn said, smiling. “But I
have a need to know what is happening within the city.”
“Out here unprotected, sir?” replied the guard. “We
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cannot be held responsible for your safety.”
Dworn nodded. “That is correct. Please report that
you have seen me and that I take full responsibility.”
The officer saluted again, climbed into his vehicle
and sped away down the street toward the sound of
another crowd cheering and chanting in the distance.
Dworn’s faith was simple and pragmatic, following
the teachings of Anderac, the prophet of wisdom and
understanding. Life—keeping to the middle, straying to
neither extreme—was the difficult challenge. The enemies
of living were self-destruction and malicious character
assassination by friend or foe. Life was anything but
simple. He had felt despair and the heights of elation, and
a so-called friend had nearly put paid to his career. Still,
he remained staunch to his principles. He found it difficult
to understand jealousy and hate, distanced himself from
people who were malicious and harmful, but never hated
them. Now, he was curious as to how people had reacted
in the aftermath of truthful travesty from the mouth of the
devil.
He entered the first bar’s restaurant, sliding his way
in between the tightly packed revellers all eating and
drinking, and said to the unsmiling barman, “One plain
cold fruit drink, please.”
“Key in your code,” prompted the barman.
Dworn placed his special finance number code on
one of the several digital key points around the counter. A
bleeping green light actuated on the pad above the key
point. Liquid splashed as the barman thumped a goblet
down, stopping the light and issuing a small receipt.
Dworn’s eyes opened wide in astonishment. Drinks
were normally five unets each, and the printed note read
100 unets.
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“100 unets for a fruit drink?” he snapped, grabbing
the barman’s arm. “Rather inflationary.”
“You should worry,” said the barman, gently
releasing his arm and leaning forward. “You’ve got
another 49,900 left to spend.”
Dworn, disgusted, left the counter clutching his
drink; the trades people were taking back the money they
would lose by suspending normal trading and increasing
prices. Possibly the financial institutions were now doing
the same, which might lead to civil riots far worse than
what he’d seen on the street.
He tried to find a small space away from the heated
bodies stacked around him, hating the packed crowds and
yearning for the open country, and shouldered his way
through the mass of people toward the open door. Once
there, he breathed in the cool night air. Placing the rim of
the goblet in his mouth, he drank the whole contents, then
slid the empty vessel across a crowd of people onto a
nearby window shelf.
As he turned, a young man in a cloak spoke to him.
“It is time for our worship,” the man said, then moved
through the door.
For a moment, Dworn stood still, trying to
understand why the young man had spoken to him. Then
he caught his reflection in the window. Upon leaving the
government building, he had put on a cloak to protect
against the cool night air, a cloak normally worn at
religious ceremonies. The young man had mistaken him
for a fellow cleric.
When he stepped outside the man beckoned with his
arm, and they walked down the now-deserted street.
Dworn was about to reveal his identity to correct the
mistake, but then changed his mind, curious as to what
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worship the young man had referred to.
Dworn pulled the cloak’s hood over his head as he
followed the young cleric. Turning the corner, they moved
into a narrow alleyway that joined the next main street
some two hundred feet distant. The young man beckoned
again, extending his arm in the direction to follow. Facing
them was a small door, rounded at the top, with the
silhouette of a cloaked figure in the centre. Dworn now
knew he was entering one of the many multi-religious
prayer rooms scattered around the city, used by the people
of all religions as an area for quiet contemplation. The
young man gave coded knocks of three slow and three
quick raps on the door, and the door eased open to reveal
another hooded figure who gestured them inside.
Moving through a short hallway, they reached a large
rectangular room with the benches set out in straight rows
of ten. Dworn moved to the back row as an elderly cleric
led the congregation in prayer. Dworn was pleased that the
devastating revelations outside hadn’t seemed to affect the
everyday tranquillity of prayer.
The congregation started to chant, “Yatak, Yatak,
Yatak, Yatak,” in a monotonous, drilled tone. It continued
loudly, then dropped to almost a whisper when two more
clerics unfurled two large posters.
Dworn gasped; the posters were of Yatak!
The elderly cleric spoke as the chant continued. “We
greet you, great Yatak. We salute your great power and
hope you will lead us in our spiritual quest. You are our
saviour and hope, for you have made the beggar rich and
the rich poorer. Oh, Great Yatak, please hear our prayers
and lead us forth, guiding our every step.”
Here, the chanting rose to a high pitch of “Yatak!
Yatak!”
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All the while, Dworn stared incredulously at the
cleric and the people before him, in too much shock and
disgust to protest. The manmade church that the populace
of two planets had all nurtured and encouraged through
twenty thousand years was now discredited and destroyed.
Now, man was preparing to welcome and worship the
destructor. Dworn felt nausea as the chanting continued,
but the physical distress cleared his shock away. This is
wrong, and I must speak out against it, he thought.
Moving down the outer aisle next to the wall, he
reached the stage where the cleric stood, touched him
gently on the shoulder. The cleric stopped chanting and
turned to face him.
“Why do you do this? You are a disgrace to your
robe,” shouted Dworn in anger. His booming voice echoed
around the chamber as he threw back his hood, revealing
his face.
“It is Statesman Dworn,” said the chief cleric,
surprise on his face. A loud murmur came from the
congregation.
“The head of your church is Devotee Duplayer,”
Dworn continued, ripping down the two posters and
flinging the pieces onto the floor. “Yatak is a man
contaminated by a machine. He is not a god!”
His temper cooled and he became more rational. His
gaze now fixed on the congregation, and he started to
speak.
The chief cleric waved his arm and four robed clerics
grabbed Dworn, pushing him toward the exit. Dworn
responded, pushing two of the clerics to one side and
trying again to speak.
A cleric standing behind took hold of a large, heavy
ceremonial mace and crashed it down between Dworn’s
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shoulder blades. The pain exploded in him, his legs
collapsed and he fell to the floor. He looked around
through glazed eyes, unable to resist as the clerics dragged
him outside, flinging him into the road and slamming the
wooden door.
He sat up and braced his back against the wall, trying
to regain his senses. His body ached from his head and
back down to his toes; he dismissed the pain, focusing on
pulling himself upright and staggering along the deserted
street.
What just happened ran through his mind. The tiny,
packed room. The chanting and the worship of a man as a
god: a man who had become an abomination now hailed
by the public as the new saviour of humanity. The thought
made him shudder as he limped toward the bubble car
parking area.
Entering a bubble car taxi, he gave his government
command code, overriding the payment selection, and
directed the vehicle to the Zant 1 viewpoint, a tall hill
overlooking the great city.
***
In his underground chamber, Yatak floated six inches
above the floor, moving slowly to the bed. His body still
glowed, lighting the dark, uneven walls and casting weird
shadows in all directions. He stopped for a moment,
thinking. How easy this is, that my mind can control all
actions. Move from vertical to horizontal. It only requires
a thought. Now, descend onto the bed.
His other thoughts were morose and destructive. I
must cause more pain and disruption to all as I expand
across the planet. I must push my aura into infinity, to
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envelop the physical universe.
It was this desire that stopped him from killing
everyone he saw or touched. Although his instincts and
vindictive thoughts told him to destroy the planet and its
inhabitants, the stronger and more powerful urge was to
consume and digest all physical matter. As the two
comparisons ran through his demented mind, he closed his
eyes and concentrated on the expansion. His body started
to glow, becoming an intense white light mirroring the
midday sun, obliterating the structure of the room with its
brilliance. This powerful force, he thought, gives me a
feeling of perfection. Not a germ or virus or physical
injury can dispose of me.
A deep green fog filtered from him, filling the room
and moving up through the ground in a spiral. It reached
the building above, plummeting upward again into the sky.
Yatak could feel the power and mass of energy exerted as
he lay on his bed far below and kept concentrating. Some
five hundred feet in the sky, the green cloud began to form
into Yatak’s image. Within a minute, his full image
emerged, four hundred feet in length and hovering above
the city, his voice loud and clear in all directions. “Do you
believe in the power of Yatak?”
Throughout the city, groups of security officers
battling with unruly crowds stopped as everyone stared up
at the terrifying vision.
“Well, do you or not?” he bellowed, his huge head
bent forward and swinging to the left and right.
Thousands of people throughout the city shouted yes
at the image above them.
“Then kneel to the great, powerful Yatak,” he said
quietly.
People throughout the city knelt, gazing in awe at the
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vision above. Some of the security officers remained
standing, others knelt, and one senior officer walked
among them, dragging them to their feet.
Yatak, in his bed belowground, could feel the fear of
the populace feeding into his psychic mist. Thousands of
terrified thoughts and capitulations flowed through and
within his glowing aura. He could also feel the defiance of
many, causing pain like a spiritual knife cutting away at
his omnipotence.
The huge image’s head jerked upward, causing an
outcry of anguish. He could now actually feel the
emotions and thoughts of everyone within the mist as fear
fed his soul. Yet the defiance caused such pain, it must be
eradicated.
“There are unbelievers amongst us,” he bellowed,
reaching every corner of the city. “They must convert or
die. All who believe will join me on my great journey.”
Those on their knees stood, turned toward the
security forces, and attacked. Around the city, other
batches of security forces opened fire just before the
surging crowds overwhelmed them. Many capitulated and
joined the throngs of people; others, who remained
defiant, were killed with their own weapons and left in the
streets.
Yatak sighed as some of the pain subsided, allowing
the feeding emotions of fear and tribulation to enter his
glowing aura. His mind now controlled the city populous
contained within the green mist, and he revelled in the
thoughts, images, and mixed emotions of all.
Yes, now it is happening, he thought. I am growing,
escalating and spreading across the planet. But on the
outskirts of the city, I am still weak as my aura stretches
on its outward journey, curtailing the information that I
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must have.
It was there, on the city’s perimeter that he chose to
focus his next effort.
***
On top of Zant 1’s viewpoint, Dworn looked down
on the city below, at the churning green mist. The city
lights dimmed at the centre, caused by the thick green fog
that thinned out as it advanced toward him. The mist
seemed to shimmer like a lake of water, covering the
whole valley upon which the city lay, gently swirling and
stopping halfway up the hillside. Tears came to his eyes as
he thought how easily this advanced, mature civilisation of
twenty thousand years had now capitulated into chaos and
destruction. Time is a healer, he thought, but also a
destroyer of truth. All those centuries ago, when the planet
was in great danger and miraculously saved by its leaders,
knowledge was lost in the forward march of time. The
written and electronic details slowly turned to dust, the
catalogue of truth turned to legend and whispers.
How strange, he wondered. Man now knows he has a
soul, and upon death will lead a spiritual existence, thus
waiting twenty thousand years to rediscover what he
already knew. Yet time has made man vulnerable, unable
to pass on the truth, concocting his own interpretations on
all things. The threat to civilisation is now upon us again.
The only salvation is an ancient book partly written in
code.
He shook his head, acknowledging his despair and
frustration, then quickly turned, he moved back to the
bubble car to leave a recorded message for Molani
describing the events in the city below.
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He activated the computer aboard the bubble car,
causing a band of graphics to spin in the air through the
cabin. He then keyed in a special government code
number and changed the wording circling in the air. The
banner now read: “Warning, gravity belt bypass initiated,
give instructions.”
He keyed in the coordinates and the car, now freed of
its five-feet-high limitation hover, soared upward.
Reaching five hundred feet it sped horizontally above the
city, heading toward the circular religious site. He looked
down through the green mist, seeing hordes of people
moving in several directions in a chaos of movement.
After several minutes, the car started its descent toward
the small array of portable dwellings near the cave
entrance.
***
In the early hours of the morning, the city became
still as the activities of the unruly mobs quietened and
people departed to sleep. Duplayer gazed out onto the city
from the sixth floor of the government building, his face
haggard and his mind filled with despair, knowing he was
responsible for opening the site that had brought disaster
to the whole planet.
He moved aimlessly around his office, feeling
helpless and alone, unsure of what to do. Near madness,
he finally decided on a desperate course of action and
summoned Mander, his chief security officer.
Mander entered, his breath in gasps and his face pink
with the exertion of rushing from a lower office, and
quickly saluted. Mander was about fifty full lunations in
age, short and tubby, not a good example of a top security
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officer. Up to this point, there was hardly any crime, and
defending the chief of religion was more honorary than
practical. Suddenly all this had changed. Now, with little
experience, he had to protect the office and government
officials. Yet although his qualifications and experience
were inadequate, his loyalty was unquestionable.
Duplayer sat behind his circular desk, an imposing
figure of great rank, looking at Mander with a sickly smile
crossing his face. “We are in dangerous times, Mander,”
he said, leaning slightly forward. “I need your help.”
A great smile of pride beamed out from Mander.
“Anything I can do, Your Eminence,” he blurted. “I am at
your service.”
“I am giving you the code to enter the armoury,”
Duplayer said, still smiling. “I have already been in
contact with Tratter.”
Mander nodded. “The explosives expert. I know him
… fairly well.”
“Tratter will give you a small parcel. I shall inform
you of its destination when you receive it. Make sure you
leave yourself enough time to vacate. Are there any
questions?”
Mander mopped his brow by way of reply.
Duplayer sensed Mander’s apprehension. “This
mission is of utmost importance to me and all on the
planet. If you succeed, you will be the saviour of the
planet.”
Mander smiled with pride, saluted, and made a fast
exit. Duplayer moved through the connecting door to his
sleeping quarters, his mind and body weak and unwell, not
even knowing if the bomb could destroy a psychic temple.
But such was his blind rage at Yatak, he cancelled out all
thoughts of the catastrophic damage to the structure and
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the people inside. He lowered himself onto his bed and
stared at the ceiling until he fell asleep.
***
Tratter looked up from his cubicle outside the firstfloor armoury, watching Mander through the protective
glass as he left the elevator and moved toward him. He
rose and stood outside the circular door in anticipation of
Mander’s arrival.
Raising their hands in salute, both inserted a disc into
a control box, and the great door swung open. Tratter
emerged carefully clutching a square black box. He
opened the box’s cover to show a series of dials and
switches.
“Switch on, set time, activate,” Tratter said, pointing
at each position. “It is an implosive bomb, pulling all
matter toward it. You must leave enough time to exit the
building completely.”
Mander hid his surprise and only nodded, gently
taking the box from Tratter’s hands and turning smartly
away as the great door closed behind him, on his way after
reading the written instructions from Duplayer.
***
The early hours of the morning brought relief for
Yatak, since most people were now asleep, waiting for the
morning light to begin their revelries anew. Many of the
security forces had either abandoned their positions or
imprisoned themselves within their own stations. Yatak
could sense all the people contained in the green mist,
could feel the dreams and ambitions of a whole city. His
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frail human mind was completely inadequate to cope with
the information he was receiving, but his psyche was
controlling and filtering the flow with incredible ease.
Small snippets of information, in milliseconds of time,
came to and through him in a never-ending stream. The
full knowledge of people, their life, ambitions, and
emotions were all contained within his aura. He now had a
non-physical memory so vast, it seemed there were no
boundaries or limitations. He could now terrify the
population by sending visions or dreams into their sleep.
Now, he had most of the city under his control. But it was
not enough. He needed to spread across and through the
whole planet of Zant Major until his essence dominated
all.
The power was not yet complete, he knew. He now
required time to generate the energy to consume and
devour: the driving force compelling his very soul. The
culminated fear emanating from the city wasn’t strong
enough; the opposition in many minds was still gaining
strength. The oppressive nature within him wanted to
individually enter every dissenting mind and destroy it.
Even with the power he possessed, that was impractical.
Doing so would consume too much time.
An idea fed into his mind that was repugnant to his
soul, repugnant because it created a picture of beauty and
tranquillity. Yet, it was necessary. He projected his mind,
creating a vision of the beautiful city he had visited, the
psychic temple of tall emerald buildings and blue sky. He
created people dancing and singing and angels gently
floating in the sky. He took the complete picture and cast
it out into the minds of those dwelling in the city.
Everyone contained in the green mist became enraptured
to the point of ecstasy.
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He shuddered slightly as the energy created by the
vision began to weaken him, causing pain. An angelic
image of Yatak slowly appeared, hovering in the centre of
the ecstasy, arms outstretched in a pose of great humility,
and his soft velvet voice was heard by the sleeping
population. “Welcome, people of Zant 1. This is your
celestial temple of divine joy. All of you who come to
worship and follow me shall be welcomed to this sacred
city.”
He stopped for a moment, taking in millions of
emotions per second, feeling the warmth and euphoria
giving him almost unbearable mental agony.
He held the visions for several minutes, feeling
people crying in their sleep, overcome by their exaltation.
When the pain became so great he could no longer bear it,
he began to slowly change the vision. “People of Zant 1,
true believers shall reach the golden city, but unbelievers
shall be destroyed.”
The city slowly dissolved. In place came the picture
of another city, with the damaged skeletons of buildings
reaching into the sky and a landscape of dead fish and
animals. The people walked about, wailing and moaning
to each other as the ground erupted around them, spewing
out lava and molten magna and evaporating their frail
human bodies.
The wave of fear and terror of millions of people
overwhelmed Yatak, elevating him from the bed into a
bright shining light, causing him great joy as the green
mist in the city intensified. His horrific vision, projected
for only a few minutes, caused widespread distress and
fear and achieved a magnification of his psychic power.
The green mist spread upward through each building,
bringing more people into Yatak’s mind. It swirled around
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the sleeping Duplayer, and around Mander as he came
down the elevator and entered a bubble car with the small
square box held tightly under his arm.
***
The green mist now seeped down through the small
valley, toward the site, as Dworn arrived at the cave. His
entrance caused the two guards there to salute in unison.
He entered a bubble car and sped through the site, and
soon stood at the inner entrance to the centre sphere,
looking down into the huge circular room. He saw Jim,
Gail and Norman viewing a large hologram picture
projected from the scrutiniser below.
“Greetings, Jim,” Dworn said, his deep tones echoing
around the chamber.
“Greetings to you, Zitado,” Jim replied, and rose to
meet him with a surprised smile on his face, forgetting
protocol and giving a warm handshake.
“Yatak is using people to worship him,” Dworn
continued, his face troubled. “The security forces are
overwhelmed and a green mist covers the city. Even as I
speak, it is creeping toward this site.”
Jim nodded. “I believe it is an extension of his soul.
It is gradually expanding, but not powerful enough to
travel far, as yet.”
“His soul!” Dworn said. Then he sighed. “Yes, you
are probably correct.”
“During our confrontation here,” Jim added, “he
disappeared for a while, leaving a green mist. When he
returned the mist was stronger and dissipated within his
body.”
Dworn, alarmed, searched Jim’s eyes as he spoke.
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“Do you think he controls other people’s souls and
minds?”
“No,” Jim said, shaking his head. “If he had that
power, he would have used that already to control the
population. But with his essence all over the city, he
probably knows what is happening in people’s minds.”
“It is good that I left the city early, for if he had read
my mind—” Dworn stopped in mid-sentence.
“You and I, my friend, would now be dead.”
They both sat down with Gail and Norman to watch
the projected picture above. The danger they all faced
seemed unreal. They were awaiting the manifestation of a
soul, an event that had already happened twenty thousand
years previous.
Jim suddenly stood, beckoning to Dworn. “Come,
Zitado, let’s visit Vlare.”
The old man gave a sideways glance as Jim and
Dworn entered, carrying on with his task of copying two
icons on the wall. The small tube he directed at the wall
hummed for a moment, producing a hologram picture of
the icons in mid-air. He carefully brought the tube down,
pointing it at a ten-inch circular disc on the table. A stream
of light ran from the tube, taking the picture down to the
disc and opening a small drawer on its side, where it
slotted in and closed.
He then operated a small console strapped to his
wrist. A large hologram emerged above the disc, showing
various icons exchanging positions. Turning first to
Dworn, Vlare smiled and bowed his head slightly.
“Welcome, Statesman Dworn. The translations are
becoming easier, because I now know the second part of
the great book is coded. I have inserted a top code
programme to make speed a priority.”
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“Raltom, my friend, you have done well,” Dworn
said, his voice heavy with emotion. “Our very existence
depends on your translation of any facts from the book
that may help us defeat Yatak.”
“I will quote several passages from the doctrine,”
Vlare said, picking up an electronic notepad. “The great
ruler Serpententa was changed spiritually into a demon,
with great rage. The evil one destroyed all mentorial
worshippers who entered the inner city. His spirit spread
throughout the city, and then outward over the planet. A
strange blight occurred to all life, causing blemishes to
appear on the body, yet no one became unwell. The
abnormal sickness spread across the planet, contaminating
all things.”
He stopped reading, placed the pad back on the table
and said, “I shall have much more within a cycle.”
Dworn gazed down at the floor, disappointed. “Still
nothing yet to help us.”
Vlare wasn’t offended. His psychic mind felt
Dworn’s anguish and picked up visually, in his mind, the
events Dworn had witnessed in the city.
“Thank you, Vlare,” Jim said. “At least we have the
knowledge of what is about to happen. It is as I thought:
Yatak’s soul is expanding, trying to cover the whole
planet.”
“But why?” Dworn replied, puzzled by Jim’s
statement.
“We don’t know,” Jim admitted with a strange smile
on his face. “But it sounds terrifying.”
Vlare’s thoughts reached both men as he spoke. “I do
not think the soul can exist in the physical world, and a
physical body cannot exist in spiritual form. That is why
Yatak turns his psychic power into physical energy and
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cannot resize his physical body.”
Dworn peered into Jim’s eyes. “Then, does Yatak
have the spiritual power to take us and this world out of
existence as we know it?”
Silence befell the three men as they pondered the
question. Dworn’s profound statement gave them all a
feeling of apprehension; existence was now as they
perceived it, out-of-existence didn’t seem rational.
“Can we live outside existence?” Dworn said,
thinking aloud, a puzzled frown on his face.
Vlare sat in his soft chair, exhausted, a resigned look
on his craggy face. “I think it best we do not have to find
out.”
“Well, while we are still in existence, there is hope,”
Jim said, making Dworn smile and shake his head, amazed
at such humour in a life-or-death situation. Vlare’s face
remained confused at the smiles on the other two’s faces.
Jim and Dworn left the chamber, leaving Vlare
slumped in his chair, dozing while the computer decoded
and translated more information. Meeting up with Gail
and Norman, they proceeded in a bubble car to the
entrance, alighting and watching the green mist filtering
through the hills that separated them from the city. Jim
placed the security staff on watch and the computer
scrutiniser on alert mode, to visually monitor the
approaching mist. Then each entered the portable living
quarters to snatch a few hours’ sleep.
***
Jim opened one eye to a tinge of daylight coming
through the window port. The light crept across the
horizon, pushing the darkened sky away. He rose, still
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trying to open the other eye, and quickly dressed into a
spare uniform hanging on the wall. He heard voices as he
pressed the door release and stepped outside.
Dworn, talking to a security officer, turned and saw
Jim’s approach. “Good morning, Jim. I have a call from
Molani and have to return. I shall try to keep above the
mist. It still seems pretty weak, and only ten or fifteen feet
high.”
Jim acknowledged with a wave of the hand as the
bubble car holding Dworn sped upward to five hundred
feet, and then forward across the hills.
***
The night had not progressed for Yatak. His aura was
still not strong enough to cover the entire city. Hazy
strands of the green mist oozed across at ground level,
reaching five feet in height from the ground. His ultimate
fear-dream had now peaked, dropping the mist to a lower
level. But memory had created a picture of Mander.
“I sense danger,” he said aloud as millions of
snippets of information flowed through him, and he
concentrated on events displayed from Mander’s mind as
he travelled in a bubble car through the mist. The square
box on the seat by his side was highlighted first, followed
by a vision of the conversation between Duplayer and
Mander.
Next came the meeting with Tratter, and the
withdrawal of the box from the armoury. Yatak could
almost sense the explosive power of the bomb and the
electronic firing sequence inside its mainframe. Its size
gave no indication of its great destructive power, that
when imploded, it would suck all matter from a two251

hundred-yard radius into its centre, pulverising it into
atoms.
Yatak could feel Mander’s apprehension, but also his
pride in obeying an order from a high-ranking government
official. Mander also had smugness that he would gain
high favour from the man who had sent him. Little effort
was required to extract that name from the security
officer’s mind.
“So Duplayer is behind this,” Yatak murmured as he
watched Mander’s car move down the narrow, straight
roadway two feet from the ground, make a sharp turn to
the right and proceed down the valley ahead.
***
The green mist suddenly surrounded Mander like a
dense fog, and he stopped the car. Nothing was visible
outside as the car came to a halt in between the hills. He
stepped out into the green air swirling around him, sensing
no danger as he peered into the mist, seeing and hearing
nothing.
The car was instrument-driven, and needed no visual
help to continue its journey. Mander re-entered the car and
gave an instruction to proceed. The car moved quickly
forward. He turned his head slightly, hearing whispers
from behind, then shook his head deciding that the secret
mission was making him stressed enough to hear things.
Still, the uneasiness wouldn’t leave him. “Increase
speed by twice,” he yelled at the control panel. The
engine’s hum increased, the car picked up speed … and
the whispering returned, first softly, then loud and all
around him. The voices were inside his head, yelling in
whispers: “Traitor Mander, Traitor Mander.”
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He brought a hand to each ear, trying to blot out the
sound. As he did, the car climbed a hill, suddenly reached
higher ground and plummeted out of the mist into clear
air. The whispering voices ceased. From the top of the hill,
Mander could again see the green mist in the valley below.
He instructed the car to stop and wiped his perspiring
brow with a handkerchief. It’s all in my imagination, he
thought, trying to reassure himself. He touched the bomb
gently, almost patting it, and gave the car a verbal
instruction to proceed. The car moved slowly down the
hill, re-entering the thinner mist. For a moment, he
grasped both sides of his seat, knuckles white in
anticipation of the voices. Only silence ensued. He relaxed
and sighed. The site was now only a mile away, and soon
he would conclude his mission.
The car was nearly out of the mist again, climbing to
the site, when its control panels blinked several times,
jerking the car, causing him to tumble about inside. The
car skidded onto the ground and came to a stop, slightly
rolling on one side as Mander shouted commands. It was
of no use. There had been a complete shutdown of power,
and he would have to walk the remaining mile to the site.
When he climbed out of the car, holding the precious
package, the voices returned, even more powerful than
before, ripping through his mind. He ran, closing his eyes
and trying to cover his ears with only one hand.
After twenty yards, the voices ceased and he stopped,
opening his eyes to see a green, smoky image of Yatak.
“Devotee Yatak,” he burbled incoherently. “I am just
about to visit your site.”
“Oh, yes, I know,” Yatak replied, his image hovering
just above the ground. “That is why I am here.”
“I would like to explain,” Mander stammered, trying
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to think of what to say.
“There’s no need for that,” continued Yatak in a
smooth and loving voice.
“Ah, good,” Mander said, lulled by the false pretence
and remembering that Yatak had proclaimed himself a
god. “I worship you, My Lord, and will do anything you
wish.”
“Good,” Yatak replied, then moved forward and
stared into Mander’s eyes. “I would like you to detonate
the bomb here, not in my temple.”
All colour drained from Mander’s face. “I-I do not
know how to operate it,” he admitted, dejected.
“Then let me do it for you.” Yatak’s right arm
extended and touched the parcel. The parcel turned red, all
its electronic parts operating together, and imploded. A
large black spot appeared and disintegrated Mander, his
body melting into particles of dust in slow motion and
finally his whole form consumed. In the great suction that
followed, the bubble car disappeared in the same way and
the ground ripped up over a wide area, reducing all matter
to molecules. Bushes, trees, and grass alike flung upward
and moved into the black spot. A final plop concluded the
bomb’s implosion, dissipating the blackness and leaving a
huge crater.
“Goodbye, Mander,” Yatak’s image said. “Next,
when I have recharged, I will deal with you, Duplayer.”
Yatak’s face changed from a smile to an evil sneer, and his
green form evaporated in the air.
He sat upright on his bed, folding his arms and
concentrating on the mist. The green fog in the valley
below the site started to rise in long green strands toward
the hill containing the site. He stretched his aura farther
outward, something inside him pushing it on. The strain
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showed on his face; the mental exertion made him weak,
yet he couldn’t control the urge to expand.
The stress on his physical body caused him to fall off
the bed onto the floor. He groaned, his whole frame
retching. Now, he no longer wanted to consume and
conquer. He wanted to die and the physical pain to cease.
No matter now. The thicker mist was now thinning,
pushing out toward the weaker outer layer, trying to
strengthen it. His dark soul was in complete control,
urging on the expansion.
The mist stretched in wavering strands, edging up the
side of the valley and covering the hill over the top of the
site. Yatak’s expanded aura, both physically and mentally,
was past an unbearable level, brutally punishing his
existence. He knew he couldn’t die, and only death could
save him from the torment. I have stretched too far, he
thought, too late. His essence felt consumed, as though his
soul had left his body and only a tiny strand was still
connected.
On top of the hill, the green strands curled toward the
sky, causing him yet more anguish and pain as they
reached the low clouds. Lightning flashed across the
hillside, followed by a thud and roar of thunder. The
whole hillside shook, and a massive green stream of light
exploded from its peak, veering into the sky and touching
the clouds at a thousand feet. The green mist then dropped
downward, rolling and swirling down the hillside,
thickening and joining the stretched strands coming from
the valley. The site responded to his weakness, sending a
powerful beam from its core to strengthen his stretched
and failing aura.
***
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When Jim watched Dworn leave, he witnessed the
ground-shaking thunder and the huge vortex of psychic
energy hitting the clouds from the hill. Gail and Norman
were standing in the entrance, mesmerised by the strange
vision, as Jim raced inward from the cave entrance,
beckoning the other two. Within a few minutes, they had
reached the centre of the site and entered the inner
auditorium. The huge central sphere showed a glowing,
hypnotic, pulsating green light over its entire surface. It
had an overpowering, eerie effect on the chamber and its
occupants, including those on the floating stretchers.
The blinking light gained in strength, causing all to
avert their eyes from its radiations. Some of the stretchers
swayed slightly in the intense glare.
The light affected two of the stretchers nearest it;
they switched from the red anaesthesia light to the blue
healing aura, awakening its occupants. One medic
managed to switch the first stretcher back to red before the
male inside awakened. The second medic wasn’t fast
enough, and the female inside sat upright and grabbed him
by the throat. Norman, nearest to them, ran to help. They
subdued the raging woman, initiated the red light of
unconsciousness, and then quickly pushed all the
stretchers out to the chamber’s perimeter, away from the
light.
Jim operated the scrutiniser, thrusting out a sharp
beam of light that formed into a three–dimensional, solid
picture above them beamed from a satellite. The picture
showed a view of the city in the early morning glow, and
of the green mist intensifying throughout the area. “Augur,
show the full area of green mist,” Jim ordered as he sat on
one of the seats.
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The picture widened, covering some of the city
boundaries to the west. “It’s moving out over the planet,”
Gail exclaimed, pointing at the hill under which they were
located.
Jim leaned forward, staring at the picture. “Augur,
time ratio to full coverage of the planet.”
“Sixty-five hours at the present level of saturation,”
replied the computer.
“That’s just under three days, Skipper,” Norman
whispered. “What happens then?”
“I can only hope that we never have to find out,” Jim
replied quietly, and then gave the computer another
instruction. “Augur, analysis of the green mist is
required.”
A short silence followed the order, and then Auger
spoke. “As yet the substance is unidentifiable. Nearest
explanation, a plasma cloud of great energy.”
The computer has reached the end of its ability to
analyse the fog above us, Jim thought. Now, speculation is
our only hope.
He was normally good at finding the truth from
speculation and interpretation. But here, the question was
too big, and the answers all pointed to disaster.
There was one remnant of hope, and Jim pondered it.
Vlare’s interpretations said the site was closed down
before the planet was plunged into complete disaster.
Somewhere, in the book of Tortao, the answers are there.
But time is moving against me.
***
A part of Yatak rose from his physical body and left
the chamber in a stream of light that dissipated into the
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rock above. He could feel the strand moving through the
solid rock and then twisting to the left, travelling
horizontally. There was no indication of speed, just a
feeling of movement on either side.
The direction suddenly changed. He veered upward
again, passing out of the rock and through several rooms
into a darkened sleeping chamber. The strand of light
crossed the chamber and stopped at the large round bed
holding the sleeping figure. It hovered for a moment
before plunging into his head. The figure jerked for a
moment, and was still.
In his troubled sleep, Duplayer was standing in a
green fog, not able to see anything else and staring into
infinity. He knew it was a dream, not reality, and yet it
was real. Normally, his dreams were abstract, like all
subconscious feelings, totally recalled when awakening
and then forgotten. This was different. He knew his soul
had left his body and was standing somewhere in the green
mist. Although frightened, curiosity and delight were his
immediate feelings.
He started to walk, but each step made him float
forward in a smooth movement, his feet not touching the
ground. He turned slowly around, noticing a thin strand of
silver light emanating from his feet along the ground and
into the mist. He bent down and touched the silvery trail,
causing it to swirl like vapour. No matter how many times
he ran his hand through it, the strand still held firm in its
line. He clasped both hands together and gazed down at
the solidity, mystified and intrigued.
The joining of hands caused him to feel one on the
other, but quite differently from his normal solid state. It
came as an emotion or feeling rather than touch. He held
his hands tightly, moving them in a circular motion,
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feeling the strength of the grip. It was confusing. In his
mind, he was solid, yet he knew he was in spirit form, an
ethereal mist forming his body.
An idea came to him. He moved his hands outward
to full extent, and then swung them together in one fast
movement. There was a loud popping noise as both hands
passed through one another, causing a rippling effect in his
arms. It was confirmation that he was spirit, and by
moving quickly, he could pass through other objects. The
laws of this domain were new to him, but it confirmed his
religious beliefs, preached throughout his life, that a
further existence occurred after death. He was pleased that
some of his theologies, a fact he never really believed, had
truth and substance.
His normal feelings of arrogance returned, boosting
his confidence and resulting in an enlarged ego and a
careless attitude. He was in awe of what had happened, but
full of frivolous and fatalistic thoughts of his immortality.
An almost blasé condition overcame his mind, removing
any caution and fear. His life on this little planet was
nothing compared to what he was now: a spirit entity, an
elemental being. He gave no thought to where he was or
how he had arrived there, accepting that he was still
sleeping on the bed in his quarters and soon would return.
The state of nirvana made him not care whether he
returned to his physical body. After all, it was full of aches
and pains, mental agonies and stress.
He laughed. No sound came from his open mouth,
but he could hear the sound inside his mind. “This is
wonderful, no more pain,” he said, his voice clear within
his head.
“Yes, indeed it is,” replied another voice inside his
head, a voice he knew and dreaded. “I can certainly see
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why you don’t want to go back.”
Duplayer slowly turned, looking at the tall figure of
Yatak. Great fear filled his elemental form, producing a
shimmering effect. His thoughts became jumbled and
confused.
“It is good to see you again, Duplayer,” continued
Yatak in a smooth and caring voice. “I am so pleased you
are enjoying your journey into spirit form.”
“You have brought me here?” Duplayer said in
surprise.
“Yes, that is correct,” Yatak said, smiling as he
answered. “I thought it might broaden your senses.”
“Just where are we?”
“We are in a place that you might call limbo. In
between the spiritual and physical existences.”
“So … I am still alive in the physical sense?”
“Of course, the same as I am,” Yatak replied,
stepping forward.
Threatened by the move, Duplayer stepped back,
flinging up his arms in self-defence. Yatak laughed and
swung his arm against Duplayer’s, creating a loud popping
noise and a rippling effect through both their forms as the
arms passed through each other.
Duplayer stared at Yatak’s face in realisation that his
arm wasn’t damaged; he felt no pain as he would in
physical form; and his spiritual body was intact, both
equal in this existence.
Yatak beckoned and started to move up in the mist.
Duplayer followed, not really knowing how he was able to
do that.
“We are now in astral flight,” Yatak said, grasping
Duplayer’s arm and pulling him upward. “Now, let us take
away the mist,” Yatak added, still smiling.
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Duplayer, some of his fear subsiding, began to enjoy
the ride. The mist started to clear above them, showing a
wide expanse of sky. Below, some of it began to roll into a
huge ball, spinning and taking all the remaining remnants
with it across the sky, revealing a breathtaking picture of
mountains and bottomless gorges cut out of the landscape.
Still holding Duplayer’s arm, Yatak plunged
downward toward a bottomless crevice, both his mood and
voice changing. “Why did you try to kill me by destroying
the temple with a bomb?” he said.
Alarm raced through Duplayer’s mind as they fell
below the landscape and the rocky sides of the chasm
raced past their eye line. “That was a mistake,” Duplayer,
blurted, panicking when he looked down at the infinite
depth below. His thoughts cascaded through his mind,
trying to reason what was happening.
“A mistake?” Yatak gave an evil-sounding laugh.
“Indeed it was. You cost the life of dear Mander, a
pathetic fool who tried to do your bidding.”
The speed they were plunging seemed to increase.
The walls of the chasm blurred in Duplayer’s vision, and
Yatak smiled even more.
In spite of his fear, Duplayer’s mind filled with ideas
and suggestions, trying to solve the reasons for Yatak’s
behaviour. A barrage of thoughts came to him: I am spirit,
an ethereal being…. I cannot be destroyed or hurt by
another. This induced a feeling of comfort, overcoming
his distraught thoughts as the two figures plummeted
endlessly downward. “My spirit cannot be harmed,” he
said, turning to Yatak. “So why the theatrical fall?”
“When you are falling in a dream, you awake
suddenly in a nightmare,” explained Yatak, smiling. “For
if you hit the bottom, you would die in your sleep.”
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“But there is no bottom,” replied Duplayer, looking
confidently down and then back to Yatak.
“Then I shall have to create one.” Yatak waved his
arm. “Goodbye, Duplayer. I did warn you. Your soul is
now moving to another existence.”
Yatak stopped falling, leaving Duplayer still
plunging downward, a single silver stream of ethereal light
behind him. He barely had time to be afraid as a floor to
the chasm appeared below and his spirit-form crashed into
it. The silver stream of light behind slowly dissolved and
his spirit-form melted away.
His physical body sat bolt upright in bed, the terror
still on his face and his mouth a dying howl. Then, his
eyes still wide open, he fell back, dead.
***
Dworn stood with Molani on the tenth floor of the
government building, gazing out across the city. The news
of Duplayer’s death filled a large hologram screen to their
left. The morning news had changed considerably from its
normal format; the announcer hailed Duplayer’s demise as
a warning to anyone opposing the Great Yatak. Molani
turned suddenly to another hologram screen, where
notification of Mander’s actions and subsequent death was
being relayed from security headquarters.
“So that is why Duplayer was killed,” Molani said,
shaking his head in disgust. “After sending poor fool
Mander on a foolish mission.” He knew it was futile to say
more. The deed was now done, and two more people were
dead.
Dworn remained silent, watching through the
window as the green mist, now intensifying in the city
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below, drifted slowly upward. The morning sun cast its
shining beams of light through the mist as it rose above
the hills opposite. He could see people moving through the
streets as the mist deepened around them, causing their
images to blur. His thoughts focussed on Vlare, the book,
and the dilemma of whether he should inform Molani of
the mist’s ascension. It wouldn’t be long before it covered
the higher offices. When it did, Yatak would know all
their thoughts and actions. He decided against it. Vlare
needed more time to find an answer, and Molani had
already insisted on remaining in the city.
Throughout the morning, snippets of news appeared
on the hologram viewer. In certain areas, the mist became
dense, cutting visibility to a few feet, and the flow
continued from the site, cascading downward into the city.
The satellite pictures clearly showed the green expansion
reaching beyond the city and spreading outward at an
alarming rate.
By mid-afternoon, the psychic fog covered a wide
area, and was causing trees and grass to change colour.
The grass became a muddy brown and the trees showed
spreading patches of white. The sky above darkened as the
clouds moved faster through the air, casting large shadows
on the landscape. A crowd stood outside the huge doors of
the government office structure, which had been secured
the night before. Now, the only access was by bubble car
from the top of the building. Several of the crowd hit the
door with their fists, begging and shouting for entry.
Safe for now on the tenth floor, Molani and Dworn
watched the crowds on the hologram viewer.
“Is there nothing we can do for them?” enquired
Molani. The chief statesman’s eyes held tears.
“I’m afraid not,” Dworn answered, zooming the
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camera through the mist to a close-up view of the faces
below. “They are pawns of Yatak, and would destroy the
building.”
The camera panned across the haggard faces below,
and the men were startled and horrified. The faces were
changing colour, from normal, healthy complexions to
ones splotched with grey and brown patches.
“The next stage—discolouration,” Dworn said,
thinking aloud. Although in his mind, he could never have
imagined how horrific it would look.
Molani turned to face him, puzzled. “The next stage
… do you have knowledge of what is going to happen?”
“Only speculation at this present moment,” Dworn
said half-truthfully. “Vlare has predicted that the planet is
probably being taken out of existence by a strengthening
of Yatak’s soul.”
“You know more than you are telling.” The old man
smiled, shaking his head and placing a finger across
Dworn’s mouth to stop his next words. “Just tell me one
thing…. Is there still hope?”
Dworn nodded, a faint smile on his face realising that
in spite of Molani’s question, he didn’t want to hear any
information. “You must leave the city,” he pleaded. “As
soon as possible.”
“Where would I go?” Molani replied, shaking his
head. “There is nowhere to hide from Yatak. He is taking
this planet and its inhabitants to a living hell within his
own amplified psyche, to live forever and ever. Death
would be a much preferred, merciful end.”
Both watched again from the panoramic viewing
window as the crowds below surged through the city
streets, their faith lost, their wills crushed, all in a rush of
madness to nowhere. The creeping discolouration, slightly
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pulsating on their faces and bodies, revealed faces of
torment and mass anguish. Religious clerics stood on
street corners trying to appease the crowds, informing
them that the saviour Yatak would protect them, for his
powers were great. The sudden windfall of money into
everyone’s account was now meaningless and forgotten as
their bodies became discoloured and the green mist grew
more intense.
A skeleton staff of twelve who had remained in the
building now all moved to the ninth floor below Molani
and Dworn. As early evening approached, the mist crept
up to the eighth floor. Within a few hours, it would cover
the whole building.
Dworn became restless. He didn’t wish to leave
Molani alone, yet knew that if he stayed, Yatak would
read his mind and discover that Jim and Vlare were
plotting against him.
“Chief Statesman, you must come with me,” Dworn
said, placing his hand on Molani’s arm. “I urgently
implore you to travel with me now … away into the
country.”
Molani placed a hand on Dworn’s in
acknowledgement of his concern. “I must stay here and do
what I can. But I will not hold you here. Please go, and
give us all hope that this terrible thing will end.”
Dworn sighed, nodded, and again looked down on
the crowd hammering at the door below. “If they should
break in…” He gestured down with both hands.
“It does not matter,” was Molani’s answer. “As long
as we retain power, the force field will stop them.” Yet
both of them knew that was only a partial reassurance. The
crowds could be kept out, but not the mist.
Both raised their hands in salute, and then Dworn
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took the elevator to the roof. A slight wind brushed against
his face when he reached the top and the door opened,
leaving him gazing upward at the swirling clouds. He
stepped into the bubble car that had brought him and
operated the gravity belt and engine controls. Soon, he
was two hundred and fifty feet above the city. He stopped
for a moment, looking down at the madness below, then
sped across the top of the city to a hilltop five miles away.
Setting the car down on top of the hill for a short rest,
he glanced across toward the city enveloped in the green
haze, full of regret and faint hope. He’d slept little in the
previous days, and soon, he found himself dozing.
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CHAPTER 9
The huge sphere emitted a loud and fluctuating
humming as the power within surged, and then cut back. It
wasn’t loud enough to cause discomfort, but was constant
and annoying. Jim gazed at the scene before him, feeling
the need for something revealing, something to happen
that would unravel the mystery defying them an answer.
Nothing could be more frustrating or annoying for a man
of action. The green mist hadn’t yet entered into the site; it
was spreading across the face of the planet instead,
consuming life and the environment. It was only a matter
of time, and time was all they had.
While Gail and Norman monitored the news on the
scrutiniser pack’s hologram viewer, Jim visited Vlare in
the newly found hidden room. Now, Vlare had three
electronic pads scattered around the room and one in his
hand as he imprinted some icons from the wall into it. The
narrow beam of fluctuating light left the tip of the pad and
scrolled across several icons, moving first around the
perimeter and then in and across in downward motions.
The old man never turned when Jim entered the chamber
and stood behind him, only said, “You are concerned, Mr.
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Long, at the time I am taking to decipher the book, and
you may ask me to tell you everything whether fully
translated or not.”
Jim grinned at Vlare’s rare gift. “You read my
thoughts very accurately,” he said, staring at the icons on
the wall. “But … perhaps this ancient book is too old to
decipher.”
Vlare laughed and turned to face him. “You think to
challenge me. You may be right. I need perfection and the
absolute truth, but you need a sketchy précis from which
to take some guidance and act upon.”
Jim smiled at the old man’s logic, knowing that a
perfectionist like him would never fully interpret the great
book, that there would always be an area of doubt.
Vlare’s expression turned serious, and he placed the
pad he was holding on the table and sat. “I will reveal all
the speculation that the translations contain. But if I was to
be held accountable, then my conscience would never
accept it.”
“I accept your interpreted speculations,” Jim replied,
taking the chair beside him. “Any decisions made are on
my conscience now, not yours. And … the security of our
lives and the people of this planet depend on it.”
The old man signed, visibly relaxing. “The story is
very simple. Two great scientists, ancestors of beings from
another star system, settled on this planet and
unknowingly created a monstrous site. The passive
machine they thought they had built was a soul-gate: a
passage for the soul upon the death of the body. No living
soul should have ever penetrated this environment. The
psyche, stripped of its physical entity, could travel on after
the cleansing of its physical existence.
The beings returned to their bodies, became in
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conflict with themselves, resulting in one of them,
Serpententa, unleashing an awesome psychic power. For
three days, the planet witnessed environmental changes of
the like never seen before. Blemishes appeared on the
people’s skin, the plants and trees changed colour, and
violent psychic storms erupted as the whole planet began
to disappear out of known existence.”
Vlare stopped for a moment, poured a goblet of water
and quenched his parched lips. Only then did he continue.
“A battle was fought between Anderac and Serpententa.
Serpententa disappeared and the planet returned to its
normal state.”
“What—?”
The old man stopped Jim’s next question with a
wave of his hand. “What you are about to ask cannot be
answered. No details of their conflict are entered in the
book. Exactly what brought about Serpententa’s
disappearance is still a mystery.”
Jim sat back in his chair, staring at the table.
Serpententa had been defeated and cast away. The
question was, how? He was convinced that Anderac had
somehow used the site against him in the final moments.
Vlare’s interpretations substantiated all that he surmised of
the site, but only left him in frustration.
“Thank you for the translations of the book,” he said.
“But somewhere in there is an answer to what happened to
Serpententa.”
“I will try and find more information,” Vlare said,
smiling. “We are not lost yet.”
Jim left the room and went to the central chamber.
Once there, he joined Gail and Norman, who were staring
at the hologram. Only two news stations were now
functioning, one from government sources and a freelance
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operation covering the news from Zant Major and the
sister planet Zant Minor. The powerful satellite-cameras
zoomed in to a thousand-mile section, including the city of
Zant 1, showing the green mist’s reach across the planet.
The reporter hovered in the air above the projected image,
with the magnified portion of the planet behind him.
Hearing him say that the mist was expanding so rapidly,
the planet would be covered within a few days, Norman
switched to the government channel.
Pictures of people in the city appeared, all with
blemishes on their faces and bodies. Their vacant,
hopeless faces showed the empty feelings that consumed
them. The sky above was changing colour; the once-blue
sky was now tinted green and the white clouds now yellow
and red. A wind of fifty to seventy miles per hour erupted
within the green mist, causing clouds of dust over the
landscaped areas.
“And so it begins,” Jim said, staring at the scenes
emitting from the scrutiniser. “As did Serpententa
thousands of years ago, Yatak is spreading his aura over
the entire planet.”
***
The spaceport was packed with people trying to gain
passage to Zant Minor. Hundreds packed into the terminal
building, waiting their turn to board the shuttles. At five
hundred feet, Dworn’s bubble car touched one of the
spaceport’s parking beams and descended slowly into the
parking area’s reserved spaces. He entered the main
administrative building and stopped at the security desk.
“Statesman Dworn here to see Spaceport
Commander Breon,” he stated.
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The security officer jumped, saluting, and
immediately ushered him to the special elevator. “I will
inform the commander that you are here,” he said as the
doorway slid open.
When Dworn reached the fifth floor of the terminal
and stepped out of the elevator, Breon met him with the
customary salute. “Commander Breon, good to see you,”
Dworn said, and invited the commander to walk with him
toward the observation tower. “I note that the flights have
slowed down. Why is this?”
“They cannot cope with the homeless arriving on
Zant 2,” Breon replied. “Commander Zarton has requested
a slowdown until the situation resolves.”
“I think it is imperative that we transfer as many
people as possible to Zant 2,” Dworn said, stopping at the
huge observation window. The view encompassed all of
the spaceport with its ten arriving and departing bays and
the surrounding countryside toward Zant 1. “People are in
great danger, and the green mist you see on the hills will
be shortly upon us.” Dworn pointed at the green haze in
the distance. “It will bring terrifying winds and storms that
will close the spaceport.”
Breon nodded. “I am sure you are correct, Statesman
Dworn, “but the problems on Zant 2—”
“Are trivial compared to this.” Dworn sighed. “There
is a site called Tapara on Zant 2. The size of a city. It is a
storage place for ready-made temporary housing cubicles.
Get all the people on any available craft and transport
them there. Inform Commander Zarton of my order.”
Breon nodded, and issued instructions to speed up
the flow of people. Upon finishing, he turned to the
pensive Dworn, still staring at the hills in the distance.
“Do you wish me to find quarters for the night?”
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“I must try to stay ahead of the green mist,” Dworn
replied vaguely, then smiled and excused himself. He
returned quickly to his bubble car and departed in a
direction away from Zant 1.
The small village some thirty miles from the
spaceport had a welcoming effect on Dworn; the
diminutive housing pods on the side of the hill lit up as
darkness approached. The bubble car descended toward a
valley some two miles distant from the populated area,
moving slowly between the steep hills on either side. It
touched down, and Dworn swung it toward the small
raised section in the middle of the valley, moving along
two feet from the ground. He parked it gently on to the
grass below, put the adjustable seat back, and lay down,
exhausted.
Surmising that it would be three to four units before
the mist caught up with him, he set the warning alarm for
two units. And then, with heavy eyes, he fell asleep.
***
As evening approached, the green phantom image
appeared in the government building, startling Molani and
his staff. It hovered and then moved around the structure,
through walls and doors. Yatak, filled with an evil glee
because his psyche had become stronger, found he could
project several images around the city at once, causing
many times the panic and anxiety he had before. This
added to his strength, and made the green mist intensify.
The image floated across the room to the seated
Molani, stopping and staring down at the deflated leader.
“Where is your government now?” Yatak asked, his voice
casual.
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“They have left, fleeing the city and the planet,”
replied Molani. “You have brought great fear to them.”
“And you,” Yatak continued. “Do you have fear?”
Molani sighed and leaned back in his chair, trying to
hide his thoughts by blanking out his mind. “I am like all
others. I fear for my life.”
Yatak sneered at Molani, eyes narrowed, suspicious.
“If you or any of your friends have plans to attack me, I
will destroy you all. My green aura tells me everything.”
His image moved to below the huge window.
Outside, the sky darkened and huge bolts of lightning flew
across the sky. The flashes were red and pink, contrasting
with the dark green of the sky. The wind strengthened,
shaking the window-frame as its howl raised to a highpitched screaming. Unable to bear the noise, Molani
placed his hands over his ears.
“Do you like my psychic storm? Yatak shouted,
raising his arms in the air. His voice reached Molani from
several directions, feeding off his fear. “I can create a
wind of five hundred miles an hour.”
The howling increased and with a mighty explosion,
the window imploded into the room. Sharp slivers of glass
and debris came toward Molani, moving in slow motion at
Yatak’s command. He clung on to his chair, his heart
pounding wildly as death approached. Yatak raised his
arms again, a great thunder filled the chamber, and red and
blue lightning forked and flashed around his form.
The debris and glass stopped a few inches away from
Yatak’s face and then, in normal time and motion,
streamed back through the window, leaving only an eerie
silence. The wind had ceased.
Yatak laughed at Molani’s distress, the once-great
leader, his defences down, unable to stop the strong mind273

probe from the green mist that projected toward him.
“I see that you do not know of any plans to attack
me,” he said with a sinister tone.
Molani relaxed but jerked nervously in his seat.
“Yet I see great hope given to you from Dworn.”
Molani closed his eyes and then opened them. “Is
hope and faith the only answer to inevitable physical
destruction?”
Yatak’s image laughed aloud at the proclamation of
salvation. “I do not intend to kill anyone else on the planet
unless I am threatened.”
From a being intent on destruction and chaos, the
statement caused Molani to raise his eyebrows in surprise.
“Do not think my motives are good,” Yatak said. “I
need all the souls on this planet, every bit of psychic
energy from the grass, the trees and every living entity.
Then we shall embark on a journey into eternity, the
whole planet and its occupants disappearing from the
known physical universe, living on forever.”
A cold sweat overcame Molani as he dropped his
head, his eyes gazing at the floor. He spoke before Yatak
could pick up his thoughts. “The human physical body can
only endure on this plane of existence. The mind and body
will continue forever in a living hell.”
“So you are a philosopher as well as leader,” Yatak
snapped at him. “It will be a remarkable journey for
everyone, including you. Now tell me, where is Dworn? I
sense the feeling of hope comes from him. He is trying to
avoid contact with me, and has made me angry.”
“I do not know,” Molani replied honestly, feeling
relieved that he did not.
“Then I will have to find him,” Yatak said, and
dissolved in mid-air.
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***
As the green mist enveloped the spaceport, the
information from thousands more people entered into
Yatak’s psyche. Dworn’s visit and actions had allowed
several thousand others to escape the planet. Yatak was
duly angry but subdued now, needing to know the hidden
agenda of hope that Dworn concealed in his mind. There
must be no hope of any future other than the one he,
Yatak, was proclaiming. He couldn’t leave the chamber
until his aura filled the whole planet; his concentration
focused completely on this task. To move his body would
break or slow down the psychic mist, but he could project
his form to several locations within its perimeter.
A great storm commenced around the spaceport,
panicking the thousands waiting for a flight to safety.
Bright red lightning-flashes illuminated the terror-stricken
people’s faces. Huge spheres of yellow energy sped across
the sky above, plunging down and exploding and hitting
the structure of the ten bays.
As two shuttles rose on the invisible vertical beams
that led into space, Yatak’s image appeared in the control
room. His finger pointed at Breon. “There will be no more
flights,” boomed his voice throughout the entire spaceport.
Breon stopped monitoring the two flights for a
moment, stunned by Yatak’s appearance. The spaceport
was twenty miles from Zant 1, and Yatak’s devastation
only seen on news programmes—until now.
The green image hovered menacingly near the high
ceiling, lifted the startled Breon into the air some twenty
feet high, and came face to face with him.
“I told you to stop all flights,” Yatak said, staring
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into Breon’s mind. “You are too slow. I will do it myself.”
He lifted his arm and the large operating console
structured around the room’s perimeter slowly evaporated,
leaving thousands of smouldering strands of wire.
“Your mind tells me that you do not know Dworn’s
location. It doesn’t matter. I will find him myself.”
When the image departed, Breon fell out of the air,
crashing onto the floor and breaking several bones as the
two departing shuttles, robbed of their guidance, thudded
back into the bays. The green mist now spread rapidly in
all directions across the planet from Yatak’s base at Zant
1.
The concentrated mist formed by his psyche and
amplified by the site thinned out, leaping miles forward
and then waiting for the concentrated fog to catch up.
Yatak knew Dworn would be travelling from the spaceport
in an effort to distance himself from the mind-probing
mist. He projected the mist in a fifty-mile channel outward
from the main mass of green energy. It spread five miles
in a few moments along the channel, almost undetectable.
When the main body caught up, it surged forward again,
increasing in speed.
***
As Norman monitored the news, Gail joined Vlare in
the hidden chamber, trying to gain knowledge of the
psychic computer’s control system. At the site’s main
entrance, some three hundred yards from the inner
chamber’s entrance, Jim approached Security Officer
Grekor and three other guards. They stood staring at the
green mist swirling outside, one moment thick, the next
thinning out so that the valley came into view.
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Grekor moved smartly to Jim and saluted.
“No need for protocol, Officer Grekor,” Jim said,
smiling. “We are all in great danger.”
“Thank you, Space Agent Long,” Grekor said.
“When Statesman Dworn departed, he instructed that you
would be in command until he returned. I await your
orders.”
Jim was surprised but relieved by the statement, to
know that even in these troubled times, there were
friendship and mutual respect between himself and
Dworn. Yet there was no course of action to follow, no
orders to give to get them out of danger. “We must all wait
until action is justified,” he said openly. “We will find an
answer.”
His words echoed in his ears and he knew there was
no justification for saying them, just hope. Experience had
taught him that there was always an answer and options
for every crisis. Vlare was one option. Could he decipher
and interpret how to stop Yatak? Was there an answer in
the great book? Could he find it in time? If there was no
answer, or it didn’t come in time, the last option would be
to eliminate the site … that was, if it was possible to
destroy a psychic site.
“I’m afraid our relief detachment did not return from
Zant 1.” Jim turned to see Grekor standing next to him.
Grekor cleared his throat, then added, “We are now the
only security for the site.”
“Yes, there are problems in the city,” Jim replied,
trying to give encouragement. “But our small contingent
will prevail.”
Grekor saluted, and Jim turned and headed in the
direction of the inner tunnel.
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***
Norman sat on the first row of seats in the inner
chamber, watching the picture of hundreds of people
walking aimlessly around the great city. Most were quiet,
but many of the clerics stood together in groups, shouting
praises to the Great God Yatak. Norman chuckled,
thinking, How stupid to be taken out of existence to face
an unknown terror for eternity, and worshipping its
creator.
There was a crackling sound from the huge spheroid
towering above him in the centre of the chamber. He
jerked his head around in time to see the blue aura around
its surface extend another two feet, causing a kind of
magnetic suction and creating lightning traces of energy
throughout the chamber.
Norman flung himself onto the floor as the energy
bolts careered around him, striking one of the stretchers.
The stretcher faltered and cut out completely, its
circuits burnt out. Ja’s eyes opened as the anaesthetic light
blinked off, bringing her back to consciousness. She sat
upright, staring at the display of energy around the sphere,
then slid off the stretcher and moved in Norman’s
direction.
The disturbance suddenly stopped and Norman
pulled himself to his feet, turned to face her, and was
shocked by the realisation she was there.
“Ja, are … are you all right?” He peered at her blank
face, then looked nervously at the other stretchers.
She nodded in return, yet showed no emotion when
Norman placed his arms around her. For a moment, all
was calm and serene. Then the voices returned to her
mind.
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“You are a fool, control him.”
“Why are you waiting? You are superior!”
Strange desires swept through her mind and body.
She was deeply in love with Norman. She had given her
heart to him, and he responded with his heart to her. Yet
that love had generated a desire for domination. He was to
be hers and hers alone, without compromise.
She moved her hands around Norman’s waist,
grasped his pistol and jerked it from the holster, then
moved behind him and pointed it at his head. Norman,
surprised by the move, had no time to react. His worst
nightmare had come true: she was still under the evil
power that had controlled her before.
“Ja, why are you doing this?” he said, staring
sideways at the pistol grinding into his temple. “You know
I love you.”
“And I love you,” she hissed back, lust in her voice.
“You must belong to me forever.”
“But I want to belong to you forever,” he replied.
“Please take the gun away.”
Her confusion lasted only a second, but it was
enough. When her hold on the gun relaxed, Norman
turned and grabbed hold of the barrel.
The voices returned.
“He is going to control you.”
“Stop him now.”
She brought her knee up between his legs. When he
doubled over, she grabbed the pistol away and levelled it
once more at his head. “So you think you can control me?”
she said, her eyes wild and staring. “I will control you.”
She fired the gun, releasing a bolt of energy into his
chest. His face turned blank and he collapsed to the floor.
She moved an empty stretcher, dragged and pulled
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Norman onto it, then activated the gravity belt and
anaesthetic light. By the time she pushed it to float with
the other stretchers, the voice in her head was louder.
“Why didn’t you kill him?”
“Kill them all or they will control you.”
She raised the gun, changed the setting to destruct,
and pointed it at the stretcher, but stopped.
“Fire now, you fool, and get it over with.”
She tried, but couldn’t pull the trigger. The love for
him, although twisted by the thoughts, wouldn’t let her
destroy him. Her eyes staring ahead, she slowly lowered
the weapon.
“You must control or destroy them all.”
Panting with the effort it took to resist the voices, she
moved quickly up through one of the aisles between the
seats and stood with her back to the wall next to the main
entrance. Perspiration glistened on her face. The voices
kept urging her to return to Norman and finish him off for
good. With a shouted “NO!” she leapt through the
entrance into the outer corridor, pointing the gun in several
directions before disappearing into the maze beyond.
***
Several minutes later, Jim stood in the entrance,
trying to locate the source of the shout. Noting the
scrutiniser on the first row of seats, he called Norman’s
name a few times. There was no reply.
He returned to the book chamber. Gail looked up
from studying the control console as Jim entered the outer
area.
“Frosty, have you seen Nobby?”
“No,” she replied, seeing the concern on his face.
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“When I left the inner chamber, he was monitoring the
news.”
Jim sat on a chair opposite and looked into her eyes.
“It may be nothing, but … let’s take a look around.”
They each checked their pistols as they moved out
into the corridor and back toward the main inner chamber.
“Do you think Yatak has returned?” she said, her
eyes gazing ahead.
“No. My bracelet would give me some indication or
warning. And Yatak would surely make an entrance if he
returns.”
Gail thought a moment. “Nobby might have gone
into the middle tunnel to the centre.”
Jim shook his head. “With what happened to Ja, he
would never go anywhere near it.”
“I don’t agree.”
He turned to her, amusement colouring his surprise.
“Norman is in love with Ja. That’s plain for anyone
to see. Perhaps he got worried about her and went to check
on her. Or perhaps something happened to make him think
she was waking up—”
Jim remembered the shout he’d heard. Earlier, he
was certain the muffled shout was Norman, or perhaps one
of the guards. Now, he wasn’t as sure.
They quickened their pace, and were soon moving
down the corridor.
He stopped and listened for a moment, picking up a
murmur of voices from a small antechamber to their left.
Upon entering, they saw the yellow uniforms of the two
remaining medical officers. The senior of the two quickly
stood, smiling, and beckoned the other to stand. “Mr.
Long, can I be of assistance?”
“Relax, gentlemen,” Jim replied, gesturing them to
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be seated. “Have you noticed anything unusual on your
inspections?”
Both shook their heads, showing puzzled frowns.
“Is there a problem?” enquired the senior medic.
“We may have an officer missing,” Jim replied. “We
need to find him.”
“We’re due our next inspections within one unit, but
we will proceed now to help in the search.”
Jim nodded, turned with Gail and left the chamber.
His instincts were screaming at him now. Norman would
never just wander around the site. Someone or something
had incapacitated him in some way. Or perhaps what Gail
had said was true; perhaps Norman had gone to check on
his beloved.
They covered the main areas of the tunnel corridors
and the various cells surrounding the central circular
chamber, finding nothing. Jim then contacted Grekor on
the outer perimeter. There were no sightings of Norman,
or any indication of where he was. Yet Jim knew he was
here somewhere.
As Jim and Gail moved through the entrance to the
central chamber, an answer started to emerge in his
thoughts. But the budding thought was stopped by the
movement of a shadow behind a pillar in the corridor
some fifty feet ahead.
He fell to the ground, pulling Gail with him and
activating the defence force field on his pistol. A
tremendous bolt of energy hit the force field, which
dispersed the attack and saved their lives.
Jim rolled, slipping the weapon out of the holster and
flipping the switch from defence to attack, and fired
several shots in the direction of the pillar. None came in
return. After a moment, they retreated into the central
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chamber.
His first thought—that Norman attacked them
because he’d been infected—was interrupted when the
senior medic called him over to a stretcher. While Gail
monitored the entrance, he walked to the stretcher
indicated by the medic’s pointed finger and gazed down at
the sleeping Norman covered in the red anaesthetic light.
“Who is missing?” he asked, already knowing the
answer.
“Ja Cronall,” replied the medic.
Jim ordered the medic to turn off the red light.
Norman’s eyes flickered for a moment, then opened and
gazed at Jim.
“Is everything all right, Skipper?” he said groggily,
trying to regain full consciousness, and then remembered
what had happened. “The stretcher malfunctioned after
some kind of energy build-up, Skipper.”
Jim nodded, pulled Norman onto his feet and waved
to Gail, who waved back just as a bolt of energy hit the
wall at her side. She fell to the floor as a large black hole
appeared where she had been standing.
“Be careful, Frosty,” Jim shouted, moving toward
her. “It’s Ja, and her gun setting is on kill.”
Ja responded to the voices in her head by firing
another two shots through the entrance before moving
down the corridor toward the newly opened book
chamber.
***
Vlare studied the various icons on the far wall of the
inner chamber. One in particular stood out from the rest. It
was slightly larger than the others and less ornate; a black
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circle was encased in a white square, and no other symbols
embellished it. He gazed at it for a while, trying to
understand why this plain icon had been placed among the
others. The other displays around held vividly coloured
pictures and tokens of life and living. Even so, this one
plain icon was situated in the centre position of the wall,
indicating some authority.
Vlare started to guess at its purpose, and then scolded
himself for doing so. Guessing was an illogical part of his
teaching. Yet the icon did look as if it was there to be …
used in some way. To be touched.
He moved his hand slowly to it and gently stroked
the black surface. The whole wall started to shimmer and
shake, then disappeared completely, leaving a curtain of
darkness.
Entrancement overtook his alarm. He lifted his arm
slowly to place a hand upon the surface. His fingers
vanished from view into inky blackness. Intrigued, he
moved his hand so it was completely covered, and then
withdrew it slowly. The blackness had no effect on his
skin; he felt only a tingling sensation that ended when he
withdrew his hand.
He should call for witnesses. That was the next step,
and a prudent one. But he looked at his hand again,
recalled that no harm came to it, and made a decision.
With a deep breath, he stepped in and through the dark
curtain.
He stopped immediately. His eyes were now peering
around a gloomy cavern twenty feet in diameter. The
circular, dimly lit room seemed to have been designed to
highlight a row of glowing icons, located at head height
and skirting the room’s internal perimeter. His turned in a
circle, eyes skimming across the various pictures and
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symbols, until he noted an icon he recognised. He stepped
toward it.
“The warnings of Anderac,” he muttered, whispering
through dry lips. His tongue moved from left to right,
moistening them. The warnings were spoken of, but not in
the original book.
He retrieved the electronic pad from his pocket and
scanned the three icons on the right. The narrow pencilbeam of light flickered on and off as it moved rapidly over
the pictures and text. An almost immediate translation
occurred on the front screen, causing him to gasp in
surprise. The coding that had been apparent and timeconsuming in the second part of the book was absent. Here
was a simple interpretation.
The electronic pad revealed two warnings from the
prophet Anderac, placed on the wall twenty thousand
years ago.
Vlare looked at the pad in triumph, reading the
inscriptions aloud. “Darkness protects from within, not
without. Be fearful of the death of deaths.”
He frowned, not understanding, and was annoyed
that his ancestors hid everything in coded transcripts,
never telling the complete story, just segments and
statements creating a jigsaw-type effect. There was no
indication of a time scale, only a momentous collection of
sections that threw his orderly mind into frustration.
He stepped back through the curtain of darkness into
the chamber and headed for his chair. His feet abruptly
halted and he stared with surprise into the barrel of a
pistol.
“What is in there?” Ja hissed through clenched teeth,
nodding in the direction of the black wall.
“Only one inner chamber containing inscriptions, my
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child,” Vlare replied, seeing from her mad eyes that she
was infected. “Come with me and look.”
She gasped and stepped back, her eyes wilder and
staring. “You are trying to destroy me. But I shall kill you
first.”
“Kill him now before he disarms you.”
“He is an old man, of no use to anyone.”
Vlare could see the murderous intent in her eyes and
knew he couldn’t rationalise with her. His only hope was a
mental diversion. “You are Ja Cronall, a deputy head of
government,” he said, lowering himself onto his chair.
He looked up for her reply to see bewilderment.
“He is right, you are a leader.”
“You must dictate and control all under you.”
Now, Vlare could sense the murderous thoughts of
her inner voices. “Ja Cronall, you are my superior,” he
said, smiling. “You now control me, I am your hostage.”
For a moment, confusion entered her mind, pushing
away the voices.
He concentrated his thoughts using a telepathic link,
and she heard his voice above the others in her mind. “You
must escape from here quickly, for the guards are looking
for you and will imprison you.”
She glared at him in surprise as she backed to the
entrance.
Standing, he used the link once more, diverting the
other voices. “Give me the gun and go.”
She stepped backward through the door shaking her
head as Vlare walked toward her. He could feel her voices
becoming stronger again. In a few seconds, he would lose
the little control he had.
Once she had backed completely through the room’s
circular entrance, he placed his hand on the control panel
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at his side and stroked across the first four control buttons.
The entrance slowly disappeared, the wall reforming back
to solidity.
The voices returned, causing her body to spasm and
jerk.
“He has fooled you.”
“You have been tricked. Kill him now.”
She raised the gun and fired wildly at the wall,
creating huge black blisters, and then turned and vanished
into the complex of corridors behind.
Jim was moving up the aisle of the outer chamber,
and grasped Gail’s arm when Vlare’s warning projected
into his mind.
“Guard the chamber, Norman,” he shouted over his
shoulder. “Ja has attacked Vlare.”
Jim and Gail moved cautiously down the corridor to
the now-sealed entrance. There was no sign of Ja, just the
blisters she had created on the wall. Jim’s mind activated
his right bracelet, sending a telepathic message to Vlare.
The solid wall dissolved, leaving the entrance open again.
Vlare was standing by the control panel, a smile on his
face.
“What took you so long?” he enquired, mimicking
Jim’s humour.
Jim laughed. “Glad to see you are alive and well.
You’ve been in my head too much. That kind of humour
can get you in trouble.”
“I see you’ve discovered the dark curtain,” Gail said,
glancing at the far wall.
Vlare turned and his voice became serious. “There is
another chamber inside, containing the two warnings of
Anderac.”
Jim fought a gasp and rushed to stand in front of the
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inky jet-black wall. Are these the answers we’ve been
waiting for? A breakthrough?
Vlare picked up his optimism. “The two warnings
translated … alas, I do not understand them.”
“What did they say?” Jim asked, unable to lose hope.
“Darkness protects from within, not without. Be
fearful of the death of deaths.”
Jim sat down with the statement, the last remains of
hope they had, spinning in his mind. The ancient book is
written like a giant riddle, he thought. To annoy and
frustrate me! Maybe at the beginning it was true to fact,
and then, time and man distorted its content. He looked
around the room, noted the blistered walls left by Ja. The
time is fast approaching when life-threatening decisions
will be the least of the horrors we’ll face.
Vlare heard his thoughts and gave a sad nod.
Jim turned his head farther, staring around the room,
trying to focus on the facts in the hope that something
would piece together in his mind. In the past, last-minute
conclusions had saved the day with a sudden inspiration,
an unexpected train of thought.
Gail sat down opposite him and began to meditate,
while Vlare continued with his exploration of the icons.
***
Dworn awoke from a deep sleep into a
semiconscious state, still exhausted, but forced his eyes to
open. He looked at the time dial on the control panel and
realised with horror that the alarm had failed. Three units
had passed, not the two he had expected.
He sat upright glancing forward and to each side, and
then, cautiously, to the rear of the bubble car. Behind was
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a sight he didn’t want to see: a green sea of mist stretching
down the valley and now touching the rear of the bubble
car.
Panic overcame him and he clumsily operated the
controls, trying to raise the car above the mist.
A visual and audio alarm activated in stereophonic
clarity around the cab. “Warning! Gravity belt not fully
charged. Ground movement only advised.”
“You idiot,” he told himself, grimacing. “Why didn’t
I put the belt on charge when I landed?”
The memory of the blistered, discoloured faces
jumped into his mind. He looked around, knowing he had
to flee before the mist enveloped him and gave all his
secret thoughts to Yatak. The creature must not find out
about Jim Long’s desperate search for a way to destroy
him.
The mist crawled up and over the back of the vehicle
as he activated the forward motion and moved slowly
away, hovering only six inches from the ground, and
entered a narrow gorge. The valley he was in sloped
steeply downwards and ended at the base of several
vertical hills. Up was the only way out.
He covered the small distance to the bottom of the
pass and tried to take the car up the least-steep slope,
which was still nearly vertical. The gravity belt’s loud
humming indicated the strain under which it operated as it
tried to obtain more power. The warnings echoed round
the cab continuously for a moment, then suddenly ceased
when he was only fifteen feet up the slope. The car
toppled backward, throwing him around the cab as the car
bounced back into the valley and landed on its side.
The old man lay dazed for a moment, trying to locate
any injuries he might have, realising he had grazed his
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right leg, and both arms ached from where he had wrapped
them around his head in his panic. Grateful that the
injuries weren’t worse, he thought he could climb out of
the car.
When he moved up through the door, now above
him, a stabbing pain in his arm and shoulder seized him.
He stopped for a moment, hoping the pain would ebb.
While he waited, he checked the status of the power and
belatedly placed the belt on charge. As he did, the pain
increased, and he wondered if he had broken or dislocated
his shoulder. But I have to get out of here, he thought,
away from the mist. If I don’t, Yatak will know!
Fighting pain-induced nausea, he drew a deep breath
and struggled out of the cab. What he saw increased his
alarm; moving down the valley toward him, the green mist
had intensified from the main flow behind it.
He started to climb up the side of the hill, trying to
gain some height. A mountaineer he was not, and with
injuries, the climb became a nightmare. Some fifteen feet
up, he clung on with his fingers and looked at the swirling
green mist below, now filling the valley.
Got to get further up, he thought. Forget the pain,
climb!
He stretched his right arm up and grasped another
finger hole. As he did, his foot slipped out of the crevice
below, leaving him hanging by his right arm. He tried to
hang on but his body couldn’t stand the pain. He lost
consciousness and fell into the murky green mist.
***
In the deep cavern below the city, Yatak’s body
jolted upright. The glowing aura around him began fading.
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“At last,” he whispered, smiling as the information filtered
in from Dworn’s mind. That the statesman was injured and
unconscious was of little relevance to Yatak. He moved
into Dworn’s mind, gleeful.
The most recent memory, of the spaceport, visualised
first. Yatak watched the frantic efforts to transport more
people to Zant 2, annoyed at having to search backward to
find the information he wanted. The meeting with Molani
followed, and the unfortunate incident in the prayer room
where the assault took place caused Yatak to laugh.
The memories he needed fast approached. The
visions changed yet again, to the meeting at the temple. He
watched as Dworn’s thoughts relayed information from
Jim concerning the hidden room with the icons, and
Vlare’s joy at recognising them as a replica of the holy
book.
His fists clenched in disbelief, and he screamed and
howled, thumping the bed, hate showing on his twisted
face. As he raged, three green images of himself appeared
around him, each one with a statement.
“You are in great danger.”
“You must destroy the book, for it can destroy you.”
“Kill the unbelievers and destroy the book!”
Wild with anger, he projected several images around
the city, showing his rage and destroying several
buildings. His voice boomed out through the streets. “All
who oppose me shall die!”
Panic ensued as people tried to hide from the violent
temper unfolding. Then it all suddenly stopped. Now,
Yatak was turning his terrible rage to the cause of his
misery: the holy site.
***
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Grekor and his three guards were seated in the inside
corridor, fifty yards from the entrance to the site. The
green mist completely filled the outside of the cave
entrance, yet emanated no further inside, as if for some
reason, it could or would not penetrate any further. It was
in this mist that Yatak’s face materialised, completely
filling the large opening, his voice loud down the corridor.
“Who dares to oppose me?”
Grekor stood, for a moment not believing the huge
facial image facing them. He had no illusions as to
Yatak’s power, however; destruction could be imminent
and instant. Putting his arms out, he backed down the
corridor with the other guards following.
“You will all die,” Yatak hissed at them, his face
moving forward into the tunnel. The projected image
moved inside some six feet before evaporating from view.
Grekor and the three guards ran down the corridor to
the first intersection, entered a bubble car and sped to the
centre section, certain that whatever had happened to
cause the image to disappear, it had saved them from
death.
Jim received the news of the apparition from Grekor
with a stunned silence, realising that if the mist had
reached Dworn, their time had run out. He glanced at Gail
and Norman, then the officers, then to the medics who had
ambled over when the officers arrived. Trying not to think
of his friend’s possible fate, he said, “Yatak can only
operate his images within the green psychic vapour, and
that’s good news.” He paused and looked up, peered into
each officer’s face. “Now he will have to visit the site, in
person, to confront all those who plotted against him.”
Every person in the room except Norman, Gail and
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Jim started to talk at once. Their fear was intense, and
noisy.
Jim raised his arm in the air and shouted, “Quiet!”
The unintelligible gabble stopped and all eyes turned
to him.
“Your behaviour is one without hope. While we are
alive, there is hope. Something in this site rid the planet of
a monster twenty thousand years ago, and will do so again.
You will all go into the central chamber. Once there, you
will hide behind the seats. Yatak will not kill you. He
needs your psyches and millions of others to exist. He will
come for Vlare and me instead. Go now.”
They nodded quickly left, except for Grekor. “I will
stand and fight with you,” he said.
Jim shook his head. “No, my friend, there will be no
fight. You cannot physically fight a superhuman entity.”
Grekor looked puzzled for a moment but then
nodded, understanding now that Jim had a plan of some
kind. “May you survive and live on,” he said, raising his
hand in salute before quickly turning and moving down
the corridor.
“I presume you do have a plan,” Gail said to Jim with
a deadpan face. “This is a rather serious situation. An
omnipotent being is coming to seek his revenge.”
Jim didn’t smile, just nodded and moved his arm in
the direction of the book chamber.
Gail and Norman entered the chamber with him, both
trying to predict his next orders. None came. He simply
stood in front of the large control panel and stared at the
buttons below, fifteen buttons he knew controlled
everything that was controllable on the site. The answer to
their survival was in there somewhere. He contained his
thoughts within himself, however. He had to be right, and
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there was only a small percentage of doubt, doubt natural
in a human entity: a fear of the unknown. The other facts
in his mind were overpowering, and if wrong, then the
great book itself was in error, a premise he wouldn’t let
himself believe.
“Forgive me for receiving your thoughts,” said Vlare,
interrupting the flow of information in Jim’s mind. “Your
logic and interpretation is sound.”
Jim had forgotten the psychic powers Vlare
possessed, and turned to face him now. Norman and Gail
listened to the conversation with puzzled frowns on their
faces unable to comprehend the mind-meld taking place.
“I presume, Raltom,” Jim said, a small smile
appearing on his face. “That you agree with my plan.”
“Indeed,” Vlare replied. “Anderac was a brilliant
scholar and an intellectual. His warnings should not be
dismissed.”
“Then I hope we are both correct in our
assumptions.” Jim turned to the panel once more. “If
not—”
Their conversation ceased as a vision materialised in
both their minds. The dark silhouette of a robed figure,
hanging in the air moving toward them, changed to the
face and shoulders of Yatak: a face filled with rage and
hatred on its way to confront them.
Jim turned to Norman and Gail, trying to speak
slowly but with urgency in his voice. “Frosty, I want you
to join with Raltom when I give the order and turn on all
fifteen control buttons.”
She nodded as Vlare moved to her side in front of the
control panel. Her thoughts were bleak. She had been with
Jim in life-threatening situations before, but always
briefed and ready. Here, the threat was death or a living
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hell, and Jim was gambling on an answer through a
control panel whose true functions he didn’t yet know.
“Yatak is on his way, and I want to confront him in
the passageway outside,” Jim continued, moving to the
entrance. Norman followed, and before Jim could speak to
stop him, he had moved out into the corridor and looked at
Jim with pleading eyes.
“I have to find Ja, Skipper. If there’s any chance—”
“I know. Go and find her Nobby, but be careful.”
As Norman moved down to the right, a violent gale
of wind threw them both against the corridor wall. Jim
knew Yatak was arriving, tried to warn Norman by
shouting, telling him to run, but the air around was too
strong and held them tight against the wall. Seconds later,
a massive circular vortex appeared and Yatak stepped
through it, staring at the two of them. He floated forward
at ground level, standing in the entrance and looking into
the book chamber.
“So this is your little secret, Mr. Long,” Yatak
hissed. “You have a full unabridged copy of the primeval
doctrine in a hidden room.”
While he spoke, the wind died down a bit. He turned
to his left as Norman raised his handgun to fire. Yet before
Norman could take aim, he spun in the air and crashed
hard against the wall. The wind instantly returned to galeforce.
“Don’t insult my intelligence,” Yatak snarled to
Norman. “Now you can feel my real power by dying
spectacularly.”
From down the passageway shots plummeted toward
Yatak as a screaming Ja ran in Norman’s direction. “He is
mine, you shall not have him!” she shouted as the first
blast hit the wall at Yatak’s side and the second took away
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his leg.
Yatak could feel the disappearance of his leg, but no
pain. His thoughts concentrated on the empty space where
his leg had been. Grow forth and replace my missing limb,
his thoughts commanded.
The area glowed bright for a moment, and his leg rematerialised.
Ja stood below the suspended Norman, the handgun
aimed at Yatak. In her sheer madness and hate, she had
saved Norman from death. Now she was in danger from
an angry Yatak who now stood in the entrance on two
good legs, raising his hand.
“This is interesting,” he said. “A crazed love by an
infected woman. Yet I cannot allow you to continue. You
are nearly ready to transcend to my state of existence. That
would not be practical. You must not suffer anymore, just
die of old age.”
A bolt of light flew from his hand and cascaded
down her body. She began to shiver. When the spasms
deepened, the gun fell from her hand.
“No,” yelled Norman, his face twisted in pain. “Kill
me, not her!”
The plea went unheeded. Ja’s body began to change,
bending with age. The skin on her arms and face wrinkled
and her hair turned white. She gazed up at Norman, and
for a brief moment, her eyes mirrored the love she felt for
him as she gasped her last breath and fell to the floor.
Norman gave an anguished scream as Yatak released
him from the wall and he tumbled to the ground. He
crawled over to Ja and cradled her in his arms, sobbing,
his mind shattered.
Yatak ignored the grieving man and hovered into the
book chamber, glaring at Vlare and Gail. “Now I will
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destroy the last book,” he said. “I would advise you to
leave before this chamber disappears from existence.”
Jim’s tall body framed the entrance to the corridor
outside. “I am the only one who knows how to destroy
you, Yatak,” he shouted. “I am the only one with the
knowledge.”
“You cannot kill me,” Yatak retorted. “I am
invincible!” Yet Jim had put the seed of doubt in his mind,
and it began to grow.
Jim noted Yatak’s hesitation and bolted down the
corridor. Yatak abandoned the book chamber and followed
him instead.
“You cannot hide or escape from me,” Yatak
bellowed, removing the doubt-thoughts from his mind in a
frenzy of hate, moving faster, his feet not touching the
ground.
A hundred yards down the corridor, Jim turned and
faced the floating Yatak, hovering thirty feet away.
“You are no fool, Mr. Long, you know I can destroy
you in a second,” Yatak proclaimed. “What is the secret
that you hold in your mind?”
It was not comforting to Jim that the creature before
him had only to lift his arm to obliterate Jim’s physical
body. Yet he felt that, for the moment, he had the upper
hand. Yatak was intrigued and curious, and now touched
with a fear, however slight, of being damaged or
destroyed: a fact Jim could tell was playing on his mind.
For how much longer, he didn’t know, but he hoped it
would be enough time to do what he had to do.
“Through your entry by this machine into what I
know as the twenty-fifth dimension,” Jim replied, “you
have become a spiritual hybrid, devoid of love or empathy
for your fellowman.”
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“What you say is true,” Yatak said proudly. “I am
impressed with your intelligence. A mind like yours would
be a great benefit and amusement to me in my intended
future eternity.” The pride left his face, replaced by
disappointment. “But alas, you would be far too dangerous
to have around.”
Jim’s hope of more time was dashed when Yatak
slowly brought his arm up, preparing to strike.
“Tell me what I need to know, and I will spare you,”
Yatak taunted, holding his arm, fingers extended, at chest
height.
Jim concentrated on his right bracelet, projecting his
mind to Gail and Vlare, willing them to press the controls
on the panel. The message reached them both
simultaneously.
Yatak also received the thought; a puzzled look
appeared on his face when the entry and exit doors on the
entire corridor slowly formed solid again, leaving them
with no retreat.
“You think you can hold me by sealing me in?”
Yatak said, smiling at such a preposterous idea.
Jim felt Yatak’s strong mind-probe entering his
subconscious, tearing away the fragments of resistance
and causing him to collapse upon the floor. At that last
moment, Jim’s thoughts entered Yatak’s mind, revealing
the black destructive aura. The lights in the corridor
dimmed, and a grey vapour started to fill it, descending
around them as it changed to a darker swirling mist. Jim
could feel Yatak’s mental hold releasing, and he now
began to understand that his speculation was correct.
Suddenly, the entire area was plunged into the inky
blackness he had witnessed on his first visit, so intense
that no light could penetrate.
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Yet Yatak’s body was so powerful, his physical form
was incandescent as his glowing soul projected two to
three feet in distance. A twisted smile formed on his face
as he turned to Jim, sprawled on the floor.
“Your secret weapon, I presume?” Yatak said,
leering at him. “Did you think the darkness would hide
you?” He raised his hand above his head and swung the
open palm of his hand.
Jim grimaced as the ball of light moving from his
hand flew toward him. But it spluttered, then died out
before reaching him. Only then did Jim know he had been
correct in his assumptions; the blackness had taken away
Yatak’s powers.
Panic consumed Yatak, and his glowing form sped
up and down the corridor, looking for an exit. Fragments
of light left his body, dissipating in the inky blackness of
the void around him.
“When I get out of here, you will die a horrible
death,” he snarled as he swung round and came face-toface with Jim.
Jim’s face reflected only Yatak’s eerie glow as he
continued to move swiftly up and down the long corridor
and out of sight.
“Are you all right, Nobby?” Jim said, trying to locate
Norman’s position.
“I - I’m all right, Skipper,” Norman replied out of the
darkness, still cradling Ja’s head on his lap. “Why did he
kill her like that? Why?”
“She was a threat, Nobby. Did you hear? She was
about to turn into a being as powerful as himself.”
The conversation ceased as Yatak’s glowing form
reappeared. “Let me out and I will give you anything you
want,” he said, glowing parts still falling away from his
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body.
“No, Yatak,” Jim replied. “You would still destroy
the planet and the people on it.”
Yatak flew into rage, the only emotion left to him,
and the glowing part of him dwindled in size. His physical
body collapsed onto the ground, leaving his amplified
ethereal body floating above. Jim held his breath, hoping
he was right, and feeling immense relief when Yatak’s last
visible presence slowly elongated into the inky blackness,
then dispersed into millions of melting pieces that hung in
the air for a moment, then disappeared, one by one, as the
blackness devoured them.
Jim concentrated on his bracelet, sending a telepathic
message to Vlare and Gail. The darkness around them
became less dark, then faded into a grey pallor. A long
moment later it dispersed, leaving the air around them
clear.
Jim moved over to Norman as the entrance opened to
the book room and Gail and Vlare stepped out to join
them. Gail and Vlare heard Jim and Norman’s conjoined
gasp at what they saw. The old and tortured picture of the
dead Ja, the one that Yatak had created, was gone. The
darkness had taken away her infection, leaving her body as
it was when they first met her.
Jim placed his hand on Norman’s shoulder as he
looked up, tears in his eyes, as though his hope for a
miracle had vanished with the darkness.
“Has Yatak gone?” Vlare said, looking up and down
the corridor.
“What’s left of him is there,” Jim said, pointing to a
mound of dust on the floor. He smiled at Vlare. “It seems
so little, but I want to thank you and Gail for saving our
lives.”
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He noted their confused looks, and explained. “The
darkness works to clear the infection. What you did—
pressing the buttons simultaneously—brought on the
darkness.”
Both smiled and nodded, finally understanding Jim’s
unusual request.
“Frosty, contact Grekor and fill him in. Have him tell
the medics to bring the stretchers with the infected patients
down here. Best get to work so they can all be restored to
normal.”
“If the darkness cures,” Vlare said, scratching his
head. “What happened to Yatak?”
“What I think happened is this,” Jim said. “When the
body is dead and the soul leaves, it continues to another
dimension … to evaluate and self-inspect the life that was
lived. Then the soul travels on to a higher, or lower, plane.
The soul is linked to the physical brain, but both are
separate parts of existence. This machine, which is part of
that dimension, made the two as one. But the physical part
shouldn’t be there, so the brain becomes infected.”
Vlare nodded. “I can accept that is the way the
infection happens. But how is it cured by darkness?”
“It came to me that the darkness, created by Anderac
and Serpententa in all the corridors around the complex, is
also a psychic cleanser, releasing the first infection. But
someone turned it off. After a certain period, the two parts
of a being totally merge, causing a mental and psychic
crisis, creating a super being that loses all its humanity.”
“Serpententa was also such a creature,” Vlare said,
considering Jim’s words. “I presume he disappeared the
same way?”
“Yes.” Jim’s voice held sadness now. “Anderac used
the blackness to cure Serpententa, not realising, at that
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stage, it would destroy him. Unfortunately, after the total
merge, the soul brings great power to the body, and the
body reacts against the soul. The darkness then destroys
body and soul together. Upon death, the soul is never to
pass on again.”
He took a deep breath, glanced down at Ja, and
added, “I believe that we just witnessed the death of
Yatak’s soul: the death of deaths mentioned in the holy
book. Like Serpententa, both their spiritual and physical
entities are completely destroyed now, gone forever from
existence, never to return.”
There was a stunned silence amongst them as the
medics entered with the stretchers. One pair of medics,
informed of the situation by Grekor, brought an empty
stretcher over to where Ja lay. Norman saw them and
tightened his arms protectively around her still form.
“She loved you with heart and soul, Nobby,” Jim
said, placing his arm around Norman’s shoulder as Gail
did likewise on the other side. “And although infected, she
wouldn’t let you be killed. You will always have her
memory, but it is best to let her body go quickly so it, too,
can find peace.”
Only then did Norman release her to the medics.
With Jim and Gail’s help, he was able to stand.
“Sometimes fate allows us a … a small moment in
time,” Norman said, his eyes watering at the sight of Ja
being carried out. “That moment, no matter how brief, can
be more memorable and intense than anything else that
life can offer.”
“Did Ja say that?” Gail asked, her voice gentle.
Norman nodded.
“That was a real love,” she said, turning her head
and hiding a tear as they walked toward the exit.
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END

COMPUTER BIBLIOGRAPHY
One light year - the light that travels ten million, million kilometres in one year.
The speed of light, light that travels at one hundred and eighty six thousand
miles a second. The universe itself a vast void of unimaginable distances of
space and time. The galaxy a mere pinpoint of existence, measuring
approximately in length one hundred thousand light years and twenty thousand
in depth, possibly containing a hundred to two hundred thousand million stars,
much still uncharted.
Federation rank structures consist of:
The Ruling Galaxy Council with its Chairman Supreme Chief Officer Vanders
(SCO)
Deputy chairman
Assistant Supreme Chief Officer Gray (ASCO)
and ten other ASCO's
plus two Space Agent Chief Officers (SACO) forming the supreme council.
The rank structure continues downward with:
Twenty operational Space Agent Officers (SA)
Solar System Controllers (SSC) for each solar system.
Further officer structures are Planetary/ Space.
Chief Planetary Officer (CPO)
Chief Space Officer (CSO)
Assistant Chief Planetary Officer (ACPO)
Assistant Chief
Space Officer (ACSO)
Planetary Officer 1 (PO1)
Space Officer 1 (SO1)
Planetary Officer 2 (PO2)
Space Officer 2 (SO2)
Planetary Officer 3 (PO3)
Space Officer 3 (SO3)
A solar system council consists of one SSC,
one ACPO, one ACSO, five CPO's and two CSO's.
A council would be the ruling body in that system for the galaxy police
federation - existing laws standing.
FEDERATION POLICY and STRUCTURE
The federation would try to consolidate the moral and humanitarian laws of
each solar system. They would protect all life and stop contamination upholding
the law governing travel between solar systems. The laws dictate to stop any
one race or creed from dictating or interfering with another and to act as an
intermediary between warring systems. Armed technological aggression against
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lower life forms would be actively neutralised and interference in the
development or progression of other life forms not be tolerated. Police
embassies are visible on any planet above ratio five, invisible observation on all
planets below. The mode of travel of the federation is primarily intergalactic craft
(IGC). The IGC weaponry is thermo-micro laser bolts and beams plus black
observation satellites for planetary surveillance and control. MTR’s- used only
under strict guidelines over short and concise distances. Sophisticated tracking
scanners and sensor arrays plus the new advanced audio computers now in
service called Augur.
At the centre of the planet, Krakor are installed two computers - an
amazing gift from the ANCIENT ONES OF LIGHT – the great spiritual onesguardians of the galaxy spreading order, light and goodness.
The (CTD) and (TC) telepathic computers. Two men have the only
access to these computers – Supreme Chief Officer Vanders and Special Agent
Jim Long. Each have bracelets on their wrists which when activated by their
brains allow them travel to other dimensions or move out of body into astral
spirit form.
PERSONAL DISC DATA
JIM LONG- Qualified space agent
35 years of age- an experienced astro-pilot, navigator, and a trained
detective.
NORMAN CLARK –SO1. 25 years of age – astro-pilot and engineer
– Specialist in craft structures and propulsions – nicknamed ‘Nobby’ Clark .

GAIL FARMER – SO1. 24 years of age – Specialist in computers
and astro-navigation. Nicknamed ‘Frosty’ Farmer because of her ice cool
disposition.
GALAXY SPACE POLICE FEDERATION DIRECTORY
Augur - new advanced audio computers now in service called Augur (Audio
universal guidance ubiquitous randomiser). Each computer operates on verbal
commands and named after earth's ancient soothsayer - predicting and making
decisions from signs and input.
Computer linked bracelets
On Jim’s left wrist a dimensional bracelet and on the right the spiritual bracelet
linked to the CTD and TC computers on Krakor.
CTD Computer - The (CTD) coextensive transcendent dimensions of time
computer allowing its recipients to unlimited travel and exploration in unknown
dimensions of time and space.
Dakars Image Restaurant – Advanced hologram technology for entertainment
and leisure. A white knuckle ride in reality settings.
Krakor
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The Galactic Police Federation HQ at the centre of the galaxy.
IGC (Intergalactic Craft) - The IGC reaches light speed and then switches to
Space Time Warp Drive (STWD) changing the craft to travel in another parallel
dimension of time. A relative speed achieved of ten thousand light years for
every day travelled in normal time allowing the occupants to traverse the length
of the galaxy out-of-time within ten days. One of the greatest scientific gifts ever
bestowed on the police federation by the ancient ones of light. Each IGC is
powered by the natural successor to electricity, electonity that produces power
from the atom in the form of colossal magnetic forces producing anti-gravity,
gravity, from dark matter and dark energy - electonic force field, traction and
disable beams and a light speed propulsive force.
MTR’s - Matter transmitter-receiver transport's still in a stage of development
only used over short and concise distances.
Probe interceptor craft - shuttlecraft for use between the mother ship and
planets’. Multipurpose for defence and attack - all capable of sub light speed.
The (TC) Computer - telepathic computer allowing out-of-body travels in spirit
form to the domain of the spirit world and astral planes.
Scrutiniser – small back pack – an extension of Augur. Allowing recipients full
computer access including information and translation. Built in gravity belt
allowing limited air flight.
Planet Zanteurians Major in the Nesemen solar system
st

1 HOUSE of GOVERNMENT
The Plebiscitary Chambers – containing elected members called
advocates.
The Statesmen – A council of ruling advocates.
Chief Statesman – Head of Government
nd

2 HOUSE of GOVERNMENT
The Theocratic Chambers – Containing elected members called
religious advocates who are elected on theological policies, not religion or
church.
The Devotees – A council of ruling religious advocates.
The FANTAST – Head of the Devotees
The Upper Disbate Chamber – Jointly ruled by the Chief Statesman
and the Fantast. A top Government discussion and debate chamber where all
laws and legislation are passed.
Chief Statesman Molani and The Fantast Yokado Duplayer
heads of the Upper Disbate Chamber
Statesman Zitado Dworn – Chief scientist.
Mito Notal – Chief Administrator
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